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Ethanol is produced comoercially as industrial alcohol 
from grain, blacks trap molasses, ethylene and waste sulfite 
liquor. Pilot plant studies indicate that the full scale 
production of industrial alcohol ~om wood ~mste, agricultur-
al waste and the by-products of the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis 
is feasible. An examination of data on the production of 
alcohol since 1933 indicates that the production of grain 
alcohol has been large only during World \var II, when de-
mands for synthetic rubber nnd explosives were high; that 
tho production of alcohol from ethylene has increased 
steadily since manufacture ,~s started; and that the produc-
tion of alcohol from molas5es in recent years has followed 
an erratic path due to unusual variations in the price and 
supply of molasses. 
The cost of producing alcohol naturally varies ~dth 
the raw material and ~dth the ~rocess. In the case ot corn 
alcohol, the raw material charge is the major cost item; 
therefore, instead of selecting one cost for alcohol from 
corn, a graph is presented sho~nng estimated cost of produc-
ing alcohol vs. the price of corn. The graph is a straight 
line sho~nng an alcohol cost of 2? to 30 cents per gallon 
with corn at ~ cents per bushel and an alcohol cost of 83 
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to 86 conts with corn at $2.00 per bushel. Molasses alcohol 
is made from a by-product of sugar refining ,·rhich, if not 
sold, can be dispo~;ed of only at considerable oxpense. It 
is axnected that molasses will sell at such a orics that ~ . 
molasses alcohol ,1111 be coopet1tive with synthetic alcohol, 
which is made from ethylene. Synthetic alcohol is estimated 
to cost 24 to 27 cents per gallon by the indirect hydration 
process and 16 to 20 cents per gallon by the dll~ect hydra-
tion process. It is estimated thnt a1c0301 1s produced from 
tho one waste sulfite 11~lor plant in the United Stntes at 
a cost vftl1ch lies between 24 and 28 cents per gallon. The 
American plant for ml!ktne a.lcohol from '<food waste has never 
been operated successfully; it is estimated thc'lt "lhen operat-
illB dlfficultlos are overcone the alcohol inll cost about 
26 cents per gallon. Alcohol fron agricultural waste is 
tentatively estimated at 22 cents per gallon on the basis 
or a preliminary econo~ic evaluation. Tho cost of alcohol 
from the Fischer-Tropsch oxygenated by-products is part of 
a joint cost, hence that fraction of the total cost '\{h"tch 
1s chnrged to alcohol is arbitrary. 
The deoand for alcohol is expected to decline in the 
future. The antifreeze market, 1n ':rhich alcohol formerly 
had an appreciable share, is being ta1{en over by ethylone 
glycol and methanol. Alcohol as n solvent 1s being replaced 
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by le8s expensive methanol and isopropanol. The direct 
oxidat1on ot petroleum gases to chemioals for whioh aloohol 
has been a raw mater1~1 is also reduoing the market tor 
alcohol. Gasoline-alcohol blends, synthetic rubber and 
anti-detonant injection, all frequently mentioned as pos-
slble markets for alcohol, are not exneoted to aotually 
inorease the demand. 
The estimated demand tor aloohol in the next tew 
years is 160 to 180 million gallons per year. It is expeoted 
that th1s demand will be supplied by 95 to 110 million 
gallons ot synthetic alcohol, 50 to 70 million gallons ot 
molasses alcohol, less than 10 million gallons of grain 
aloohol and about 5 million gallons ot alcohol trom 
sulfite liquor and misoel1aneous small souroes. Fischer-
Tropsch aloohol will probably contribute 10 million 
gallons, beginning in 1950; produotion may subsequently 
inorease due to new plants going into operation, but no 
obange is expected untl1 atter 1953. The operation ot the 
~ood aloohol plant to produoe 4 or 5 million gallons ot 
aloohol 1s a possibility. 
A deoision as to whether the Bubsidization of corn 
aloohol is or Is not advisable 11ea beyond the soope ot 
this reuort, since the decIsIon Involves the consIdera-
tion ot polltical as well as eoonomic factore. The short 
run etfect ot subsldizing the use of 100 mIllion busbels 
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of corn to produce alcohol would be to raise corn 
prices about 4 cents par bushel. The long run effect 
woUld vary depending on what additional steps were 
taken in the over-all farm price support program. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Purpose and Scope 
There are two sep~rate industries, both under strict 
regulation by the Alcohol Tax Unit of the Bureau of Internal 
Revenue, which produce ethanol by distlllp-tion. These 
industries are the industrial alcohol industry and the distilled 
spirits industry. The industrial alcohol industry produces 
ethanol for chemical, ~hysloal or manufaoturing uses. The 
dist1lled nroduct, kno.n as industrial alcohol, has a high 
degree of purity. It is generally obtained in solutions whlch 
are 95 per cent ethanol and 5 ~er cent water by volume, al-
though in some cases the produot ls marketed as 100 per cent 
alcohol or anhydrous alcohol. The distilled sp1rits 1ndustry 
produces ethanol for beverage use only. The pronuct, oa11ed 
distilled snirits, is conoentrated to solutions not over 80 
per oent alcohol. Although it 1s intended for human oonsump-
tion, beverage alcohol is not as pure, chemically speaking, 
as industr1al alcohol. Minute amounts of impurities called 
congenerics are intentionally left in the distilled spirits to 
give a desirable flavor and odor. 
While the distilled spirits industry and the industrial 
alcohol industry are distinctly senarated by law, in many 
cases they nroduce ethyl alcohol from the same raw materials 
by simil~r nrocesses. In addlt'on it is possible to transfer 
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the product of one 1ndustry to the other industry for use. 
Beoause of th1s 1nterl1nk1ng relat10nship, both branches of 
ethanol produotion must be oons1dered to some extent when 
either one 1s examined. During the war when many distilled 
sPirIts nlants operated to produce industrial alcohol, thIs 
re1ationshin beoame extremely close. Under nresent conditions 
the two tynes of production are quite well senarated and it is 
poss1b1e to emphasize one type of produot10n w1thout dwelling 
too much on the other. In this naper industrial alcohol 
fac11ities will be of primary interest. 
During World War II the production of industrial alcohol 
waS increased tremendously, largely due to the demands of the 
war-born synthetic rubber industry. The peak wartime pro-
duction, in 1945, waS over five times the average 1933-1941 
output. Much of the incrense in PTOductlon waS obtained by 
licensing distilled spirits plants for industrial alcohol 
production. Ho~ever, the output of the industrial alcohol 
. 
industry was also raised by the expansion of existing 
facilities and the oonstruction of new plants. Some of the 
new plants utilized raw material sources not previously tnnped 
to any great extent. Foremost among these new raw materials 
was corn. It had previously been used in minor amounts but 
during the war it beoame one o~ t~e three major raw mat~~1a1s 
for alcohol. 
Now that the war is over the demand for alcohol has 
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decreesed consinerably. The distilleries have returned to 
beverage alcohol nroduotion but the capacIty of the in-
dustrial alcohol industry is in excess of the demand for 
alcohol. The postwar adjustment of the industrIal aloohol 
industry. exneoted'lmmediately after the cessation ot 
hostlllt1es. actuallY beg~n in late 1948 and 1s not yet oom-
nlete. The pattern which will result trom current changes 1s 
of particular Interest to the midwest beoause it involves 
whether or not any anprec1able amount of corn w1l1 be used 
1n the future. Three major grain-using plants built during 
the war at Muscatine, Iowa; Omaha, Nebraska; and Kansas City, 
Missouri are available for continued production. The pos-
sibility of the operation ot these nlan~s is frequently 
ment10ned in conneot10n wIth 'future corn markets. The ques-
tion of whether they will operate and the quantIty of corn 
~hlch they may use in the oroduotlon of industrial aloohol 
depends on the struoture of the entire alcohol industry and 
the availability of other raw materials. 
The purnose of t~is study is to analyze the statistics 
and faotors whioh suggest the future of the industrial aloohol 
industry and to make pred1otions as to what that future will 
be. In this way the uosition of corn alcohol can be evaluated. 
It is realized that the conolusions drawn can be invalidated 
by unpred10table politioal and eoonomic faotors, by extensive 
preparat10ns for war or by the development of new pronucts 
and proceeses in the industrial field. It is reoognized that 
e 
the data available in t~e literature are seldom actual 
published coats and are mostly estimates from nersons out-
side the industry. However, sufficient information 1s 
available to draw general oonclusions concerning the near 
future. 
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DEFINIT ION 0 F TERMS 
In accordance ~ith common industrial practice this pa~er 
~lll use the term alcohol to mean industrial alcohol. Other 
alcohols such as methanol and isopropanol ~hich are also 
used industrially w1ll be specifioally named. Alcohol is 
distributed in three d1~rerent forms: pure, specially de-
natured, and completely denatured. ~ alcohol is ohemically 
pure ethYl alcohol in concentratIons containIng not more 
than 5 per cent water. Pure a.loohol is sold tax-free under 
special permit to established hos~itals, to aocred1ted schools 
or oolleges, to state or municipal governments or to the U. S. 
Government. Pure tax-ua1d alcohol transferred to the d1stilled 
spirIts industry tor blending with beverage aloohol is oalled 
neutral sniri ts. Pure tax-naid aloohol 1s also sold for use 
in medicines and flavorings. The major portion of the in-
dustr1al alcohryl consumed is used as denatured alcohol. De-
natured alcohol is alcohol to whiob various substanoes have 
been added, aocording to formulae speoified by the Aloohol 
Tax UnIt, to make it unusable as a beverage. Completely 
denatured alcohol, made by three different formulae at present, 
is totally unfit for internal oonsumotion. It 1s sold wIth-
out permit or bond. Speoially denatured aloohol, ourrent1y 
ava1lable 1n OVer f1fty d1fferent formulae, is less completely 
denatured for use in those applioations where substanoes used 
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1n completelY denatured alcohol cannot be tolerated. The 
oonsumer of s"eoi8,lly denattll"ed alcohol must have a speoial 
government permit to purohase it. 
The concentration of alcohol is measured in both per oent 
by volume and proof. Proof is equivalent to two times per 
oent; thus 95 per cent alcohol is 190 proof. Anhydrous 
alcohol 1s 200 nroof. A !in! gallon of alcohol is a standard 
U. S. gallon containing 231 oubio inches of alcohol ot any 
proof. The unmodified term gallon as used herein reters to a 
wine gallon of 95 ner cent alcohol. A proof gallon or a !!! 
g9~lon is 231 cubio inches of 100 proof alcohol and is the 
unit on which the alcohol tax is ba~ed. (The tax is now 
$9.00 per proof gallon.) Obviously a gallon is eouivalent 
to 1.9 proof gallons. For ease of oomparison all statistios 
in this paper which were originally given in proof gallons 
have been converted to gallons by dividIng by 1.9. 
It 1s necessary to establish a basis for the comparison 
of the oosts of manufacturIng alcohol by Tarious processes. 
The basis selected 1s the cost of oroducing 95 per cent 
alcohol excluding denaturation costs, sales exnense and 
administratIve overhead. Denaturation costs ~e the same re-
gardless of the Source or the alcohol, hence they contribute 
nothing to a comparison of various prooesses. The other items 
excluded vary not with the type of raw material or prooess 
but ~lth the management of the manufaoturing enterorise. 
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Production ~, operating ~ or simply ~ in thiS paper 
refers to the basis above - the e~ense incurred in making 
alcohol, not including denaturation coste, sales expense or 
administrative overhead. The nroduction coat equRls the raw 
material oost plus the conversion cost, minus the by-produot 
credits. The conversion ~ or processing ~ 1s the sum 
of all expenses 1ncurred in transforming the raw material 
into alcohol. It includes direct labor, superviston, power, 
chemicals, depreciation, interest, tRXes and maintenanoe. 
]z-product credits are the net returns obtained through the 
sale of any material other than alcohol whioh results from 
the production of alcohol. 
It should be noted that interest on the investment 1s 
a true part of tbe cost regardless of the souroe of the tunds 
for the business. If the funds for the plant are borrowed, 
the fact that 1nterest 1s a part of the cost 1s evident. If 
the funds invested 1n the bustness belong to the plant operator 
and are not borrowed, interest ia atill a part ot the oost. 
The interest is, in truth, the o~ner's nroflt. If he did not 
eArn tria retum on hi s funds he would not be engaged 1n the 
manufaoture of alcohol. Interest 1s properly charged on the 
total investment, wbioh is the SUID of the development cost, 
the promotion cost, the construction cost and the working 
oauital (1). For slmol101ty, interest will here be oomputed 
on the plant cnnstruotton cost nlus working oapital equivalent 
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to a 30 days' output of alcohol at 35 cents per gallon. An 
interest rate of 6 per cent ~ill be ueed. This is ~erhaps 
slIghtly high for interest on borro~ed money and somewhat 
low for a reasonable return on ~ risk investment. 
Alcohol price 1s the amount paid for the nroduct as 
shipned from the ~lant. It 1e the alcohol coat nlus de-
naturat10n cost, sales eXpense, administrative overhead and 
any profit over 6 per cent. Prices are usually Quoted f.o.b. 
plant and VAry depending on whether the alcohol is in tRnk or 
in drums. At one time aloohol nrlcee included some freight 
absorption and sales were made on a freight-equalized basis. 
The recent basing-point decision of the Federal Trade Com-
mission haa discouraged this praotice. 
AddItional terms will be defined as they are encountered 
in di scueslng the sub"ect. 
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MANUFAOTURING PROOESSES 
The f'o11ol11ng eXplanations are included to indioate the 
general features of each manufacturing ?rocess to faoilitate 
an understMdlng of subsecuent est1mates. Only the important 
equinment 1s ment10ned and even this may not be exaotly the 
same for all nlants ~f a given type. However, the major 
steps o~ a speoif1c process are un1form from plant to plant. 
Since the cost e8t'mat~s include neither denaturation ex-
pense nor anhydrous aloohol oosts, provisIons for these 
operations are not made in the prooesses. 
Process Chemistryl 
Fermentation prooesses lnv~lve ohanging oarbohydr~tes 
as cellulose, staroh or sugar to aloohol. For those materials 
oontaining carbohydrate as stRrch, there must first be a 
conversion to sug~r. This reactton, called hydrolysiS, may 
be renresented by 
2(CSHlo05)n + nH~O 
starch 
dillstnsEl- nC12H22011 
maltose, a sugnr 
The exaot value of "n" in t~e formula for staroh is not 
known. Diastase is one of a groun of natural catalysts 
called enzymes. It is produoed in commeroial ~uantities by 
lonly a brief survey of the nrocess chemistry 1s 1noluded 
here. l(ore detailed in forme.t'on can be obtained from 
organic chemistry texts. 
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permitting thoroughly oleaned barley to snrout in a warm, 
dttmp atmosnhere. The barley 1s then heated to a temperature 
which stope the sprouting but does not destroy the diastase. 
Barley processed in this way is kno'm as mal t. The hydrolyai8 
of starch can also be effeoted by using dilute aoid instead 
of diastase. 
Cellulosic materials, suob as wood. corn cobs, oat b~ 
straw, etc., oontain primarily cellulose, bemi-oellulosea 
and lignin. The hydrolysis of cellulose end hemI-oelluloses, 
which is more diffloult than tbe hydrolysis of starch, is 
produced by dilute aCids, which do not affeot the lignin 
which is also present. For the b7drolysl8 of oellulose the 
reaotion 18 
(CsH100e)n + nH20 
cellulose gluoose 
By a similar reaotion heml-cellulosee yield both five-oarbon 
(pentose) and six-carbon (hexose) sugars. The hexoses formed 
are fermentable but the pentoses formed, mainly xylose, are 
not fermentable by yeast. The relative !Mounts of gluoose 
and xylose obtained from the hyarolysis of a cellulosio 
material wIll depend on the relative amounts of cellulose 
and hemi-cellulose present, hence will vary with the type 
ot cellulOSiC material used. ~or example, corn cobs yield 
a larger percentage ot pentases than does wood (2, p. 33) 
(3, p. 3). 
When the oarbobydrates are sugars in the form ot 
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dissacharldes, the reaotion of Inversion usually preoedes 
aotual fermentation. 
d1ssaohnrlde 
( euo!'ose) 
enzyme .. 
invertase 2CaH120a 
Mcmos8.cch"l.:rlde 
(glucose, fruotose) 
The enzyme. invertase, whw h catalyzes thiR reflotton 1s 
fUrnlshed by yeast. Not ell dlssaoohnridee undergo inversion 
betore fermentat1on; a few dlssacohnrldes unnergo fermenta-
tion dlredtly. 
The fermentation of monosaccharides to ethanol can be 
expressed by 
enzyme 
zymase ~ 
2CzF'eOH + 2r.02 
ethanol 
Zymase is nroduced by the growth ot yeast. This equation 
is a fairly good quantitative representation of what oocurs 
in acld med1R, but the true re~ctton 1s considerably more 
complex, probably being step-~ise in nature involving the 
intermedlate formation of organ10 phosphates. As fermenta-
tion progresses, other react~ons take 'place to a limlted 
extent. Some or these lead to the formation of fusel 011, 
whioh 1s a mlxture of amyl, prouyl, butyl and hexyl alcohols 
and eete-rs. Fusel 011 If! lqrgely a produot of nroteln de-
gradation, however, and does not affeot the amount of 
carbohydrate avallable for alcohol ~roductlon (4, p. 44). 
The chemistry of the synthetio aloohol processes 1s 
ent1rely d1fferent from th~t of the fermentation nrocesses. 
The first stco in the older, lndirect hydration process ls 
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the absorotion of ethylene 1n concentrated sulfuric aoid to 
form ethyl hydrogen sulfate or diethyl Bulfate. 
C2H4 + ~B04 -_ ..- C2Hs0B03!i 
2C2H4 + H2SO4 ... ( C2R5) 2804 
Upon treatment with water these organic sulfates are hydrolyzed 
to ethyl alcohol and sulfuric aCid. 
The primary side reaotion 1s the formation of ethyl ether. 
2C2HSOH R?,SO, C2HeOC2H5 ~ E20 
The formation of ether 1s kent At q minimum by holding the 
alcohol ooncentrat1on low ",hen sulfuric B.ctd is present. 
The direct oatalytio hydrR.tton of ethylene is 9. new 
process on which only B limited ~mount of 1nformation has 
been nubl1shed (5). The reaction ls oarried out nt low 
temperatures and high pressures in the nresenoe of an aluminum 
oxioe catalyst. The o~ides and nhoepnates of 91umlnum, 
thorium, tungsten, iron, nickel, oalcium, barium and mn~neslum 
may Also be used 99 cRtalyste. The reaotton is 
C2H4 + H2O 
catalyst 
... C2H5OH 
The equ ill brl um conversion is only about 15 to 20 per cent, 
but most of the ethylene 1s used by senaratln~ out the 
alcohol and recycling the unre~cted material. 
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Al oohol from Corn 
The prooess for produoing alcohol from corn is repre-
sentative of the prooesse s .' using any starohy material. A 
2.l. 
flow sheet tor the nrocess is shown in Flgure 1 (-6-,---p-p. -50, 
53)- (7-). The starchy ma.terials used canmeroially are mainly 
oereals: oorn, grain sorghum, wheat, rye and barley. Sinoe 
wheat, rye and barley are generally more expensive than 
oorn, they are used mostly for beverage aloohol. Some 
barley goes into industrial aloohol prooesses as malt. Dur-
Ing World War II corn was one of the nrlmRry raw materials 
for alcohol. Prior to that time it had been used only in 
small amounts as a raw material for aloohol, although it 
was the principal souroe ot whiskey .. (-4,--p-.--63-) • At the 
present time potatoes are also used commercially to a con-
slderable exten t. Th1s 1s primarily because the government 
has aCquired large amounts of potatoes as a result of farm 
prioe supports and 1s making them available to aloohol 
producers at very low cost. 
At the start of the aloohol process oorn flows from 
storage in grain elevators to some tyne o~ grinder, usually 
roll mills or swlng hammer mllls. After belng ground the 
Corn may be degerminated. The degerminatlon process is used 
only 11' corn 011 ls to be ~roduced. Degermlnatlon is not 
practlced at all plants process1ng corn; it ls never used 
with grains other than corn or wtth potatoes. In the 
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degermlnat10n nrooess the corn germ is separated from the 
starchy part of the corn by floatntlon. The starohy portion 
ls sent on to the cooker end the germ passes into exnellers or 
a solvent extraot1on system ~bere oorn 011 is removed. Corn 
011 is a senarate by-product; the oil uress oake or 011 meal 
may be sold as a senarate by-product or it mRY be mixed with 
dried distillers' grains. 
In the oookers the starch of the oorn is put into solu-
tion (gelatin1zed). ~ater and some reoycled stillage are 
added to the ground oorn and the mixture is cooked with steam 
at a temperature of 210-3000 F. The cooking is not neoes-
sarily oarried out at a oonstant temnerature. A systematl0 
var1ation of temperature may be employed. Cooking t1mes are 
of the order of half en hour, deuending on the type ot oooker, 
the pressure and the temperature. In older plants cooklng 1s 
a batoh operat10n carr~ed out in large tanks, either atmos-
pherio or pressure type. In more modern plants the mixture 
is continuously cooked under preSsure by jets of steam as it 
flows through a long, large diameter nipe. The mixture flows 
from the pipe cooker into a flash tank at atmosuher1c pressure 
where it 1s cooled to about 2100 F. The thiok slurry result-
1ng from oooking is called "mash". After either batoh or 
oont1~uous cooking the mash is cooled to 140 to 1450 F. be-
fore it enters the oonverters. 
In the converter the mash 1s diluted and malt ls added 
to oonvert the gelatin1zed staroh to sugar. Sufficient water 
20 
1s added to make the final sugar ooncentrA.tif'ln about 10 'Oer 
cent. The sugar solution must be dilute beoause the enzymes 
will be destroyed 1n ooncentrated soluttons. Both atmospheric 
and pressure oonverters are used. In some plants malt and 
water are merely added to the oooking tanks for conversion. 
Newer plants use a long pipe as a 011 vertf'r, giving a oon-
tinuous oonversion to aocompany continuous cooking. When oon-
version has been effeoted, the mash Is cooled to about 800 F. 
and Is numped to the fermenters. 
The formation of alcohol from the sugars oocurs in the 
fermenters. Sulfuric acid is used to adjust the hydrogen 10n 
concentration of the mash, and ammonium sulfate is added to 
provlde nltrogen for the yeast. The yeast is grown under 
oareful1y oontro11ed, sterile oondltions 1n a laboratory, 
flrst in a test tube, then in a small flask, In a larger flask 
and f1na11y in one or t~o slzes of yeast tubs before being 
dropped Into the large, covered, steel fermenters where 
further growth oocurs. During yeast growth zymase Is produoed. 
In ferment~tton the main dif~10ulty 1s in~eotlon with "wild 
strains" of yeast which oause the formation of produots other 
than ethanol. The growth of these wild strnins 1s suppressed 
by keeping the hydrogen 10n oonoentratlon low. During fermen-
tation the contents of the tanks are ke~t agItated to keep 
the sollds suspended. Part of the materlal 1s also oontinuous-
1y pumped through a oooler to remove most of the he~t of re-
o 
aotlon, the temperature being allowed to rlse from 70 or 80 F. 
21 
o to near 100 F. The oarbon d1 0xlde produced is usually 
allowed to eeoa~e to the atmQs~here but sometimes is 001-
leoted in duots and ~iped to a drr ice n1ant. The ttme for a 
fermentatton varies from plnnt to nlant but is uaually 48 to 
72 hours. Several fermenters are used and are finished at 
different times to ~rovide a oontinuous supply of beer for 
the beer still. 
The distillation seotton is the most oomnlex seotion of 
the nrooess and varies wtdely from plant to plant. The 
section may contaln two, three or four dIfferent distlllatlon 
columns. Four are shown in the tlowsheet for the produotion 
of 190 nroof alcohol, aldehydes and o~noentrated tusel 011. 
Three columns yleld 190 ~roof alcohol, aldehydes and a crude 
fusel oil containing some alcohol. WIth only two oolumns 
no aldebydes are reoovered. 
The liquor from the termenters, called beer, is pu~ed 
into the beer stll1 through two heat excrangers where heat 
Is absorbed from the stillage and from the overhead vapors 
from the beer still. Some plants have a beer well in which 
the contents ot one or t~o fermenters may be stored as feed 
for the beer still. The beer, containing 6 to 8 per oent 
alcohol by volume, enters the upper section of the beer stlll. 
As the beer f1o~s do~n over the plates of the still it is 
gradually stripped of its alcohol, Aldehydes ~d fusel oil. 
These more volattle oomponents and a considerable amount 
of water pass out the ton of the to~er as vanor, sometimes 
22 
referred to as beads. The waste material from tbe bottom ot 
tbe stlll contains no alcohol and Is sent to the feed re-
covery system. The heads are cooled in a heat exchanger 
and then In a partial condenser or dephlegmator. The oon-
densate from these two units provides the reflux for the beer 
still. The partial condenser also strengthens the vapors 
passing through in alcohol and aldehydes. The finnl con-
denser completely condenses the remaIning vanors to form a 
solution contain1ng at least 50 per oent aloohol. This 
impure alcobol 1s known as high ~ines. 
The h1gh ~1nes const1tute the feed for the aldehyde 
column. The ov~rhead produot trom this column contains the 
aldehydes, which boil at a lower temperature thnn aloohol. 
The partial condenser nrovides the reflux for the oolumn; 
the complete oondenser yields the produot aldehydes. The 
waste from the bottom of the tower is water. Alcohol-rich 
lIquid from the oenter of the column 1s drawn off as teed 
for the rectIfying column. 
The rect1fying column or alcohol column has an over-
head conSistIng of alcohol nlus a small amount of aldehydes. 
In the partial condenser most of the alcohol is removed from 
the vapor and 1s sent back to the rectIfYing column as re-
flux. The aldehyde-rich vanors are condensed in the comnlete 
condenser and recycled to the aldehyde column as reflux. 
A s!ort distance down from the tnn ot the rectIfYIng column 
23 
alcohol is dra.n off. This nroduct is 190 ~roof. the 
strongest alcobol that oan be made in an ordinary fraotionat-
ing column due to the formation of a constant boiling mixture. 
The waste from the bottom of the column is water. A fusel 
011 "draw" Is made near the oenter of the oolumn. 
In tbe separator fusel oil is cooled and partially 
separated from alcohol on the basis of solubIlity. The orude 
fusel oil then passes into a fusel, oil column for purifioa-
tion. The overheads. containing fusel 011, aldehydes and 
alcohol, are nartially condensed to remove the fusel 011 and 
Borne alcohol. These are then returned to the aldehyde column 
as reflux. The product fusel 011 is withdrawn from near the 
center of the oolumn and is turthnr ooncentrated on the basis 
of decreased solubility in cold water. 
The stillage from the beer still oontains valuable pro-
tein and vitamins whlch may be reoovered for UAe as cattle 
feed. Many plants waste this material entlrely or reoover 
only a portion of it, but comnlete recovery systems are 
becoming more common. In comnlete reoovery systems the 
stll1age is first soreened to remove the solld materi8~. 
The liquor is then eVaporated to a thick soup in multlple 
etfect evauorators. The soup and the sollds are mixed to-
gether, dried on rot~ry drum driers. bagged and shin~ed. The 
product 1s called dried dlstillers' grains. 
Tbe process for any cereal is essentially the same as 
for corn excent that the times and temperatures may be 
24 
slightly different. When notatoes are proces~ed the peels 
are usually removed af"ter oonversion and are ad'ded to the 
product from the stillage evanorators. 
" _ A 
'.f~cohol from Molasses 
The prooess using molasses 1s tyn1cal of those materials 
in ~hlch the carbohydrate is initially in the form of sugnr. 
The molasses used is generally blaokstran molasses, a by-
product of sugar manufacture. In making sugar, the Juice 
squeezed from the sugar cane 1s concentrated and sugar is 
crystallized. After t~o or three batohes of sugar crystals 
have been obtaIned, the Impurities in the mother liquor are 
BO concentrated that turth~r sugnr crystallization 1s im-
practical. ThIs remaInIng mother liquor is blaokstrap 
molasses. Another important materi9~ 1s invert or high test 
molasses. This is produced by addIng dilute aoid to sugar 
cane juioe to invert the sucrose, then neutr~lzlng and 
finally evanorating some of the water trom the solution. 
Beet molasses, from sugar beets, is seldom used for making 
industrial alcohol. Saccharine materials used in minor 
amounts include pineanple waste, sorghum cane, citrus ~aste 
concentrate, ~Rste from fruit c~neries, plnea~ple juice 
and com sugar syrup. 
A flowsheet for the prooess 1s Shown 1n Figure 2 (7) 
(8). A comoarison of tris figure ~1th the tlowsheet for 
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corn alcohol (F1gure 1) reveals t~at the molasses prooess 
is essentially a seotion of tne oorn nrooess. Sinoe the 
molasses 1s 11qu1d and cont~1ns sugars In fermentable form 
the grinding, cooking and oonverting steps used ~lth oorn 
are unneoessary. The molasses from storage tanks is pumped 
direotly Into the termenters where water, aOld, yeast 
nutrients and yeast are added as In the oorn aloohol 
process. The fermentation is carried out In 36 to 48 hours 
with agit~tIon and cooling. The beer produoed contatns 6 
to 10 per oent alcohol. 
The remainder of the prooess is tbe same as for corn 
excent that no distIllers' grains are recovered. There is 
little of value In the stillage from molasses fermentatIon. 
Potash oan be obtained, but the only plant once recovering 
it 1s re~orted to ~~ve susnended thnt nart of their ope~ations. 
The stillage can be used as a binder 1n foundries and ooal 
processing industries but its use 1s limited by the cost of 
transnort1ng 1t. 
If cannery waste or whole fru1ts are used it may be 
necessary, depending on the nature of the waste, to screen 
out the sk1ns and pits between the fermenter and the beer 
stlll. 
Alcohol from Ethylene 
Alcohol nr~duced from ethylene by e1ther direot or 
indirect hydration is oal1ed synthetlc alcohol. Fischer-
27 
Tropsch aloohol, made from carbon monoxIde and hydrogen, is 
a synthetic ~roduct but is not currently olassified as 
synthetic alcohol. 
Ethylene can or1ginate from several souroes. It is one 
of the comnonents of waste refinery gases from the catalytic 
cracking of petroleum. Ethylene can be nroduoed by cracking 
mixtures of ethane, pronane and butane obtained from gasoline 
stab1lizing operations at refineriesL It is also ~oes1ble 
to produce ethylene from natural gRS by various prooesses. 
At present the nr1mar.y commeroial source o~ ethylene 1s 
refinery gas of the t~ types mentioned above. The use of 
these refinery gases reoulres careful scheduling of refinery 
operat1ons m order to assure a oont1nuous supply of ethylene 
for the alcohol unit. The ethflene oontent of the gas should 
be at least 32 per cent. high~r if possible. Saturated 
hydrooarbons, primarily methane and ethane, need not be re-
moved from the gAS if the ethylene content is sufficiently 
high. However, highP.r unsaturated eomnounds nre usually re-
moved to deorease polymerization. 
The first step of the ind1rect hydration process, shown 
in FIgure 3 (5) (9) (10), is the absorption of ethylene in the 
absorption tower. Ethylene enters at the bottom of the tower 
and flo~s upward, oounterourrent to n descendtng str.eam ot 
sulfurio aoid and ethyl sUlfates. Fresh 97 ner oent Bulfuric 
ac1d enters tbe tower near tbe top. The un~bsorbed gases 
leaving the ton of the to~er contain very little ethylene and 
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29 
they are often used as fuel. The to~er ~ressure and tempera-
ture vary with the feed composition. The heat trom the 
exothermic absorption reaction 1s removed by water-f111ed cool-
ing colIs inside the to~er and by external cooling c011s through 
which the acld and sulfates pass 1n being rec1roulated to the 
center of the column. The rec1roulation also is used to control 
the concentration ot etby1 sulfate 1n the tower. 
The portion ot the a01d and sulfate solution ~htch 1s 
not recycled uaesee through a cooler and then into a mixer, 
where it 1s thoroughly mixed with ~qter. The hydrolysis ot 
the sulfates to ethyl alcohol begins 1n the m1xer and is com-
DIeted 1n the hydroly%er. The mixture of alcohol, ethyl 
ether, sulfuric acld Rnd water next passos into a steam strIp-
per. The steam which is used 1s the wat~r vanor removed from 
spent aoid when 1t is part1~11y concentrated 1n the Dowtherm 
boiler. Alcohol and ether are removed ~rom thp. ton of the 
column. Weak aeid from the bottom of the stripning oolumn is 
sent to the acid concentration system. 
The alcohol and ether Vaoors next enter the alcohol 
scrubber, which oonsists of t~o parts. In the upper section 
the vanors are sc~~bbed free of any actd carry-over by passing 
counter-current to a d~nward strep~ of dIlute caustic. In 
the lower section any alcohol whioh condenses is steam str1pned 
from the scrubbing solution. The dilute alcohol leavtng the 
strinner \s condensed and placed in a sunply tank tor the 
distillation sectlon. 
30 
The distil1at'on seotton oonsists of three Praotionatlng 
columns: the ethp.r oolumn, the reotlfytng column and the 
heads column. In the etr~r column ether is removed from the 
crude aloohol and re~tively pure dilute Alcohol is dis-
-
charged as bottoms. The ether oonstitutes the overhead of the 
column. It is condensed and scrubbed with water to remove 
traoes of alcohol. The wash mixture of water, alcohol and 
ether is returned to the oolumn as reflux. 
Ether-free alcohol is fed 1nto the rectitylng oolumn 
near ,the mlddle. The heads from thls c0lumn are a mixture ot 
aloohol and low-bolling aldehydes. These are part1ally con-
densed to provide reflux for the oolumn and to remove aloohol, 
enriching the remaining vanors in aldehydes. These remaining 
vapors are oondensed as the tinal overhead product. Oon-
oentrated aloohol 1s drawn off somewhat above the feed nlate 
and is 1ntroduced into the headS column as reflux. Aldehydes 
are removed from the alcohol: in this column and returned l1S 
vapor to the 'reotifying oolumn. Pure 190 proof uoohol 1s 
obtained from the bottom of the hends oolumn. The bottoms from 
the reotlfYing oolumn are malnly .ater. Some n1ants take the 
aloohol draw from the rectifying oolumn as product and do not 
use a heads oolumn. 
No detailed information on the Shell O~emica1 Oompany's 
d1reot hydration prooess is yet avallable. In general, it 
consists of reaoting a very nure ethylene feed ~lth ~ater 
vapor over a oatalyst. The most aotive oatalyst discovered 
31 
1n the Un1ted States ts alum1num ox1~e. The conditions for 
the reaction are low temperature, high pressure and a h1gh 
ratlo of ethylene to ~ater. The temperRture and pressure 
must not be such that the water will condense (5). The con-
version of etby1ene per pass 1s low but good yields based on 
ethylene are obtained by recycling tbe unreacted raw mater1als. 
In the reRctlon some polymerization and ether formation occur, 
So it is presumed that a d1st1llation section similar to the 
one for the indirect hydrat10n method 1s necessary to pur1fy 
and concentrate the ethanol formed. 
A1ooho1 from Waste Sulfite L1quor 
The raw material for this process is a waste ~roduct 
from the manufacture of wood puln by the sulfite process. In 
the pulping process wood m1xed w1th water, sulfurous acid and 
caloium bisulfite is steam cooked at high pressures. The 
wood constituents b1ndtng the cellulose finerB together are 
dissolved and the fIbers are released for paper manufacture. 
The waste liquor dra1ned from the fibers contains dissolved 
wood constituents, chemicals from the pulping process and 
Some wood sugars resulting from the bfdrolysis of the hemi-
ce1luloses in the wood. The sugar concentration 1s about 2.5 
per cent. Part of the sugars a~e unrermentable pentoses, so 
the fermentable content 1s about 1.8 per cent. The presence 
of the chemicals 1n the solutton necessitates snecial treAt-
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33 
ment before the sugars can be used. 
In the alcohol ~lant the waste sul~lte llquor flrst 
goes to a steam striuper wrere sulfur dioxine is removed and 
returned to the pulping plant. The sollds are screened from 
-
the llquor, which 1s sent to storage tanks. The 11quor from 
stora~e is ~umped to coolers operating under a vacuum pro-
duced by a barometric condenser and steam ejectors where it 
ls cooled to about 1000 F. by flash evanoration. Lime is 
used to adjust the hydrogen 10n oonoentrRtton of the liquor 
to the deslred Value and urea is added as a yeast nutrient. 
The treated liquor is next numped to the first of seven 
termenters which are connected in series: Yeast which bas 
been recovered trom previous f'ermentat1.ons ls added to the 
first of the fermenters which are lndividually agitated to 
keep lt in suspension. Fermentqtton 1s carried out on a 20 
hour cycle, the liquor flowing contInuously from one fermenter 
to the next. The liquor from the last f'ermenter is pumped 
to the centrifugal Yeast seuarators, where tbe beer and the 
yeast are isolated. The yeast 1s continuously reoycled to 
the first fermenter end the beer flows into a storage tank 
precedIng ~~e beer still. Excess yeast is also transferred 
,to the storage tanks. The re-use of yeast 'Pp,rml ts higher 
yieldS of alcohol. Since the yeast added to the first 
f'ermen ter is largely grown, 11 ttle sugar is used in growing 
new yeast and more sugar is available for conversion to 
alcohol. 
34 
In the beer still the alooho1 (only about 1 per oent by 
volume) and other low-boiling oonstituents are stripped from 
the beer. The still~e from the bottom of the column con-
tains mostly ~ater and a few solid impurities. Sodium 
hydroxide- is added to the impure alcohol vanors from the top 
, 
of the column to neutralize any organic acids which are 
present. The reflux for the beer stll1 1s the bottoms from 
the reotifying column. 
In the rectlfylng column the fuse1 011 Is separated from 
the nlcoho1 and the alcohol is concentrated to about 190 proof. 
Fuse1 oil 1s taken off near the bottom of the oolumn, washed 
and sent to storage. The overhead from the column Is com-
pletely condensed and then sn11t into two parts. One portlon 
1s reflux for the reotlfylng column and the other is feed 
for the pur1fying column. Low-boiling impurities inoluding 
an anpreoiable amount of methanol are dIstll1ed from the 
alcohol In the purlfying column. The overhead is oondensed; 
part of this oondensate is returned to the column as reflUX 
and the remainder 1s removed as product heads. Pure 190 proof 
alcohol Is wlthdrawn from the bottom of the purlfylng oolumn. 
The alcohol Is revapor1zed, condensed and then Bent to fInal 
storsge. 
The nrocess shown In Figure 4 and described above Is 
used 1n the nlant wh~ch is at this time the only one for 
making alcohol from waste sulfite llauor in the United States. 
The plant is owned and onerated by the puget Sound Pulp and 
Timber Company of Bellingham, Washington. The process 1s 
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similar to that long used in the Scandinavian countries ot 
Europe where waste sulfite liquor is a major source ot 
aloohol. The American plant is unique, however, in the 
use of oontinuous flow throughout. 
Two other plants tor producing alcohol from waste 
sulfite l1quor are looated in Canada. Some details of 
the prooess at Thorold, ontario, differ s11ghtly trom those 
o't the American system. At Thorold the sulfur dioxide 
1s removed by aeration rather than by steam stripping and 
the sludge from the lime neutralization is filtered out 
prior, to fermentation (12). The exaot process used in 
the new plant at Gatineau, Canada, 1s not known, but it 
1s probably similar to the prooesses at Thorold and 
Bellingham. 
Aloohol from Wood Waste 
The ~roce88 shown in Flgure 5 is the Madlson Wood-
Sugar Prooess a8 developed in the pilot nlant of the 
Forest Products Laboratory, Madlson, Wisconsin (13)(14). 
This pilot plant was the basls tor the design of the only 
American FUll Beale ~lant, at Sprlngfleld, Oregon. The 
Madison Wood-Sugar Process is n considerable improved 
verslon of the German Scholler Prnc6ss. 
The wood (Douglas fir) waste used is ohlnped or 
hogged as necessary to give particles of the proper size. 
The pa.rtlo1es should be large enough that liqu1d oan 
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flow rapidly through the hydrolyzer, yet small enough that 
llquid can dlffuse Into and out of the ohlp qulckly. The 
wood waste is uniformly mixed as to size and Is then dronped 
into the hydrolyzer or dIgester through the open toP. The 
chlps are sup~orted Inslde the hydrolyzer on a soreen near 
the bottom. When the d1geeter has been filled the top 1s 
olosed and the cr~ps are packed down with steam o~ 150 
pounds per square Inoh adml tted 1"rom the top. Next the pres-
sure Is released, the digeBt~r is opened and more oh1ps are 
added. This alternate f1lling and packing is oontinued untll 
no more chlps oan be added. The steam used in nacklng 
partially heats the charge. To flnish the heatlng end to 
purge air from the bydrolyzer, Bteam Is admltted at the bottom 
of the vessel untll it Issues from a vent at the ton. The 
vent is then c'.oeed and the steam nressure 1n the hydro1yzer 
is ra1sed to 50 pounds per square Inoh. 
To aooompllsh the hydrolysis dllute sulfurl0 aold at 
3000 F. 1s pumped Into the dIgester. As pumplng oontlnues 
the temperature of the actd Is automatically raised by 
o inorements to 365 F. and the sten.m -nreesure 1 s gradually 
increased from 50 to 150 nounds ner square inch. As aotd Is 
Introduced at the to~ of the hydrolyzer, aold sugar solutlon 
1s withdrawn from the bottom at the same rate. The 1nitial 
concentration of sug~rs Is about 10 per cent; aold addltion ts 
stopped when the sugar conoentration decreases to 1 per oent. 
Sugar solution Is oolleoted thereafter as long as it flows 
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freely. When drainage stops the contents of the digester 
are dropped into the lignin receiver. 
The sugAr solution from the hydrolyzer is flashed to 
30 pounds pBr square inoh nressure. Steam, methanol and 
furfural are obtained in the condensate from the flash tank. 
Most of the furfural must be removed from the sugar solution 
at this point or ~ermentatlon is inhibited. The methanol and 
furfural are steam dist11led from the water, then separated 
1n a continuous solvent extractor and finally distilled to 
obtain pure nroducts (15). 
The solution from the flash tank is fed at a oonstant 
rate to a neutralizing tank also un~er 30 pounds pressure. 
Lime 1s continuously added to the oontents ot the tank and 
neutralized sugar solut1on is withdra~n constantly. Calcium 
sulfate preoipitates and 1s filtered out of the solution in 
a pressure filter. The use of pressure throughout thls 
operation reduces the solubilit~ of oalcium sulfate to about 
one-third of the value at atmos~herl0 pressure. The lower 
caloium sulfate content of the liquor minimizes scaling 1n 
the distillAtion equlnm~nt. After being filtered the solution 
18 oooled to about 850 F. by flashing to atmospherio pressure. 
A brown preoipitate separates ~d is filtered out. The 
sugar solution, oontaining about 5 per oent sugar, then is 
pumped to the fermentere. 
Fermentation can be oarried out either as a conventIonal 
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batoh operatton or as a contInuous process simIlar to that 
used with sulfite liquors. The origtna1 pilot plant used 
batch operatIon but since that time satisfa.ctory results have 
been obtained ~ith a continuous process (16). The ~lant at 
Snringfie1d has twelve batch fermenters. The exneriments on 
continuous fermentation were concerned with the nosoIbI1Ity 
of connecting all or ~art of these 1n series with a con-
, 
ttnuoue flo~ of sug~r solution through the group. In either 
batch or continuous ferment~tton the yeAst 1e re-uscd, be-
ing removed from the beer by oentrl~gal seuarators. The 
beer cQntaina about 2 per cent alcoh~l by volume. 
only the general details of the d1st1lla.tion system 
are known (17, pp. 11-12). Two columns are used, a beer 
still and a purifYing column. A small amount ot alkalai 
is added to the beer betore it enters the beer still. No 
ar.>preciable amount of tusel oil and only 1\ small quanti ty of 
heads are obtained in the purifIcatIon ot the alcohol (17, 
p. 12). The annRratus shown in the flo~sheet embodies the 
facts kno~n about the distillation system but 1s not neces-
sarily the equinment as aotually installed at Snringfleld. 
Alooho1 from AgrIcultural Wastes 
No fu1l-soale commercial plant has yet been buIlt for 
the production of aloohol from agrlcu~ tural wastes. The 
flow sheet In FI~ure 6 is for the semi-works plant of the 
Northern Regional Research Laboratory of the De~artment of 
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Agrloul ture (2, 01'. ~4-35) (lS) (19). The distillation seotion 
indioated 1s not exaot and is shown mainly for oomnleteness. 
The dIst1llation apparatus will vary with tbe type of fermen-
tation, as 1s disoussed below. Corn oobs w1ll be used 1n 
desorib1ng the nrooess. Sugar cane bagasse, flax shives, 
oat hulls and cottonseed hulls may be processed in the same 
way with simIlar y,"elds. 
This process 1s uniQue 1n the manner in whioh it handles 
the sugars result1ng from the hydrolysis of the oorn cobs. 
In the d1soussion of the chemistry of the various processes 
it was po1nted out that oellulose hydrolysis y1elds both 
hexoses and pentoses. In the sulf1te liquor prooess and the 
wood waste prooess the five oarbon sugars, wh10h are non-
fermentable wIth yeast, pass througb the plant unohanged. In 
the agr1cultural waste process the pentose and hexose sugRrs 
are obtained separately and are both used. The agr10ultural 
waste process has a further advantage In the faot that the 
sugars are obtained in quite high concentratbns rather than 
very dIlute solutions, as in the other two processes. 
The cobs are orushed and fed volumetrically Into one 
end of the pentosan hydrolyzer, whioh is a long, steam-
Jacketed oylinder. Hot sulfuric acid at about 5 per oent 
conoentration is pumped into the opposite end of the 
hydrolyzer. The cobs are carried countercurrent to the flow 
of acid by a large screw conveyor. The acld solution 
extracts about 95 per cent of the nentose sugars and leaves 
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the hydrolyzer as a 15 per oent xylose solution. Hydrolysis 
is considerably more rapid than wIth w~od chips beoause the 
porosIty of the cobs permits ranid dIt~slon of the solution. 
Most of the acId held by the partly hydrolyzed cobs is 
Saueezed out in the de~at~rlng press. The cobs are then dried 
and ground to a fine powder, whkhls sprayed ~ith about one-
third its own weight of 85 per cent Bulfurio aoid in a water-
cooled mIxer. The mixture 1s next plasticized in a speoial 
screw press or impregnator. The aoid-ligno-oellulose from 
the impregnator is ranidly mixed with 10 parts of cold water 
and pumped into steam heated c0 118 w~ere hydrolysis of the 
oellulose is completed. The slurry from the coils 1s f1ltered 
free of lignin and neutralized with lime. The precipitate 
-
Is fIltered oft and the clear 10 ner cent glucose solution 
is pumped to the fermenters. 
If alcohol ts to be the main product, yeast and neces-
sary nutrients are added to the fermenters and alcoholio 
fermentation proceeds In the normal manner. The approximate 
distillation seotton shown is for this type of operation. 
H~ever, the Northern Regional Laboratory is also conSidering 
fermentatton with Clostridium butylicum to butanol, acetone 
and alcohol. In this case a considerably different type 
ot distillation eQulnment would be required. The fermenta-
tion which will be used commeroial1y will depend on the 
economics of the ~rocess. 
The xylose produced oan be utilized in various ways. 
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It oan be processed, primarily by heatIng, to give 69 per 
oent yields of furfural (19). Furfural is nroduced d1rectly 
from cobs in only about 60 per cent yields. The xylose 
solution can be neutralized wIth lime and fermented by a 
snectsl prooess t~ give yields of butqnol. acetone and Blcohol 
similar to those from glucose. Trose wh) have worked on the 
prooess ~eel that it needs furthor evaluation (20). Pure 
crystalline xylose can also be ma.de. Studies indioate that 
it is possible to orystal11ze 25 nar cent of the xylose from 
this process at 93 per oent pur1ty. The mother liquor from 
the crystallization oan then bo ueed for turfural production 
(19). 
No use for lignin has yet been found which yields a hIgh 
return. It is now being used as a fuel to supply heat for 
the process. 
The semi-works nlant is being oper~ted to evaluate the 
nroduct'on of fermentable Bug~r Boluttons and furfural from 
oorn cohs. A separate group 1s working on the fermentation 
of tbe sugar solutions to liquid fuels and solvents. The 
entire project 1s betng cA.rried on unoer the Synthetic LiqUid 
Fuels Aot to study the production o~ synthetic liquid fuels 
from non-petroleum. sources. The aim 1s to produce fuelS to 
blend with gneollne, not fUels to completely renlnce gasoline 
(2, 1'. 35). 
Aloohol from the F1soher-1rop8oh Synthesis 
The Fisoher-Tropsoh synthesIs consists or combining carbon 
monoxide and hydrogen over a oatalyst to form gasoline, oils, 
various alcohols, aldehydes, ketones and aolds. The modified 
and improved Flsober-Tropsch prooesses under oonsideration in 
the United States are varIously known as the Hydroool, Synthol 
or Synthene prooeeses. The primary product of the synthesis 
ie gasoline, but due to the productIon of a large quantity of 
oxygenated organiC by-products the process is now also being 
viewed as an important source of organio chemicals. The 
crude mixture Qt oxygenated produots oontains ethanol, acetal-
dehyde, propionaldebyde, n-butryaldebyde, acetone, methanol, 
methyl ethyl ketone, n-propy1 alcohol, n-butYl alcohol, n-
amyl alcohol, acetic aOid, pro~lonic aOld, butyric acld, 
methyl propyl ketone and additlonal compounds containing more 
than five carbon atoms per molecule. The oonstruction of the 
first plant for producing alcohol from thls mixture has not 
been comu1eted. 
No flowsbeet is available to desoribe the pilot plant 
production of alooho1 from th1s source. Alcohol is not the 
only ohemioal isolated from the raw material but is merely 
one produot of a highly oomplex plant whioh separates the 
entire mixture into relatively pure ohemicals. The first step 
in the senaration oocurs when the water is condensed from the 
materlal issuing from the synthests reactor (21). The 
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oxygenated products oontaining less than five oarbon atoms 
are nreferentia11y water soluble and are dissolved 1n the 
water wh10h 1s oondensed. Materials ~ith f1ve or more 
oarbon atoms are obtatned tarth~r on 1n the Fisoher-Tropsoh 
prooess, mixed ~ith the liquld hydrooarbons wh10h oonstitute 
the primary product from the reactor. 
The ohemicals 1n the water soluble fract10n are isolated 
and purlfied by a complloated process 1nvolving fractIonation, 
extractton, 8zeotropic dtstl1lntlon and extraotive dlstilla-
tion. The exact seouenoe ot the operations Is not revealed. 
Considerable research is stlll being conducted 1n this field 
and it 1s nrobable that the process is currently being 
changed and improved. In some n,uarters doubt has been ex-
pressed as to the possibility ot maklng a senaratlon of this 
type on an eoonomical industrial soale. The praoticability 
of senaratione of tr~s type is at least partially demonstrated 
by the plant ot the Celanese Corpor~tlon at Bishop, Texas, where 
the followlng purified products are obtained trom a mixed orude 
resulting trom the oxidation ot nropane and butane; acetalde-
hyde, meth8nol, iso-propanol, n-propanol, butanol and various 
higher solVents (22). The opinIon that the senaration of 
Fischer-TropBch ohemicals can be effected is given additlonal 
strength by the fact that a large fermentation alcohol pro-
duoer hBs already contracted to dIstribute the oxygenated 
chemicals, inoludln~ alcohol, from the Fischer-Tropsch plant 
no~ under oonstruct1on. 
PAST P~DUCTION AND PRESENT CAPACITIES 
Future production cannot be ~redioted simply by extra-
polating-nast productIon trends. Nevertheless, an examina-
tion of the manner in whioh the produotion pioture bas 
changed in the past is a definite aid in visualizing what 
may occur in the future. 
The statistios on the produotion of alcohol during nre-
vious years are from the Alcohol Tax UnIt of the U. S. 
Treasury Department (23). The produot1on indicated for the 
fisoal year 1949 is estImated from data for the fIrst e1ght 
months of the year (24). 
The est1mates of plant oapacity c1ted in this paper 
are adanted from the lIterature. Some of the original 
estimates are on the basis of theoretIcal datly capacIty. In 
these cases the annual capaoity is oom~uted on the assumption 
that the plants produce at rated capacIty. 300 days per 
year. Pr10r to the war the 1ndustrial alooho1 industry 
operated on about a 300-day year (4, p. 11). Production 
cycles were adjusted so that no fermenters finished on the 
weekends and most of the laboring and supervisory force waS 
given at least Sunday oft. During the war thIs practice waS 
abandoned and the plants nroduced as many days of the year 
as po~s1ble. As soon as the emergency was over, the fermenta-
tion alcohol plants tended to return to pre-war schedules. It 
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is felt that a 3OO-day year is the most realistic basis for 
computing normal plant capacities. 
Some estImates, notablY those for the synthetIc alcohol 
industry, are found 1n the l1terature as annual production 
capacities without a statement of the number of days in the 
operating year. In suoh oases the estimate 1s merely pre-
sented as originally given. 
It should be understood that there 1s no stngle, speoifI0 
oapaci ty for a given installetlon. Annual plant oapao! ties 
are affeoted by ohanges in average daily canaoity and by 
ohanges in the number of' operating days in the year. Average 
daily capaoities oan be altered by varying the operating oon-
ditions tor oooklng, fermentatton or distillation. A ohange 
to a new raw material mar Increase or decrease plant oapaoity. 
Major and minor operating difficulties oonstantly tend to 
reduce the aotual production to below theoretioal. The 
oapaoity of a plant may be lImited by one bottleneck opera-
tIon, in whioh oase minor ohanges 1n equipment may greatly 
1ncrense the total oapaoity. For these reasons the estImates 
gIven below renresent a reasonable anproximation of normal 
plant oapaoities but are subjeot to oonsiderable variation. 
The plants are listed and oauaoitles are comouted on the 
basis of the nreferred raw material when a plant is equipped 
to process more than one t~~e of raw material. 
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Past Produot1on of Alcohol from All Sources 
A plot of the total alcohol productIon from all sources 
tor the fisoal years 1933 to 1949 is shown In Figure 7. The 
gra-ph shows a gradual inorease In produotion until the start 
of World 'I'1ar II. During the war the demand for alcohol waS 
abnormall,. hIgh, due to the requirements of the synthetic 
rubber program, lend-lease agreements and the explosives 
industry. To ~eet the demand, production from alooho1 plants 
waS greatly Increased, as srown by the r1se of the lower 
lIne in FIgure 7. Ho""'ever, industrial alcohol n1an ts alone 
were unable to keep paoe with the expanding reqUirements of 
the war industries. In Janunry, 1942, a law was passed amend-
ing the Internal Revenue Code on alcohol and permitting the 
withdrawal trom registered distilleries of distilled spirits, 
without payment ot tax, for industrial purposes. 'Later in 
1942 the production of beverage a1oohol was suspended and all 
regIstered distilleries whlch had the necessary equIpment 
'Pere turned to the production of industrial aloohol. The 
trememdous amount or alcohol produoed by the beverage 
alcohol industry is 1ndicated by the dlfference between the 
two lines in the graph durlng the years 1942 to 1945. 
The manufacture of alcohol by distilleries was a wartime 
praotice and distilleries returned to normal operatlon as soon 
as they were permitted to do so. For 1946 and subsequent 
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years alcohol was produced entirely in industrial aloohol 
plants. Distilleries will probably not again be used to pro-
duoe alcohol unless ~rohibition returns or unless another 
national emergency occurs. 
Potential Produotion from Grain 
Past nroductlon 
The trend of the nroductton of alcohol from grain in 
recent years is shown 1n Figure 8. Prtor to the Second 
World War only a small amount ot' grain, mostly oorn, was 
used for the produotion of aloohol. The raw material was 
exnene1ve and alcohol made from grain was somewhat of a 
special ty produot, commandIng a premIum prioe. Grain 
alcohol constItuted less than 10 per cent ot' the total al-
cohol produoed. 
DurIng the war, when alcohol was needed quickly regard-
less of the cost, grain beoame one of the major raw matertals 
for aloohol nroduction. In 1945 slightly over 40 per cent 
of the total aloohol :produotion came from thIs source. In 
that year more alcohol was made from gr~ln alone than was 
normally made annually before the war from all ra~ materIals. 
Three large graIn prooessing ~lants were built in the mid-
west and several molasses nrocessing nlants were modIfied 
so that they could use graIn as a raw mAterial. Praotically 
all of the distilleries maktng alcohol used grain. Although 
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corn was the preferred material in all of these ~lants, a 
large amount of wheat ~aE used because surpluses made 
wheat more available than corn for tndustr1al purposes. 
Since 1947 wheat has been used in only small quantities. 
The grains mos t used have been corn and grain sorghum. The 
relative amounts ot corn, grain, sorghum and wheat used in 
the uostwar years 1s shown in Table 1. The use of grain 
sorghum in quantities similar to corn is noteworthy because 
sorghum has not previously been used to any great extent. 
Table 1. Weight of Corn, Wheat and Grain Sorghum used in 
the productton of alcohol in the nostwar 
per1.od (23) (24) • 
Thousands of Pounds 
Year Com ~heat Grain Sorghum 
1946 173,416 657,275 230,773 
1947 445,737 1,273 9,138 
1948 193,224 20,933 164,695 
1949 (8 mo.) 29,914 46 55,421 
Plant oanaoities 
Jacobs (4, p. 67) estimates the capaCity ot plants pro-
ducing alcohol :from grain in 1945 to be 400,500 gallons :per 
day. This estimate is based on the list ot plants issued 
by the Alcohol Tax Unit in 1945. A comparison ot Jaoobs' 
list ot plants with the Aloohol Tax Unit list as ot July 1, 
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1948. (25) indioates that four of the nroducers listed by 
Jacobs are no longer licensed as industrial alcohol ~lants. 
The three major producers, the midwest olants mentioned 
above, are still authorized to operate so the unlicensed 
plants represent only a smell segment of the total capacity. 
On the other hand the 1948 list of authorized alcohol produoers 
includes some plants not listed by Jacobs. Most of these by 
virtue of their nameS and locations are Judged to use grain 
as a raw material. Some are probably "duplicated producers~' 
rather than alcohol uroducers (see below). Therefore the 
annual production capaoity for grain aloohol plants is estlmated 
to be about the same as in 1945, 120 million gallons. 
Industrial grain alcohol was nroduced during the war 
from registered distilleries. Jacobs separates the distil-
leries into two general classifications: (a) duplicated 
producers, ~l~nts normally operating as distilleries but also 
possessing industrial alcohol licenses and (b) ordinary 
distilleries. The daily oanacity o~ the first group is esti-
, 
mated to be 303,000 gallons (4, p. 68). This is equivalent 
to about 91 million gallons nar year. As the description for 
the classification lndicates, these plants operate as dlstil-
leries under normal condltions, hence only on ls01ated 
occasions would they be available tor the neacetime production 
of e1coh~l. The second group of distilleries, those not having 
industrial alcohol licnnses, cannot pronerly be considered e.S 
contributing to the capacity of the grain alcohol 1ndustr.y. 
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Potential Produotion from Molasses 
Past produotion 
-
The produotion o'f aloohol from molasses has followed a. 
rather erratic nath in the past fifteen years. Before the 
war molasses waS the major raw material for aloohol, but the 
peroentage o~ the total alcohol prod~otion which is made 
from molasses has declined steadily until the last two years. 
In the pertod be'fore the war molasses alcohol production 
waS inoreasing, but not 9.S rapidly as was total alcohol 
production. Therefore the molasses alcohol ~ercentage tell. 
In 1941 and 1942 the produotion o'f molasses aloohol waS in-
oreased tremendously but an even greater increase in total 
alcohol nroduotion due to grain alcohol manufacture caused 
the molasses alooho1 percentage to oontinue to drop. In 
the later war years as the resUlt of a shortage of molasses 
in the United States molasses alcohol production deoreased 
sharply from the 1942 peak. There waS an abundance of 
molasses in the 'Vest Indies, but tankers were ro t available 
to transport it to the United States. During this period 
many molasses alcohol plants were modified to enable them 
to produce aloohol from grain. 
In the years immediately following the war the use of 
molasses was restrioted by small sugar crops, a large 
demand for sugar and the high nrice of molasses. Only halt 
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ot the 801asses allocated for exnort to the United States in 
1946 was actually reoeived (26). Much of the available supply 
was purchased by manufaoturers of cattle feed who were able 
to outbid alcohol producers. Goon sugar crops brought the 
1948 'Produotion back un to prewar levels. The percentage of 
total alcohol manufa:otured from molaeees remained low in 
eo~parison to prewar standards because the postwar alcohol 
production was about 50 per cent higher than prewar nroduction. 
In 1949, productIon 1s being reduced by the high price asked 
for molasses and the 101f price of alcohol. Many alcohol, 
producers are delaying purchases in the hope that lower 
alcohol prices and 1ncreasing su~p1Ie8 of molasses will cause 
the price of molasses to drop. 
Plant canacities 
Jacobs (4, p. 66) estimates the 1945 molasses Blcohol 
capacIty at 567,800 gallons per day. One of these plants 
now is 1Ioensed as a regIstered distIllery; most of the other 
plants still appear on the 1948 Alcohol Tax Unit list as 
lioensed industrial alcohol plants (25). Allow1ng a slight 
deorense for the one alcohol plant now operated as a distil-
lery, the annual oapaoity of molaeses aloohol plants 1s about 
168 million gallons. 
In addition to the 'Olants located in the United States 
there are aleo three aloohol plants In Puerto Rioo snd one 
in Hawaii (25). Under normal conditione the actual output 
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from these plants ts small. Jacobs (4, p. 66) estimates three 
of them to have a total ~otential canaclty of about 30,000 
gallons per day. Thus the plant capac1ty of this group now 
. exceeds by an unknown amount the 1945 capac1ty of 9 mil110n 
gallons per year. 
Tbere are several wtneries in the United States which use 
molasses. These have a capaoity of about 28,400 gallons ot 
alcohol per day, according to Jaoobs (4, ,p. 66). Althougb 
these plants would be ava1lable for alcohol production in an 
emergency, their annual capacity of about 8.5 million gallons 
should not be included in normal molasses alcohol capacities. 
The total molasses alcohol capacity, includ1ng territorial 
plants, is'in the neighborhood of 180 million gallons annually. 
It-should be noted that in 1942, the nesk year for molasses 
alcohol produotion, the actual output was only about 150 
million gallons. 
It was mentioned above that many molasses alcohol plants 
during the war were equipped to nrocess grain because grain 
was available when molasses was not. If it were deSirable, 
grain plants could now quite readily be converted to use 
molasses by the addition of a tew storage t~'ks and pumps. 
Conversions of this type woUld not affect the estimated 
capaoities as defined here because gra1n would remain the 
preferred raw material. Actually the use of molasses in a 
grain alcohol plant wOlud probably increase the daily capac1ty 
somewhat. 
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Synthetic Alcohol 
Past nroduction 
The-most significant feature of the past productlon ot 
synthetio alcohol is the manner in which it has steadily risen. 
Except tor a very slight loss in 1945, ever,r year has brought 
a new Increase 1n output even when the total alcohol production 
was declining. Before the war the curve for the percentage of 
the total output attributable to synthetic alcohol elso rose 
steadily. During the ~ar the sharp increase in the ?roduction 
of grain alcohol caused the nercentage tor synthetic to fall 
somewhat, though the actual nroductton of synthetic continued 
to rise. As soon-as the war was over and total alcohol pro-
duction reverted to a mo~e normal level, the peroentage ot 
synthetic alcohol again began to olimb. Due to the fact 
that total output tor 1947 waS low, synthet1c alcohol had a 
somewhat larger share of the market than usual. In 1948 
synthetic alcohol and molasses alcohol were produced in al-
most equal amounts. Molasses alcohol productton was larger 
by only elightly over 1 million gallons. EstImates for 1949, 
based on production for the first 8 months, indioate that for 
the fIrst time molasses alcohol ?ill lose the major share ot 
the market to synthetio alcohol. 
Plant eaoaoltleB 
It is some~hat easier to determine the oanacity of 
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synthetic alcobo1 plants beoause there are no complications 
due to duplicate operation as distilleries and industrial 
alcohol plants, no 8ltern~tlve raw material nroblems and no 
inopera~lve plants. Jaoobs (4, p. 65) estimates the 1945 
capacity at 219,000 gallons per day. Bince that time one 
comnletely new direct hydration plant has been bu11t and 
some older plants have been expanded. Zabel (27) estimates 
the present ca~acl ty of synthetic alcohol 'Olants at 110 
million gallons per year. 
Zabel's estimate can be checked roughly. The aotual 
productIon of synthetic alcobo1 in fiscal 1948 waS about 74 
million gallons. No plants were inoperative that year So 
the total nroductlon renresents the installed capaoity for 
fisoal 1948. SInce tha.t time S}1el1's direot byration n1ant, 
with an estimated oapactty of 18 mIllion gallons nar year, 
has been buIlt (27)(28). Also the output of the Carbide and 
Carbon plant at Texas CIty has reportedly been inoreased 
150 per oent (27). Accord~ng to Zabel'S figurRS the latter 
increase amounts to about 21 milli~n gallons. If these two 
new canaoities are added to the reuorted 194q ~roduction, a 
present oanao1ty of 113 million gallons is Indicnted. This 
is not signif1cantly different trom Zabel's figure, so his 
est1mate of a synthetic alcohol capacity of 110 m1llion 
gallons 1s confirmed. 
There are two indIcations of future increases in plant 
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capaoity. An expansion of the general chemlcal faoilltles 
of the CarbIde and Carbon Company at "'hi tlng, Ind1ana (29) 
may Include an expanston of theIr alcohol nlant. A new plant 
in Oa11~ornla to produoe synthet10 ethanol and Its der1vatives 
1s being contemn1ated by the Union 011 Com~any (30). It ls 
not known how soon these unlts may be in nroduction or how 
much they may add to the present oapao1ty. 
Alcohol from Sulflte L1quor 
Past nroduction 
. 
Aloohol was produced from waste sulflte l1quor at a 
plant In Meohanlcsville, New York, starting in 1915 durlng 
World War I (31, pp. 42-43). The available sulfIte lIquor 
was insufflclent to perm1t oneration at full canacity so 
the plant used a mIxture of sulfIte liquor and molasses. The 
molasses usually was available only at a hIgher price than 
was naid by ordinary molasses alcohol producers. Oneration 
proved to be uneconomical (4, p. 29) and in 1939 the plant 
was closed down and dismanteled (~n, n. 43). 
During the Second World War the product1 on of alcohol 
from waste sulfite liquor waS resumed at a new government 
plant in BellIngham, Wash1.ngton. The plant began operation 
in February, 1945, so no anpreciable quantIty of alcohol 
was produoed until fiscal 1946. Alcohol nroductlon from 
this Source has inoreased from about 1.6 millIon gallons In 
1946 to slightly over 2.7 million gallons in 1949 (23). 
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It is estimated from production reports for the first eIght 
months ot 1949 (24) that thIs year's output will be nearly 3 
mIllIon gallons. ThIs quantity of alcohol renresents only 
about 1;5 per cent ot the total aloohol produotion. 
Plant oa:naoi t;r 
Since there 1s only one waste s~lfite liquor nlant in 
existence, the total plant canaclty Is the output of that 
plant. The plant W9.S origInally designed to produce 6500 
gallons per day (11) but the plant oapacity has sInce been 
increased (32). From the nroduction data above, tl:e present 
capaci ty is 3 million gallons per year. The number of 
operatIng days per year is unknown. 
No new plants are known to be under consideration in the 
UnIted States although one has recently been oomnleted in 
Canada (33). 
Alcohol from Wood waste 
Past nroduction 
- ...-;....;...;;=.-;;;...;.;;.;. 
Alcohol has long been produced in Germany by the Soholler 
prooess but up to the present no anpreoiable quantities of 
alcohol have been made from wood in the United States. During 
the Seoond World War, oonstruction on a government-fInanced 
plant to produoe aloohol from wood waste was started at 
SprIngfield, Oregon. The plant was not completed untIl atter 
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the war was over. In the initial start-up pertod of this 
plant severe operating difficultIes were encountered; a 
thermo-setting resin formed In the pIpes between the 
bydrolyzer and the flash tank (34). Beoause the high war-
time demand for alcohol no longer extsted the plant was, 
closed. Several attempts have been made since that time to 
finance the lease or purchase of the Tllant from the govern-
ment but none have been suocessful. It 1s estImRted that it 
will cost $250,000 to $300,000 to modify the design of the 
plant so that operatIon is possible (34)(35). 
Plant oapaoi tl 
The designed plant oapacity is 11,500 gallons per day 
(31, p. 46) (34). However, it has been estimated that prooess 
imprOVements demonstrated on a pilot plant scale oan inorease 
the dally output to 16,500 gallons (13, p. 8), w.hlch Is 
equiValent to almost 5 million gallons ~er year. It should 
be noted that this canaolty can be utilized only after the 
desIgn of the plant Is modified. At the present tIme 
operation is not 'Possible. 
Alcohol from Agrioultural Wastes 
Past nroduotion 
There has been no productton of alcohol from agrioultural 
waste in the United States excent at the semi-works plant of 
the Northern Regional Research Laboratory (2, p. 33). Alcohol 
Tax Unit statIstIcs do not list corn cobs, whIch are used In 
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the semi-works, as a senarate SOUDae of alcohol. Production 
1s commercially insignifioant at the present time. 
Plant oaoaol tl 
The capaclty 01' the semi-commercial plant of the Northern 
Reg10nal Researoh Laboratory Is about 50 gallons ?er eight-
hour day (18). 
Alcohol from the Fischer-Tropsoh Synthes1s 
Past "Oroduction 
The commeroial production of' alcohol from the FIscher-
Tropsoh synthesis has not yet started In the United States. 
The ~Irst Amerioan Fischer-Tropsch plant, the Hydroool plant 
at Brownsville, Texas, is stlll under oonstruction. 
Plant oanaoitz 
It has been estimated that the Fischer-Tropsch plant 
now being buIlt wIll be able to produoe 63.7 million oounds 
of' ethanol per year (36). One gallon of nure ethanol at 600 
F. weighs 6.610 pounds, so tre above weight of' ethanol is 
equivalent to an annual production of just over 10 millIon 
gallons of 190 proof aloohol. 
T~e construotlon of a second Fisoher-Tropsch plant by the 
Stanolind 011 Comnany at Garden Ctty, KSDsas, barely waS under-
way ""hen the 'Plant was olUloelled. Thts plant was to be the 
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same s1ze as the one 1n Texas. Stanol1nd gave h1gh con-
struction oosts as the reason for the oancellation and reported 
that plans were underwa.v for the erect1.on of a plant startlng 
sometlme 1n 1951 (37). 
Alcohol from Mlnor Sources 
Potatoes 
Under ordinary condltions notatoes have found little 
commerc1al use as a source of a1oohol ln this country. In 
general other raw materials for fermentation alcohol are 
more abundant, more easily nrooessed and less subject to 
deter1oration 1n storage. During the nast year the federal 
government bas been mak1ng potatoes available to alcohol 
manufacturers at nr1ces low enough to overcome these dls-
advantages. The government purohased surplus potatoes at 
$1.50 ner bushel in order to maintain potato pr1ces at sup-
port levels. Then large amounts of potatoes ~ere sold to 
alcohol produoers at prlces ranging from 5 to 15 cents ner 
bushel. (30, p. 126) (38). In addtt1.on the government paid 
an average of 25 cents ner bushel 1n freight to have the 
notatoes hauled to the alcohol plants (30, p. 125)(38). The 
net resULt of the transaction waS that it cost the govern-
ment 10 to 20 cents per bushel to dlspose of the potatoes 
after lt acqu1red them. 
In 1947 the production of alcohol from potatoes purchased 
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in a normal market was unusually high: 6.7 mil110n gallons 
(23). Prior to that time potatoes had been praotically unused 
in peacetime. In 1948, production waS only 2.5 million 
gallonst_but most of the potatoes were used in the last months 
of the year as a result of the unusual raw material situat'on 
(24), In the first five months ot fisoal 1949, the weight of 
potatoes used was over twice the weight used in all of 1947. 
Oonsumntion of notatoes in the next three months was small, 
but eVen so the 1949 production of aloohol from potatoes 1s 
exPected to exoeed 15 million gallons. 
There is no senarate alcohol capaoity for potato alcohol. 
The potatoes are processed in grain plants espeoial17 
equipped to handle them. 
Products ~ in redistillation 
These matertals are generally finished or unf1nished 
spir1ts transterred to alcohol plants from regIstered 
distilleries or other alcohol plants for redistillation as 
neoessary to produce industrial aloohol. No uroducts were 
redistilled until 1942, when speoial wartime regulations made 
possible the transfer o~ snirits from distilleries to alcohol 
plants for conoentr~tion. 
During the war the redistillation of soirits was the 
source of conSiderable alcohol productton. Many dist1ller1es 
were able to aid in alcohol production only to the extent of 
producing high wines. Treir d1stillat1on eauipment was not 
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capable of fractionating alcohol to 95 per oent oonoentration. 
The flnal produot from these Plants was then Shipped to 
alcohol plants for redistillation. Production of this type 
reached a high of 83 million gallons in 1943 but has declined 
-
rapidly since then (23). 
Production statistics for 1946, 1947, 1948 and 1949 
stlll include 20 to 40 million gallons of production from 
"products used in redistillation" (23)(24). However, this 
no ,longer is unfinished spirits from the beverage industry. 
Instead, the products used in redistillation are high wines, 
the raw material tor wrich ts re~resented else~here in the 
industrial alcohol statistics. The products used in re-
distillatIon actu8~ly duplicate productIon from sources listed 
elsewhere. To determIne the net alcohol p'roduott on, the 
products used in redistlllation must be deducted from the 
gross alcohol produotton. 
Miscellaneous materials 
Minor amounts of alcohol have been produced from miscel-
laneous raw materials in the past. These raw materials 
include such substances as crude alcohols mixtures, ohemical 
mixtures, citrus waste, pinearyple julce, whey, apple pectin 
reSidue, corn sugar syrup, hydrol, w1ne and mixtures of 
vsrlous of the major fermentation alcohol raw materials with 
other substances. Until 1944 these miscellaneous raw materials 
usually contr1buted less than 1 pp.r cent of the total 
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produotion (23). During the war mlxtures of grain and molasses 
were lnoluded in the misoellaneous category and the total 
production from this source was raised to as hlgh as 10 pe~ 
oent of ~he total proauct1..on (23). In 1947 and 1948 the annual 
product ton waS about 5 mllllon gallons hIgher than prewar levels 
but stlll not a large nnrt of the total production (23). It 
should be noted that about half of this 5 mllilon gallons in 
eaoh year oame from potatoes, molasses-and grain. Only 2 to 
3 mililon gallons came from raw material sources not consldered 
elsewrere. 
No estlmates ot nlant oapacity tor this tyPe of nroductton 
have been found. The mixtures of molasses and graln are 
genera~ly processed in plants inoluded in the totals for 
molasses alcohol and grain alcohol. The oapaoity for misoel-
laneous ra~ materials probably does not exceed 5 million 
gallons. 
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ESTIMATED PRODUCTION COSTS 
Before the oosts or nroduc1ng alcohol from vnr10us raw 
materials are examIned, it should be pOinted out that there 
1s no one total cost for making alcohol from any given raw 
material. A variation in cost from plant to plant may result 
from several caUSeS. The geogra~h1c locatton of a nlant affects 
labor costs, power costs, insuranoe and taxes. The original 
cost of the ~lant determines the denreoiation charges which 
are incurred. Plants built recently, during periods ot high 
construction oost, hnve hIgher depreoiation chargee than do 
older plants. On the other hand, newer plants generally have 
more efficient equipment, better Instrumentation, and in-
creased automatI0 centrol, so their nroductlon oosts are in-
clined to be less than those for older plants. Plants with a 
large output generally have lower unit oosts than plants with 
small capacity, but a small plant producing at full capaoity 
may have the advantage OVer a large plant operating at only 
a fraction of Its potentIal oanacity. Costs also vary with 
changes in the number of days in the operating year. Some 
plants reoover a wide range ot by-produots whIle other plants 
recover none, causing further differenoes In cost. 
This section sets forth what are believed to be reasonably 
reoresentative oosts for various nroduot1on nrooesses. 
Estimates are based on a 300-day year excent in the case of 
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synthetic alcohol. The plant oanacity assumed for corn 
alcohol and molasses alcohol production is 10,000 gallons ner 
day. For alcohol from ethylene, waste sulfite liquor and 
wood was~e, plant capacities are selected 1n view o~ actual 
industrial installations. Full capacity operation is always 
assumed. 
The estimates of production cost are developed from two 
different types of data. In some cases-onerating 1ndices are 
available. These ind1ces give the quantities of raw materialS, 
the amount of steam, the man-hours of labor, the weights of 
incidental chemicals, etc., w~~oh are required per gallon at 
alcohol produced. By using o~erating indioes in conJunotion 
with the present costa of the items involved, total oosts may 
be comnuted. In other cases no one rating indices are avail-
able bu~ estimates of cost only are to be had. Even when 
these estimates are based on plants of similar size, using 
the same raw material, it is frequently difficult to compare 
them direotly beoause the estimates have been made in periods 
of d1fferent price levels and d1tferent numbers of operating 
days per year have been assumed. In order to determine the 
cost of produoing alcohol today these older estimates have 
been corrected to 1948 price levels by the 8opl1cntlon of 
wage indices, price indices and engineering judgment. In 
reVising these estimates depreCiation at 10 per cent, social 
seour1ty and workmen's compensatton payments at 4 per oent, 
taxes and insuranoe at 4 per oent and 1nterest at 6 per oent 
have been included regardless of the allowances made or not 
made for these items in the original estimate. In those 
cases where 1t 1s not possible to deduce the estimator's basis 
for cert~in figures, the revision represents an a~proximation. 
Two rev1sions are actually made in some caSe8. One revision is 
made to give a product ton cost based on the cost of the 
or1ginal plant. This produotion cost estimate is oharacter1zed 
-
by low depreciation, interest and tax charges. The first re-
v1s1ons are not exaotly comparable because they are still 
based on plants bu1lt 1n different years, hence on plants 
having somewhat dIfferent first costs. A second rev1sion is 
made in whtch depreciation, interest and other f1xed cbarges 
are based on tbe cost of bul1dIng a plant identical to the 
original one at 1948 construction cost levels. This second 
estimate is nerhaus less realistio than the first, since 
most of the plants were avtually bu1lt 1n var10us years 
prior to 1948. H~ever, the reviston indicates the inoreased 
charges which new plants must bear as a result ot their 
high construction costs. It also 1s valuable in that it 
gives all estimates the same basIs 80 that dIfferences ot 
opinton between vartous authors are anparent. 
Labor costs are revised througb the use of data from the 
Bureau o'f Labor StatisticS on the average hourly earnings in 
the cbemical industries (39)(40). Present plant costs are 
computed from original plant costs using construction cost 
ind1ces and equ1pment cost indices for the chemical industry 
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from the Engineering News Record (41). Increases In coal and 
power costs are estImated by comnarison with ohanges in the 
wholesAle urioe indioes as renortp.d by the Bureau of Labor 
StatIsti~s (42). In all cases revisions are made on the 
assumption that ~r1ce levelS for the year precedIng the 
publIshed date of an estImate are more IndIcatIve of the price 
pertod in whioh the estimate was made than are the price 
-
levels for the ye~r of the estimate. This nrocedure takes 
into account the time which elapses between the date an 
estimate 1s made and the date that it appears in prInt. It 
also allowS 'for the fact that the estimator waS probably 
governed more by the pertod prior to his calculations than 
by what be expeoted to oocur in the ~erlod afterward. Re-
visions are made to the average nrioe levels for the year 
1948. It is felt that future prioes will more nearly anproxi-
mate those of this neriod than those of any nrewar period. 
Alcohol trom Corn 
Product16n cost 
The major cost ot producing alcohol from corn 1s the cost 
of the corn itself. Since corn 1s higbly variable in price the 
cost ot corn alcohol is subject to 'Wide change. It is doubt-
ful whether an alcohol cost based on an average corn price 
has any true Significance, beoause the vRriattons from average 
are so wide. In this ~aper, lnBte~d of using the concent ot an 
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average oorn price in estimating corn alcohol costs, a 
correlation will be developed between the price o~ corn and 
the exnected cost ot producing alcohol from it. To establish 
this oorrelation the manner in which the price ot malt and 
the price of distillers' grains vary with oorn price must be 
determined. Since these three materials are all cattle feeds 
and agricultural produots, some interrelatton would logically 
be exnected to exist. The processing cost 1s assumed to be 
constant, since 1t is related nrimarily to the general price 
level and only very slightly to the price of corn. 
A graphical relationship between tlB pt'ice of malt and 
the pr1ce of COrll is shown in Figure 11 (43). Each point in 
the f1gure represents the average price of oorn and the 
average price of standard grade malt at New York for one year 
beginning 1n October between 1933 and 1948. The p01nts are 
somewhat scattered, but the oorrelation is sufficiently good 
for the estimation of alcohol costs. The one exoeptionally 
poor point, at a corn nrice of about $1.95, is for 1945. 
During that year price controls were li ~ted on both corn and 
malt but at different times. As a result the price relation-
Ship was abmormal. Freight charges are no t included in the 
graph beoause they are generally small compared to the price 
of malt. 
F1gure 11 1s ttsed to calculate raw material costs for corn 
alcohol at any speoified corn ur1ae. The malt price corresponding 
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to the given corn 'Price is read from Figure 11. lIal tis 
usually added in amounts rangtng from 8 to 10 per oent ot 
the total weight of corn and malt used. Thus for eaoh 56 
pound bushel of corn the use of 8 per cent malt requires 
4.87 pounds of malt. )la1 t 1s prioed on the basis of a 34 
pound bushel, So the cost'of malt ner bushel of corn 1s 
4.87 
34 (malt price, cents/bu.) • (O.143)(malt price, 
- cents/bu.) 
The total. raw material cost per bushel of oorn 1s then 
(O.143)(malt prlce,oents/bu.)+(corn prlce,cents/bu.) 
It 1s generally stated that 2.6 gallons of alcohol are 
obta1ned from a bushel of corn. Ho~ever, th1s figure should 
not be used as the total aloono1 yIeld per bushel of corn 
enterIng the prooess. For every bushel of corn whioh 1s 
fermented, Q.143 bushels of malt are also fermented. Alcohol 
1s obtained from the malt as well as from the corn. The Iowa 
Co~ Research Inst1tute estimate (47, p. 318) assumes 2.5 
gallons of anhydrous aloohol per bushel of corn processed, 
which is the same as 2.63 gallons ot 95 ner cent alcohol per 
bushel of corn. Jaoobs (6, p. 24) gives data on the probable 
oommeroial yield of alcohol from various cereals. Caloulations 
based on these data 1ndicate a yield of 2.56 to 2.87 gallons 
ot alcohol 'Oer bushel of corn. In a later nublioation Jacobs 
(4, p. 77) est1mates tbe manu~aoture ot 3 m1llion gallons of 
alcohol from 1.149 million bushels of corn, using 8 per oent 
mal t. ThIs production is equivalent to 2.61 gallons ot 
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aloohol per bushel of oorn. A value t:r 2.63 gallons ot 
alcohol per bushel of corn ~rooesBed is estimated to repr~sent 
average fermentation y1elds. Thus the raw material oost per 
gallon ot aloohol 1s 
-(Q.143)(mslt prioo, cents[by,) - {oorn nrio" cents/bu.) 
2.63 
The raw material cost obtained by tbe formula above does not 
differ signlfioantly from the cost ot raw mnterlals as 
caloulated by formulae used by one grain aloohol producer in 
comput1ng his costs. 
The next part of the total oost to b~ considered 1s the 
prooess1ng or om verslon cost. 51'own in Table 2 1s the 
author's estimate ot the current cost ot producing oorn 
alcohol. !h1s est1mate 1s not oompletely 1ndependent of 
estimates oited below by other wr1ters. A fe~ ot the operat-
ing indices are obtained from estlmates present~d later in 
their entirety. The costs computed from these souroes are 
not an important part of the total cost. In Table 2 the 
1ndividua1 cost oomponents are shorn to two deoimals but 
the tote~ cost is rounded oft to one decimal pla.oe 1n order 
to show only one doubtful f1gure 1n the f1nal estimate. 
In the esttmate of ~able 2 the labor cost i& computed 
on the bas1s ot the average hourly earnings 1n the chemioal 
industry tot- 1948 (39) (40). Superv1sory sale.ria. are estlma'ted 
by soaling up the starting salaries for engineering gradUates. 
The steam oonsumpt1on of 110 pounds per gallon of alcohol 
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Table 2. Estimated Processing Cost for Corn Alcohol. 
(Basis: 10,000 gallons ner day, 300 days per year.) 
Cents nar gallon 
Item 
Direct labor (43 men 300 days 
per yr. and 9 men 50 days 
per yr. at $l.36/hr.) 
Supervision (11 men at $300/mo.) 
Soola1 seourity, workmen's 
compensat1on \~ of total 
wages and salaries) 
Steam (110 1be. at 35~/1000 
lb.) 
Water (59 gal. at 5¢/1000 gal.) 
Electricity (1 kw-hr. at 
0.5i/k."r-hr.) 
Ohemicals 
Sulfuric aoid (0.17 lb. at 
$13.75/T) 
Ammonium su1fate·(0.Ol5 lb. 
at $48.00/T) 
Maintenance (2% Of rep1aoement 
cost) 
Orfioe exnenee, bonds 
Depreoiation (10 year basis) 
Taxes end insurance (4% of 
plant cost) 
Interest (at 6%) 
Total 
For old plant 
(Cost, new: 
*670,000) 
4.85 
1.32 
• 
0.23 
3.85 
0.30 
0.50 
0.12 
0.04 
0.67 
0.25 
2.24 
0.89 
1.55 
16.8 
For new plant 
(Cost, new: 
tl,OOO,OOO) 
4.85 
1.32 
0.23 
3.85 
0.30 
0.50 
0.12 
0.04 
0.67 
0.25 
3.33 
1.33 
2.21 
19.0 
7? 
1s determined by adding together the requirements for distil-
latIon, cooking, saccharif1cation and solids reoovery. 
Jacobs (4, p. 76) and Shreve (7) both give 50 90unds of steam 
as the requirement for processing a gallon of alcohol, ex-
clusive of cooking, saccharlficatton and sollds reoovery. 
Almost all of tpls steam 1s used for dist1llation. Shreve's 
figure is actually for a molasses alcohol plant, but insofar 
as distillation is concerned molasses prOcessing and corn 
processing are ~ractically identioal. No data are available 
on this distillation operation to permit a calculation of 
steam requirements inde~endently, so the 50 pound figure is 
ueed. The steam const~ptlon for cooking and saccharification 
has been estimated by Jacobs (4, n. 76) at 25 pounds per 
gallon of alcohol. Again no information is available for 
computing the requirement. FOr the reoovery ot dried distil-
lers' grains it is estlmated th~t about 35 pounds of steam 
are required per gallon of alcohol produced. If the beer 
still feed is 8 per oent alcohol and the beer stll1 nro~uct 
is 50 per oent alcohol by VOlume, 81 pounds of still~e are 
produced per gallon o.f alcohol. This does not cbeck well w1th 
other estimates of 40 to 45 gallons of slop per bushel of 
gra1n (6, p. 67) (44), which is the same as about 130 pounds 
of st1llage per gallon of aloohol. It is presumed that these 
h1gher figures are based on a lo~er percentage of alcohol 1n 
the beer and a higher peroentage of aloohol in the overhead 
from the beer stl1l. Since the maximum 9~Ount of stlllage 
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ueed ln the mashing procedure is about 30 per cent of 
the stillage nroduoed (6, p. 67), it is assumed that 20 per 
cent renresents an average use. The 6 pounds of distIllers' 
grains whioh are reoovered are then obtalned from about 65 
pounds of stillage. The f1rst step ln the prooess for drled 
distillers' grains i8 to evanorate the stlllage to about 25 
per oent sollds (6, p. 67)(44). It the per cent solids 
rises much above this figure the slurry beoomes too tlrtck and 
visoous for good eVaporation. About 2.4 pounds of ~ater are 
removed ner pound of steam in a trinle effect evanorator so 
17 pounds of steam are required for evanoration. For drying 
the syrup from the evanorators on drum dr1ers 1t is assumed 
that 1 pound ot steam 1s required per pound of water removed. 
The f1nal drying then uSes a~nroximately 18 pounds of steam. 
The total steam oonsumed by the grains reoovery system 1s 
35 pounds, which checks fa1rly well with Jacobs' (4, p. 76) 
estimate ot 28 pounds of steam per gallon ot aloohol. It 
is possible that bis estimate is based on the use ot quadruple 
effect eVaporators, which are now installed in some plants. 
The 50 pounds ot steam for dist1llation nlus the 25 pounds for 
oooking and the 35 pounds for feed reoovery make a total for 
the entire plant of 110 pounds of steam per gallon ot alcohol. 
The operat1ng index for water 1s the summatton of Jaoobs' 
estimates for separate uses throughout a nlant (6, facIng p. 
51). The operat1ng index ~or eleotricity 1s anprox1mate. 
It represents a generous increase over Shreve's operating 
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index (7) tor molasses alcohol to allow tor the power require-
ments of grain handling facilities, grain grinding equipment 
and additional ~umping during mashIng and feed reoovery 
operattons. The cost of eleotriclty Is small compared to the 
total cost, so rough anproxtmattons in the estlmat10n of 
power requirements do not a~fect the total cost 8,Dpreciably. 
The consumptIon of chemIcals is estimated to be the Same as 
for molasees alcohol (7). ThIs assumptIon Is ~robably not 
exactly true, but even a 50 per cent variation in the cost 
ot chemicals would oause r.ardly a notIceable change in the 
total 'Prooessing cost. Maintenanoe is calculated on the 
basis of replacement cost of the equipment, not on orlg1nal 
equipment cost; regardless of when the unit was ~urchnsed, 
repairs are paId for at current nrtoes. Depreol~tton Is taken 
on a 10 year basIs In accordance wIth oommon praotice In the 
chemical Industry. 
The old 'Plant, bull t at an estImated cost of $670,000. 
Is renresentat1ve of a unit buIlt in the enrly war years. 
The cost waS oomputed on the basis o~ figures given in 
Chemical Engineering on the oonstruotion of three grain 
alcohol plants in 1944 (45). Comnarison of thIs estimate 
?lth plant cost figures in the tables below indioate it to 
be reasonable. Produotion from thls,plant is then comparable 
to production from the midwest nlants bull t during the war 
whioh are of primary 1ntereet to tbe oorn belt. Aotually 
these plants nrobably have slIghtly lower unit nrocessing 
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costs due to the fact that the normal output of each 1s 
over 10,000 gallons per day. 
The application of construction cost indices to the 
estimated plant cost shqws that an identical plant built in 
1948 instead of 1944 would ~~ve cost about one million 
dol~~r8. In bringing the orlg1nal oost up to 1948 levels it 
was assumed that the total cost waS made_up of 20 per oent 
building cost and 80 per cent equipment cost. 'Jacobs (6, p. 
66) suggests anproxlmately this division. Apnortton1ng the 
total cost in this manner ~rees wit~ the cost distribution 
for s1m1lar types of plants cited in the literature (45). 
Actually whether the snlit is 10-90, 20-80 or 30-70 meKes 
little difference beoause the percentage increase in con-
struction oosts from year to ~'ear ha'S been almost identical 
to the increase in equinment costs for the same period (41). 
The original estimate shown in Table :3 waS made by 
Jacobs in 1938 (a, p. 56). The exact cost of the plant on 
~h1ch the original estimate was based is not snecified. 
Jacobs (6, up. 64-66) cites four eSttm9tes of plant cost, 
three by manufacturers and one of his o~n, ranging from 
$516,300 to $575,000. Specificat10ns for all of these plants 
inoluded anhydrous alcohol fac111ties. On the basts of Jacobs' 
figureS and private information on the cost of anhydrous 
alcohol fac1lities, it 1s estimated that a plant without 
anhydrous alcohol equ1nment would have oost about $525,000 
at the time Jacobs' estimate was made. The cost of building 
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the same plant in 1948 is caloulated to he $960,000, using 
the ~rooedure desoribed in oonneotion ~ith similar revis10ns 
for Table 2. 
Table 3. - Estimated Prooessing Cost for Corn Aloohol, Using 
Jaoobs' 19~ Figures (6, p. 56). (Basis: 10,000 
gallons per day, 300 Class per year.) 
Item 
Labor 
Fuel 
Water and power 
Ohemi cals and 
supplies 
De-precla.tion 
Cents pp.r gallon 
Revised estimates for 1948 
Original For old t'llant For new pla.nt 
estimate (Cost, new: (Cost, new: 
2.50 
1.38 
0.50 
0.50 
0.89 
t525,OOO) $960,000) 
5.67 
2.52 
0.50 
0.92 
1.75 
5.67 
2.52 
0.50 
0.92 
3.20 
Taxes and overhead 0.8a 
Taxes and in-
suranoe 
Booial seouri ty, 
workmen's 
comnensat1on 
Interest 0.85 
Total. 7.50 
0.70 
0.57 
1.26 
13.9 
0.70 
0.57 
2.14 
16.9 
In Table 3 revised labor oosts are calculated using the 
average hourly enrnlngs for tbe chemical industry (39). 
Jacobs· original labor estimate 1s inoreased by 6 per oent to 
include supervision. No seoarate item for maintenance 1s 
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added because Jacobs' later work (4, p. 77) indicates that 
he includes maintenanoe as A. nart of labor and supplies. 
Accordingly the item for sunnlies 1s soaled u~ in proportton 
to increases in eoulnment oosts. 
The original estimnte of processing oosts by the 10'''8. 
Corn Research Institute (47, P. 317) end the revtsed est'mntes 
based on it are shown in Table 4. The origInal estimate as 
presented here actually has been modified. The Corn Researoh 
Instttute assumed a plBnt nroduc1ng 10,000 gallons of anhydrous 
aloohol ~er day and o~eratlng 350 n~ys ~ar ye~r. The or~ginal 
estimate bas been ch~~ed to give costs that are based on the 
produotion of 10,526 gallons of. 190 proof alcohol (equivalent 
to the orIginal output of anhydrous alcohol) on operation 
for 300 days per year, and on the manufacture of pure 95 
~er oent alcohol. In makIng allowance for the absenoe of the 
anhydrous alcohol process, cost changes were guided by judg-
ment beCause no d~ta are available for oalcul~ting the exact 
correot1ons. In moditying the origInal est1mate only operat-
ing indioes were ohanged. Prices per unit were not oh~ged 
from trose originally assumed. 
The revision of costs eh~ in Table 4 to 1948 prioe 
levels bas been carr1ed out in t}1e mMner outlined in pre-
vious estimates. The increased oost of fuel and water was 
oomputed on the assumntion that 80 per cent o~ the entire 
item ~as coal cost and 20 uer oent waS water and ~ower cost. 
In 1942 a cost estimate was made by Christensen (48). 
Table 4. Estimated ProcessIng Cost for Corn Alcohol, UsIng 
Iowa Corn Research Institute Figures (47, p. 317). 
(BaBiB: 10,526 gallons per day, 300 days per year.) 
Cents per gallon 
Item 
Revised estimates tor 194B 
Orig1nal For old plant For new plant 
estimateS (Cost, new: (Coat, new: 
$525,000) $760,000) 
Labor 2.10 4.63 4.63 
Social seouri ty, 
workmen's comnensa-
tlon 0.18 0.18 
Fuel and water 1.63 2.74 2.74 
Chemioale and office 
supplies 0.26 0.26 
Uaintenanoe 0.33 0.63 0.63 
Denreoiatlon 1.66 1.66 3.16 
Taxes, insuranoe 
and surety bonds 0.45 0.67 0.67 
Interest 0.83 1.20 2.20 
Total 7.00 11.9 15.0 
a This is aotually a modi~lcation of the orIginal estimate. 
The chanp,es are explained in the text. 
B4 
Tr~a estimate is ~reaented 1n Table 5. Again scme changes 
in the or1gtnal figures were neoessary, s1noe Chr1steneen's 
f1rrures are based on a 330-day operating ye~r. The est1mate 
1s changed to a 300-day bas1s by direot pronortlon. 
In Christensen's nrIg1nal estimate the steam consumpt1on 
1s given as 6000 pounds per ton of grain (48). He specifies 
the produotion of 102 gallons of alcor..ol from ~ ton ot 
graIn, so the steam consUMption is about 59 pounds ner gallon 
of aloohol. This vRlue seems rather low in v1ew of the fact 
that two otht~r authors (4, p. 76) (7) give 50 poun(ls of 
steam for dist1llation alone. Some steam eoonomy in an 
average nlant is poss~ble by equl?ment mod\f1cnt1on but it 
seems doubtful t~~t this much of a reduction could be 
effected. The et~eot of this lo~ 1ndex on the original cost 
estimate 1s min1mized by the use of a rather h1gh cost per 
pound of steam. Tbe eSt1mate inoludes no item for electr1c1ty 
because the ~lant is designed to employ steam engines as 
prime movers and to use eXhaust steam from the engines as 
prooess steam. The assumed output of thls plant is almost 
one-fourth larger than the oaoao1ty o~ the plants previously 
cons1der·ed. ~or this rea.son the unit cost is somewhat 
lower than '- t woUl d be In a s1milarly designed plant wi th 
only a 10,000 gallon per day produotion rate. 
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Table 5. Estimated Processing Cost for Corn Alcohol, 
Using Chrlstensen's ~tgures (48). (Basis: 
12,240 gallons ner day, 300 days per year.) 
Cents r>er gallon 
Item Original 
estimateS 
Labor 2.23 
Sunervislon and ad-
ministration 0.19 
Sooial securl ty, 
workmen's eom-
'Pensation 
Steam 
Water 
Chemioals and 
supplies 
Maintenanoe 
De1)reci at\on 
Bonds, taxes, 
and lnsurance 
Interest 
Total 
2.06 
0.21 
0.27 
0.27 
6.59 
Revised estImate for 1948 
For old plant For new plant 
(Cost, new: (Cost, new: 
$500,000) $950,000) 
4.15 
0.35 
0.19 
3.54 
0.21 
0.25 
0.52 
0.55 
0.96 
12.1 
4.15 
o.:·m 
0.18 
3.54 
0.21 
0.25 
0.52 
2.59 
1.03 
1.73 
14.6 
a ThIs is actually the origInal estimate ohanged by direot 
pronortlon to a 300-day basiS. 
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Table 6 is based on the oost estimate mRde by Jacobs in 
1945 (4, p. 77). The original fIgures are stated to be a 
It tentative est1mate, based on pre-wnr normals tt (4, p. 77). 
It 1s assumed that this phrase ind1cates normal prewar 
operating indices, not llormal prewar pt91oes. The cost figures 
wr~ch he presents could hRrdly be renresentatlv9 of nrewa~ 
prices. 
Since the number of workers is given in Jacobs' origtnal 
estimate (Table 6), the 1948 av~rsge wD~e rate of $1.36 per 
hour (39) is used rather than wage indicee to compute the 
revised labor cost. Salaries are raised in tte same propor-
tion as are wageB~ The fuel, eleotrio1ty, ~Rter nnd fire 
proteotion cost is increased using the assum:ntion thRt 85 
per oent of the entire item is fuel cost. This oost 1s then 
cho.nged in accord.e..nce \<tIth coal cost indtces (42). The 
other 15 ~er cent is estimated to be unchanged bet~een 1945 
and 1948. 
In ad~.tion to the detailed estimates uresented in 
Tables 2 through 8, several estimates of total conversion 
cost have been made without a breakdown into se~arate cost 
1 tems. Moffat~ (49) stated in November, 1941, that the 
"oonverston prteel! quoted by various dIstillers to the IJ. s. 
Army Ordnance Dennrtment w~s 14.5 to 15.0 cents TIer gallon. 
This figure is not convereton cost as used here, but 1s the 
net cost of produotion, exolusive of gratn. Overhead is 
probably included. ThIS 14.5 to 15.0 cent fIgure contnins an 
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Table 6. EstImated Prooessing Cost for Corn Alcohol, UsIng 
Jaooba' 1945 Figures (4, p. 77). (Baels: 10,000 
gallons per day, 300 days ner year.) 
Cents ner gallon 
Item Orlgtnal 
estlml'!te 
Labor and main-
tenance (47 men) 
Sf\laries, manage-
ment, offIce, 
laboratory 
Social secur! ty. 
workmen's 
comoensA.tion 
Wat~r, electrIcity. 
tuel, f'lxoe pro-
tection 
Ohemicals and 
supplies 
Offioe exoense, 
bonns 
Overhead, de-
preoiation, 
taxes and 1n-
surAnce 
Depreoiation 
lntereet 
Taxes and In-
surance 
Total 
3.11 
1.01 
--
4-.00 
0.8? 
0.25 
3.78 
13.02 
Hevland esttm~te for 1948 
For old plant For new plant (Cost, new: (Oost, new: 
$?50,000) $1,425,000) 
5.12 
1.37 
0.26 
5.67 
0.33 
2.50 
1.71 
1.00 
19.2 
5.12 
1.37 
0.26 
5.67 
1.25 
0.33 
3.83 
2.51 
1.53 
21.9 
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allowanoe for malt, whloh would have cost about 6.5 to 
7.0 cents in 1941. SInce the comolete recovery of teeds waS 
not common at that time (4, p. 42), it 1s assumed that no 
dIstillers' grains by-product credIts are inoluded in the 
cost ~uoted. If about a penny is allowed for overhead, the 
actual conversIon cost is in the neighborhood of 7 oents per 
gallon. Th~s fIgure checks well with e~tlmntps made at 
about the same time by the Iowa Corn Researoh Institute (see 
Table 4) and by C}"ristensen (see Table 5). 
Other estimates are to be found in the 1Itereture whioh 
:.v1l~' 
are not in Sk:reement with tl"Os'e oi ted above. Tousley (31, p. 
42) has estimated a postwar prooessing cost of 6 to 7 oents 
per gallon. The conversIon oosts "lus the malt cost for an 
efficient operator are estimated to, be at least 5 to 7 cents 
per gallon by Aries (50). Figures are presented in a U. S. 
Tar1ff Comm1ssion bullet1n whtch Indicate a c~nversion cost 
of a cents per gallon, IncludIng malt (51). These estimates 
are all judged to be tar below the true nrocesslng costs 
in 1948. 
It has been nointed out that there 1s no one oonversion 
cost for making alcohol from corn. Therefore a range of 
conversion costs gives the most true representation of the 
actual situatIon. In det~rminlng this range of costs the 
revised eAt1mates in Tables 2 through 6 are carefully 
weighed, tak1ng into consideration any assumptions which 
were involved 1n bringing the orlg1nal estimate up to 1948 
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levels. Also considered 1s the fact that the est1mates 
g1ven are based on hypothetioal 1nstallations, not on plants 
aotually bu1lt in the year of the estimate. It is noted that 
all gratn prooessing nlants do not have a 10,000 gallon per 
day oapao1ty. After taking all of these f~otors 1nto acoount, 
it 1s oonoluded that the most reasonable range for aotual 
conversion oosts is 15 to 18 cents per gallon. 
In ~r1vately owned nlants the total f1xed oosts, whioh 
are depreoiation, interest, tnxes and insuranoe, rema1n un-
ohanged regardless of the volume of alcohol produoed. Thus 
when produotion deoreases, the fixed oosts uer unit of 
alcohol increase. In the three government aloohol plants at 
Musoatine, Omaha and Kansas CIty a somewhat different 
sItuatIon exists. The operators of these olants lease the 
faoilities from the U. S. Denartment of Agrioulture. It is 
reuorted for one plant that a flat rental or a fee per unit 
of ~roduotton, whiohever is higher, is paid to the government 
(53), and the terms for the other two plants are no doubt 
similar. ThIs rental fee 1s naid in 11eu of oharges~r 
depreoiat1on and interest. Since the flat rental is equivalent 
to oonsiderably less than full nroduct~on, these n1ants have 
a range of production through whioh they can operate without 
appreciable ohange in unit fixed costs. 
The only major by-nroduot from alcohol manufaoture is 
dried dist1llers' grains. Slnce these gra1ns are used 
nr1marily as a cattle feed, the1r market price would be 
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expected to vary wi tb corn prl ces. Tbe correllltton between 
corn price and grains urice for the years beginning in 
October, 1934-1937, is shown in FIgure 12. Eaoh point 
renresents an average corn price and an average grains price 
-
for one year (54)(55)(56). Grains prices are shown for both 
ChIcago and Cinoinnati. For a series of years the Ohloago 
urice is hIgher at one tIme, the Cincinnati nrlce is higher 
at aDnther. PriceS in both cities are used in the oorre1a-
tion beoause midwest corn alcohol nroducers may ship to 
e1ther place. Aocording to the U. S. Department ot Agri-
culture (52) ChIcago is not a major market for distillers' 
grains. Cincinnati and BUffalo are the primary markets. 
Buffalo prices are not plotted in Figure 12 because the 
higher urice at Bu~fa1o might be mis1eadtng. Although the 
prIce 1s higher, the cost of shipping grains from the mid-
west area is also higher. For Cricago and Cincinnati 
Shipping costs are not taken into consideratton because the 
price relationship existIng in those cities is assumed to 
be a general relatIonship existing throughout the corn belt. 
. , 
In Figure 12 the uo1nts at corn prices of 74, 85 and 
121 oents are weighted less heavily than the other points 
beoause they represent the earliest years for which statistics 
are available (54)(55), hence nrobably indicate years when 
the re1ationshln bet.een corn and grains waS not well 
established. The point at a co rn price of 194 oents 1s 
disregarded because it 1s for the year 1945 when the nr10e 
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s1tuation was d1slocated by the removal at d1fferent tlmes 
of -controls on com and grains. 
The usual y1eld of d1stI11ers' grains in corn alcohol 
produotion 1s 6 to 7 pounds ner gallon of Blcohol when 
complete recovery Is nraotlced. A value ot 6.5 pounds per 
gallon of alcohol Is used In calculations in this psper. 
To obtain the by-product cred! t tor p.:ratns at any assumed 
oorn ~rlce, the Drice of dlstil1ers' grains corresnonding 
to that corn prIce 1 s read 'trom Figure 12. The ~rainB prlce 
in oents per pound is then multiplied by 6.5 to give the 
grains oredit in oents ~er gallon of alcohol produoed. 
By-produot oredits ~or tusel 011, oarbon dtoxide and 
corn 011 are also possible. FUsel 011 is separated from 
the orude aloohol In recttfyln~ high wlnes, hence Is pro-
duced at most industrial nlants but at few distilleries. 
Four to five gallons o~ fusel 011 are nroduced per 1000 
gallons of alcohol made from corn (4, p. 43). Crude tusel 
011 no~ sells for about 25 cents per pound, which 1s 
equivalent to roughly 11.65 ner gallon. The steam, depre-
clatlon, labor and other ~rocesslng costs for obtaining fusel 
oil are charged against alcohol; but the cost ot handllng, 
paokaging and sales are est1mated to reduce the nAt return 
on a gallon of fusel 011 to less than $1.50. This profl t 
rumounts to a credit of 0.6 to 0.75 cents Der gallon of 
a1oobo1. Jacobs (6, p. 81) est1mates fusel oil credits 1n 
1948 at 1 cent per gallon. In subsequent oAlculations a 
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fusel 011 credIt of o.? cents per gallon o~ alcohol is 
used. ThIs credit is small comnared to the total cost of 
making alcohol and present Indications are that 1n the 
future the credit may be even smaller. Fusel oil ls 
valuable prlmarily because ot the amyl alcohol and amyl 
esters which 1t conta1ns. The product~on of large amounts 
of pure amyl alcohol from the Flscher-Tropsch synthesi8 may 
greatly cut Into the market for fusel 011. Corn 011 and 
carbon diox1de are not generally recovered in industrial 
alcohol plants. No credIt will be nllowed ~or their sale 
in computIng oorn alcohol costs. 
Su~fioient Information is now available to calculate 
the cost of producing alcohol from corn at a given urlce. 
FOr an Illustration a corn nrice of $1.00 per buShel is 
assumed. From Flgure 11 the oorresnondlng malt nrice 1s 
$1.50 per bushel. The raw material cost per gallon of 
alcohol 1s then 
(0.143)(150) + 100 
2.63 = 46.2 cents per gallon 
The oonversion cost 1s 15 to 18 cents per gnllon, so the total 
cost of productIon without allowance for by-product credits 
1s 61.2 to 64.2 cents per gallon. At a oorn price o~ $1.00 
per bnshel the price of distIllers' grains is 2.0 cents per 
pound (Figure 12). Fusel 011 credlts are 0.7 cents per 
gallon of alcohol, so the total by-nroduct credits are 
(6.5)(2.0) + 0.7 # 13.7 cents per gallon 
After this by-produot oredit 1s deducted from the sum of the 
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raw mater1al costs and the oonversion cost, the oost ot 
production 1s 47.5 to 50.5 cents per gallon. 
It 1s not neoessary to reueat the ser1es ot oaloulat1ons 
above for every corn pr1ce wh1ch 1s to be considered. In 
FIgure 13 the net nroductlon cost, after by-product credlts 
have been deduoted, 1s plotted against the corresnondlng 
price of corn. This graph permits the production cost to 
be read dtrectly from any corn price. The unper lIne of 
the graph corresnonds to a conversion cost of 18 cents; 
the lower llne, a c0nverslon cost of 15 cents. 
Process economies 
It bas been suggested above that the recovery of 
carbon ~loxloe and co~ 011 m1ght reduoe the cost of pro-
ducing alcohol. Jacobs (4, p. 77) states that the recovery 
ot carbon dioxide, fusel 011 or corn oil mIght yield by-
nroduct credits totalllng 1 to 5 cents per gallon of alcohol. 
In an earlier nublicAtton the same aut~or allows 4.89 cents 
per gallon of anhydrous alcohol for corn 011 and carbon 
diox1de alone (6, p. 81). 
About 6 pounds of carbon d\ox1de are given oft from the 
fermenters tbr eaoh gallon of alcohol whicb ls produced. 
Before this gas can be used 1 t must be scrubbed ",1 th water 
to remove all traces of alcohol. In some oases addItIonal 
pur1flcat~on may be required. Only about 70 per cent of the 
oarbon dioxide can be reo~vered ~lth existing methods 
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(4, p. 43), so the amount of gas aotua1ly available for 
utilization ls slightly ov~r 4 pounds. 
ProbablY the best way to utilize the gas 1s to make 
solld oarbon dioxide or, as it is more commonly known, "dr.1 
10e." Dry tce has a generally better demand than oompressed 
(bottled) oarbon dioxlde and does not require a large In-
vestment In steel cylinders and eneoisl valves. Bottled 
oarbon dtoxlde h~s an additional disadvantage in the high 
transportation charges on both full and empty' cylinders. 
In most looations there is a heavy demand for dry lce 
only during the summer months. Slnoe sublimatton loooes are 
high, dry 10e oannot be economioally stored for long periods 
of time. Consequently the by-produot oarbon dioxide can 
usually be utilized only ~art of the time. Jacobe (4, p. 
43) estimates the noeolble p~nual recovery of oRrbon dioxlde 
as 40 per cent or less. On this baSis an average of less 
than 2.5 uounds of the or1ginal 6 pounds of carbon dioxide 
may be Bold. The present nrice of dry toe is under 3 cents 
per pound (67), so the value of the raw material oannot be 
high. Jaoobs' estimate (4, u. 43) o~ about 2 oents by-
product credit per gallon of alcohol is stlll nrobably aC-
curate for cases where the demand for dry 10e is seasonal. 
In certnin locations the markets for s~lid carbon 
diOXide are vpry large and fairly oonstant throughout the 
year. Over eo per cent of the dry ioe produced 1s used 
for refrigeration but the use of dry 1ce for snecial 
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industrial processes is inoreasing. Dry lee, properly used, 
may be utilized to a considerable extent as a rain making 
agent. For the country as a whole the demRnd ~or dry lce 
exceeds the supply (57). It an alcohol plant 1s located 
near a railroad terminus or near a main railroad 11ne, the 
nosslbl11ty of developing a large, oonstant, year-around 
market tor dry 10e is good. ~or many reasons the railroads 
would like to See dry ice rather than ordinary ioe and salt 
used for refrigeratIon. However, the Federal Trade Commis-
sion basing-point deciSion has tended to limlt the market 
area of the large dry ice nroduoers so there ts now a need 
:ror smaller, soatterf>d dry 10e plants. If an alcohol plant 
were able to oontract to sunply dry ice for railroad re-
frigerator cars, carbon d10xide credits mIght be raised to 
4 cents ner gallon. 
Carbon dioxide 1s not a by-product of only the fermen-
tnt'on of corn. It is "roduced in any fermentation prooess. 
Thus any reduotion of cost th~ough onrbon dioxide by-product 
credits which is noss1ble for corn alc~h~l 1s also noeslble 
for aloohol from molasses. waste sul~ite liquor, wood 
l19.ste and agrioultural waste. Widespread carbon dioxide 
. " .... . 
.. , l' 
recovfory could 1mn~ve the eoonomic nosl tlon of the whole 
fermentation 1ndustry ~lth resn~ot to synthetio aloohol but 
carbon dioxide recov~r.y is unlikely to change the cost 
relationship now exlst1n g between the VA.r1 0US fermentation 
'PT'ocesses. 
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Bj-product credtts for oorn oil recovery are, of oourse, 
unique to oorn alcohol among the alcohol processes. However, 
the maJor nortion of the oorn 011 on tbe market 1s a by-
produot ot the manufacture of oorn staroh. In 1938 Jacobs 
(6, p.-Sl) estimated the oredtt from corn oil at 3 cents 
per gallon of absolute alcohol. It 1s believed that on the 
basts of ~resent prooessing costs and prices ttis estimate 
is rAther high. Jaoobs also allo~s 1.27 oents for the oil 
press oake, but if the press oake is sold senarate1y there 
is a oorresuondtng reduotton In the amount and value of the 
by-produot teeds. The fact that corn 011 1s not generally 
reoovered glves oredenoe to the 1dea that the nractloe is 
not hIghly profItable. Present reoovery systems extract 
only about one half "-: of the total 011 content. If a higher 
yleld of otl could be obt~lned, the reoovery of corn 011 
m1ght beoome advantageous. 
It has been suggested that the hlgh 011 oontent oorn 
now be1ng developed mIght be used 1n the manufaoture of 
oorn alcohol and that then the extract10n of oorn 011 would 
yield more return. Sinoe htgh 011 content oorn wIll not be 
ave.llable to farmers in la.rge quanti ties ,por 4 to 6 years 
(58), estImates made at the present time may be invalidated 
by ohanglng oonditions before the corn Is placed on the 
market. Caloulat1.ons by the author and by one grain aloohol 
pr~ducer (59) both indioate that little additional by-
produot credit to~ard alcohol oosts is lIkely to be obtained 
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by processing high 011 content corn instead of ordinary 
vtll"'1etieB. 
At present the primary bope of reducing corn aloohol 
oosts Seem to lie in renlaoing malt with some less eXpensive 
material. One method of sunnlantlng malt 1s to use mold 
bran, produced by ou1turing speoial fungi on moist wheat 
bran. The bran is dried at the proper time during the 
growth of the fungus and therea.fter 1s used like malt. The 
rep1aoement o~ malt with mold bran not only reduces raw 
material costs but also is renorted to g1 ve higher aloohol 
yields (60). 
A newer development 1s the use of a fungal amylase in-
stead'of malt. (An amylase is any enzyme whioh oRtalyzes 
the hydrolysis of staroh.) Fungal amylase is nroduced when 
oertain fungi are gromn submerged in aerated tanks contain-
ing dIlute stillage. The enzymes which are formed are used 
in nlace of the enzymes oontained in malt to convert tbe 
starch of the, grain to sugar. The process was developed at 
the Northern Regional Researoh Laboratory of the Department 
of Agrioul ture. Preliminary plant soale tests are now be-
ing oonduoted at the aloohol nlant in Musoattne, Iowa, under 
an agreement wi th the Department of Agriculture. The 
results of the tests are not yet conolusive, but it 1s ex-
, 
peoted that 8. reduction in processmg costs of at least 4 to 
6 cents ~er gallon will be realized (61). The fungal amylase 
lll"'OCesS has an advantage over the mold bran process in that 
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the physioa1 state o~ the enzyme makes sterilization more 
easy, hence reduces the danger of contaminating the mash. 
Another nrocess has also been recently advanced for 
hydrolyzing grain with acid which 1s sUPplemented with 
small amounts of mold bran or submerged mold oulture (62). 
Pilot plant tests indioate the nrocess to be less exnensive 
than ordinary malt oonversion (62), but the savings do not 
8eem to be as great as 'those from the use of fungal amylase. 
It waS mentioned in connection with the process for 
making alcohol from waste sUlfite liquor that economies are 
obtained througb the re-use of yeast (12). Part of the 
reduced costs are realized beoause the re-use of yeast 
permits faster fermentation cycleB~ thus increasing the 
plant capacity and giving lower unit costs. In conventional 
fermentation processeS yeast growth is divided into two 
per10ds (12). During the first period the yeast cells feed 
on the sugar and grow; this results in a ranid growth ot 
yeast but a low production of alcohol. In the second period 
yeast growth 1s greatly reduced and alcohol is produoed at 
a high rate. When yeast is re-used the first stage is 
omitted and fermentation begins at a high rate as soon as 
the yeast is added to the oonverted mash. The process also 
decreases the amount of sugar used 1n growing yeast oells, 
leav1ng more sugar available, for fermentation to aloohol. 
The re-use ot yeast 1s not possible without addit10nal 
mod1~ication of the grain alcohol prooess. The yeast oontr1fUged 
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out ot the beer resultlng from an ordinary grain alcohol 
fermentation Is contaminated with unfermentable sollds and 
1s not suitable for re-use. If the sollds are removed from 
the mash before it 1s fermented, the re-use of yeast oan be 
praoticed. An evaluation of a process for clarifying the 
mash between the cookers and the fermenters has been made 
(63). Indioations are that clarification itself does not 
ofter any savings except that slightly less comnlex distil-
lat10n equinment could be installed in a new plant. How-
ever, clarification does increase the onportunity fbr 
savings obtalned through the re-use of yeast, ~ast batoh 
fermentation or oontinuous fermentation. 
The re-use of yeast has the disadvantage of lncreasing 
the opportunlty for oontaminating mashes with wild strains 
of yeast. In the sulfi te liquor and 'Wood waste processes 
the raw mater1al is only a small part of the total cost, 
so occaSional reduotions in yield are not costly. When 
alcohol is being made from corn or molasses the raw material 
cost 1s the major portion of the total cost So it 1s important 
to keep yields always as high as uosslble. For corn aloohol 
or molasses alcohol the savings from the re-use of yeast must 
be carefully weighed against the danger of inoreased cost 
due to yleld losses. No graln prooessing nlants are re-
ported to use the prooess at present. 
Continuous fermentation 1s the subject of considerable 
study by the fermentation alcohol industry. Conttnuous 
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fermentatIon would permIt an aloohol plant to hnve oon-
tinuous flow from one end of the plant to the other. Con-
tinuous flow would give more opportunity for instrumentation 
and automatic oontrol, which might reduce processIng costs. 
Wi th continuous fermen'tn.tIon it has been demonstrated that 
cycles as short as 12 hours B.re practioal (62). Cyo1es ot 
this length represent a reduotion of 36 to 60 hours over 
ordInary fermentation times_ Some savings from contInuous 
fermentation may aocrue through reduoed cost in building a 
new plant or in replaoing worn-out fermenters, but the 
eoonomies realized will probably be quite small. 
It is nossible that stIllage from the grain alcohol 
process can be upgraded to by-products more valuable than 
distillers' grains. Jaoobs (4, pp. 40-41) suggests the 
recovery of vitamins and aneola! protein fractions. The 
wide Variety of substances contained in still~e gives an 
opportunity for extensive research in this field. However, 
it should be noted that tbe chemicals, vitamins, or 
proteins nroduced are likely to be high prIced materials with 
a small market. Thus wh11e the return per unIt of new 
produot may be large, the reduction in the cost of alcohol 
may be small. 
The recent incention of the manufacture of monosodium 
glutams.te raised the question of the co-production of 
monosodium glutamate and alcohol from corn. Alcohol could 
be made from the starch produced In the manutacture ot 
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gluten, tbe orude material from which monosodium glutamate 
is made (64). Ho~ever) corn gluten has a low percentage of 
glutamI0 acld and consequently a large volume of bY-products. 
Since no markets have been found wh1ch wIll absorb, large 
-
amounts of by-products, the ~roauotlon of monosodIum glutamate 
from corn 1s not ~eas1ble (65). 
It anpears that by making use of allot the most promis-
ing methons for reducing the cost ,of producing grain alcohol, 
the total cost might, under 1dep-l condttions, be reduced by 
as much as 10 or 12 cents per gallon. 
Alcohol from Molasses 
Produotion cost 
. 
As in the oase of aloohoi from oorn, it 1s difficult to 
estimate the cost of making aloohol from molasses because 
the raw material is so variable in nrioe. SInce 1933 
molasses prices have ranged from 5.4 cents to 37.0 cents 
per gallon. It is estimnted that before the war the cost of 
molasses constituted about 75 ner cent of the total cost of 
alcohol from a well-operated. large plant (66). Obviously 
tbe seven-told change in the price of molasses has arfected 
the cost of pronuctlon greatly. 
It is believed that molasses will be available 1n quantity 
in the future at a price sufficiently low to permit existing 
molasses alcohol nroducers to compete with synthetiC alcohol 
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manufacturers (66). (SynthetIc alcohol, discussed in the 
following section, is exueoted to fix the lowest alcohol 
urioe, which other producers must meet it they are to etay 
in business.) The belief t~~t molasses will be inexoensive 
Is based on the fact th~t molasses is a by-product of which 
sugar manufaoturers must dispose. Large quantities ot 
this by-product are sold to alcohol produrers. In order 
that alcohol producers CAn continue to nurchase molasses, 
the prioe of molasses must be low enough that the alcohol 
manufaoturers can make alcohol at prices competItive with 
alcohol from other sources. If the suga~ producers cannot 
sell the molasses, they must either burn it or ha'il it out 
to sea and dump it. EIther nrocedure means e%nense tor the 
sugar manufaoturer, so theoretically he could nBZ alcohol 
producers a small sum to haul the molasses away and profit 
by his action. However, molasses also flnns a large market 
as a oattle teed. This use will tend to keep molasses 
prices above distress levels. 
As far as the cost of productIon of alcohol is oon-
cerned it Is sufficient to merely say that molasses 
aloohol will have the same cost as synthetio. It is ot 
interest to Bee what the price of molasses must be in order 
to make molasses aloohol compet1tive with synthet10 
aloohol and to See how molasses and corn compare in value 
as a raw mater1al for alcoh~l manufacture. Therefore the 
following aetal1ed estimnte of processing cost 1s made. 
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A simple comparison of the flow sheets for the manu-
facture of corn alcohol and molasses alQohol immediately 
1ndicates that conversion costs are lo~er for molasses 
alcohol beoause the procep~tfor molasses represents only a 
" 
frllction of the prooess r"'or com. The s1mpler molasses 
process is also reflected in plant costs. Jacobs (4, pp. 
31-32) estimates industrial alcohol nlants using grain to 
cost from $50 to $150 per gallon of alcohol per day and 
plants using molasses to cost only $35 to $75 per gallon 
per day. 
In revising estimates of converslon cost made by other 
writers, a procedure similar to that used in analyzing corn 
alcohol conversion oosts is used. For molasses aloohol 
only one revision of the estim~te 1s made, the reviSion 
based on the cost of the original plant. There are two 
reasons fo~ using only this revision and not the one based 
on the re~roduotlon cost of the plant: (a) Since depre-
ciation charges represent only a small part of the cost of 
molasses alcohol, tho change in plant cost over a ner10d of 
years affects the totnl cost only slightly. (b) Most of the 
molasses alcohol plants in induBtr.y are relatively old (66). 
Jacobs (S, p. 52) estimates that for molasses alcohol 
the oonversion cost minus the oredit for by-product fusvl 
oil was 3.5 to 7.5 cents per gallon in 1938. Thls cost 
1s not itemized, so no reVision is noss1ble. Jaoobs (6, 
p. 52) does Qllote the aotual 19~8 oosts for a molasses plant 
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us1ng what were the latest labor saving dev1ces at that tlme. 
These costs are presented ln Table 7 wlth an estimate of 
costs tor the same plant in 1948. The plant cost is glven 
at t25~,000, which, are pre-l938 price levels, ind1cates a 
dally prOduction of about 10,000 gallons per day. It is 
presumed that the plant operates 300 days per year, although 
there 1s no indicatlon of this figure in the original estimate. 
Table 7. Estlmated Processlng Cost for Molasses Alcohol, 
USing the Reoorted Costs of a Plant Operatlng ln 
1948 (4, p. 52). (Basls: anproxlmately 10,000 
gallons per day, probably 300 days per year.) 
Cents per gallon 
Item 
Labor 
SU'Perv1sion 
Laboratory8 
Social seouri ty, workmen's 
compensation 
Steam 
Water 
Electrlc~ty 
SUpplles 
Chemicals 
Depreciation 
Taxes and insurs.nce 
Interest 
Total 
aIn revlsing the estimate, 
bIn revISing the estI1'Date, 
Orlginal Revlsed estimate 
estlmate for 1948 
0.64 1.34 
0.60 1.05 
0.107 0.23 
0.10 
0.98 1.78 
0.064 0.06 
0.042 0.04 
0.075 0.13 
0.026 0.03 
0.45 0.83 
0.35 0.33 
0.45 0.71 
3.684 6.6 
assumed to be laboratory personnel. 
assumed to be maintenance supplies. 
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The change In depreolation between the orlginal and the 
revlsed estImate may be partly due to the fact that the 
estImate of 10,000 gallons per day and 300 operatlng days 
per year Is slightly in error. The nrlmary caUSe for the 
, 
OPAnge Is probably that In the revlsed estImate the depre-
elation perlod used Is considerably shorter than is used in 
the origlnal estlmate. 
In his 1945 publIcatIon Jacobs (4, p. 33) states that 
the oonversion cost, apparently wlth fusel 011 credlts 
deducted, would normally exoeed 6 oents per gallon for 
molasses aloohol. As an indication of the oost advantage 
of large unlts, he estlmates that for a plant wIth a daily 
output ot 20,000 to 30,000 gallons, oonversion oosts are 
3 to 4 cents ner gallon. 
Tousley (31, p. 38) In 1945 estImated postwar produotion 
oosts to range from less than 3 to more than 5 oents per 
gallon. 
The cost estimate In Table 8 Is ohtalned by oomblning 
present nrloes ~lth operating indices from Shreve (7). In 
oomputing the costs whloh depend on the cost of the plant, 
an orlginal cost ot #350,000 is estimated. Thls estimate 
is based on a plant nroduotion of 10,000 gallons per day and 
a construction oost of $35 per gallon per day (4, p. 31). 
Aries (50) has presented a conVersion oost estImate of 
3.7 cents ner gallon based on a molasses alcohol plant of 
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Table B., Estimated Processing Cost tor Molasses Alcohol, 
Using Operating Inoices from Shreve. (Basis: 
10,000 gallons per day, 300 days per year.) 
Cents per gallon 
Item 
Direot labor, at $1.36/hr. 
Supervision 
-Social. seour1 ty. workmen's 
compensation 
Steam, at 35¢/1000 lb. 
Water, at 5¢/lOOO gal. 
Eleotrioity, at 0.5~/kw-br. 
Chemicals 
Sulfurio aOid, at $13.75/T 
Ammonium sulfate, at $48.00 
/T 
Maintenance (2% of plant 
cost) 
Otr10e exnense, bonds 
Depreoiation (10 yr. basis) 
Taxes and insurance (4.% 
of plant cost) 
. 
Interest, at 6% 
Total 
Quantity 
0.01 man-hr. 
50 lb. 
52 gal. 
0.11 kw-br. 
0.17 lb. 
0.015 lb. 
Estimated cost 
for 1948 
I 1.36 
0.30 
0.07 
1.75 
0.26 
0.06 
0.12 
0.04 
0.23 
0.25 
1.17 
0.47 
0.91 
7.0 
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unspeoified size. The estim~te is not suffiolently specifio 
as to individual ooste that it can be revised but in Table 
9 the estimate 1s nresented as origInally made. 
Table 9. Aries' (50) Estimated Prooesslng Cost for 
Molasses Alcohol. (Basis: unspeol fled) 
Cents per gallon 
Item 
Steam, 50 lbs. at 30(./1000 lb. 
Direot lahor, 0.01 man-hr. at 70¢ 
water, power, repairs, eta. 
Depreo~ation, etc. 
Total 
Cost per gallon 
1.5 
0.7 
1.0 
0.5 
3.7 
Present labor oos ts are hlgher than those ueed by Arhes. 
It is estimated that rises in the nrice of labor and other 
items would increase the present conversion cost, based on 
Arles' estimate, to 5 or 6 cents. 
The five estimates above ind10ate that 6 to 7 cents per 
gallon is a reasonable convprston cost for molasses alcohol. 
This cost includes a credit for the recovpry of tusel 011. 
To obtain the total cost of nroducing molasses aloohol, 
tbe raw material cost must be added to the conversIon oost. 
Two and one-half gallons of blaokstrap molasses are require 
to produce 1 gallon of aloohol. In the tollo~lng section 
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an estimate 1s developed showing the cost of synthetic 
alcohol to be 24 to 27 cents per gallon. In order for 
molasses alcohol to be me.de at this same cost molasses will 
have to sell at about 7 or 8 cents per gallon. This Seems 
to be a rather favorable price in view of the tact that 
1933 to 1941 prices averaged somewhat less than 7 cents ner 
gallon· (26). 
Actually~ for the sell1ng uriee of molasses aloohol to 
be about equal to the sel11ng price ot synthetio alcohol, 
tbe production cost of molasses alcohol oan be,sl1ght1y 
higher than the produotton cost ot synthet1c alcohol. The 
molasses nlants are located largely in tbe industrial East, 
where most of the aloohol 1s used, so they bave lower 
dIstribution costs than the syntbet1c nlants located in the 
westp.rn part ot the United S+ateS. The synthetio alcohol 
producers can overcome th1s disadvantage to some extent by 
sh1 'Pping alcohol 1n tankers from ports on the Gul f ot 
Mexioo to AtlantIc ooast Dorts. 
The relattoneh1p between the value of oorn and the value 
of' molasses as a raw ma.terIal for 8lcohol is shown 1n Figure 
14. The value of molasses per gallon of alcohol is given 
by the formula. 
(alQQh~l cost, cents/gal.) - 6.5 
2.5 
where 6.5 1s the converston cost for molasses alcohol and 
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2.5 18 the number of gallons of molaBses reauired per gallon 
of alcohol. The relationship shown in F1gure 14 18 developed 
by assuming a corn price, determining the cost or 1 gallon 
of corn_ alcohol from Figure 13, substitut1ng th1s aloohol 
cost in the formula above and ~1nally solving the formula. 
The 'cost of molasses obtained tn tris manner then is equivalent 
to the value of corn o~igtnally assumed. For example, at a 
corn price of $1.50 per bushel the cost or corn alcohol is 
about 66.5 oents ner gallon. From the equation above the 
correspond1ng value of molasses is then 
66.5 - 6.5 = 24 oents per gallon. ~.5 
In F1gure 14, 150 oents per bushel is nlotted a~a1nst 24 
cents per gallon. This granh ShOWR the nr1ce at which corn 
must sell in order to oompete with molasses at any given 
~rice as a raw mater1al for alcohol. 
Prooess economios 
Most of the methods of reducing the cost of molasses 
alcohol bave been discussed 1n conneotion w1th process 
economiee for corn alcohol. In making molasses aloohol 
oarbon dioxide may be recovered, continuous fermentation 
may be used or re-use o~ yeast may be introduced without 
also addIng beer clar1fioation. Since malt 1s not used in 
making molasses alcohol, t~e processes for renlaolng malt 
with a less exrenslve material are not applicable. 
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In v1ew of the tact that the nrioe ot blaokstrap molasses 
is so variable it is entIrely possIble that any savings ob-
tained through prooess eoonomies 1n molasses alcohol 
manufaoture will be absorbed by higher raw material oosts. 
In other words, as the process 1s improved to deorease costs, 
the prIce of blaokstrap .il1 be likely to increase by a 
corresponding amount. The profit of the,aloohol manufaoturer 
~11 remain unohanged but the profit of the sugar refiner 
will rise. Under these condit tons there is 11 ttle inoentive 
for ~rooess improvements in the molBsses aloohol 1ndustry. 
Aloohol from Ethylene 
Production oosts 
The only estimates of produotion cost tor synthetI0 
aloohol which are available in the literature are total 
oost estimates, and these are frequently qualified with 
the phrase "depending on the cost of ethylene It • The 
manufaoturers of synthetio alcohol have released little 
Info~mation on their oneratlons, so no one has ventured to 
publish detailed cost estimates or detailed operating indices. 
The cost 01' waste refInery gas, the raw material tor all 
present synthetic al~ohol plants, is diffIcult to asoertain 
beoause most of it is purchased by contract at undisclosed 
prices. The contracts for gas supplies are frequently made 
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on a 10 or 15 year basis, so the price at which ethylene is 
now offered is not necess8~ily representative of the cost to 
producers under old contracts. On the other hand it cannot 
be assumed that the consumer 1s still paying exactly the 
same price as wben the contraot was signed, because long 
term contracts otten contain escalation clauses to provide 
tor ad'.1usting the prl ce ot tbe commodl ty in accordance with 
well established price trends. In general these long term 
contracts give synthetiC producers the advantage of re-
lat1vely stable raw material costs over a long neriod of 
time. 
During World War II, ethylene was charged to government-
cwned styrene plants at 4.5 to 6.0 cents ner pound (67)(68). 
It is felt that tbis urice renresents unusually high depre-
ciation oharges and nerhaps other high wartime costs (31, 
p. 37). The estimate has been made that nostwar costs for 
etbylene would be 2 to 3 cents per pound. There was 
probably some price decline due to reduced depreciation 
~harges after the war's end, but the trend of ethylene prices 
has been generally upward for several reasons. Propane and 
butane, the faVorite cracking stooks for etbylene produotion, 
have risen in price due to the demand for them as llquified 
domestic fuels. Prewar li~uid butane was 4 cents per gallon, 
but it now sells for as much as 10 cents per gallon (69). 
Propane prices rose 33 per cent in 1947 alone (70). Tbe 
value of these materials as domestic fuels exceeds their 
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Value as a chem10al raw material. It is expeoted that the 
w1de use of 11qulfied netro1eum gases will oontinue, so the 
pr1ce ot ethylene anpears to be ffpermanent1y~ h1gher (70). 
Ethylen~ pr1ces have also risen due to the increased demand 
tbr ethylene itself. It has been said that ethylene 1s uer-
haps the most 1mnortant single raw material 1n the synthetio 
organio ohemioal industry (30, p. 121). There are many 
produoers of materials with high sales prioes who can,afford 
to pay more for ethylene than can ethanol producers. 
The price of raw materials for tbe produotion ot ethylene 
is s:oparen't1y not too untavorable at the present time, be-
oause tbe Oarbide and Carbon Oorporation bas reoent1y signed 
a oontraot runn1ng until 1965 tor a substantially 1ncreased 
gas sup~ly trom a refinery of the Stand~rd 011 Oomnany (29). 
The oonstruotion of the new direot hydr~tion plant at 
Houston, Texas, also indicates that raw materials are to be 
bad at reasonable oost. Information received from a con-
fidential but reliable sot~ce places the cost or ethylene in 
large quantities from one producer in the South~est area at 
3.5 cents per pound late In 1948. It has been stated in the 
, 
1i terature that an alcohol plant nrobably now pays at least 
29 cents for ethylene per gallon ot alcohol (68). The cost 
~er pound ot ethylene can be obtalned"by d1vIding this figure 
by the number of pounds of ethylene recprt red ner gallon of 
alcohol. It is v~rlously estimated th~t 4, 4.6, 6, and 5.5 
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pounds of ethylene are necessary to produce one gallon of 
alcohol under commeroiaL conditions (4, p. 30)(36, p. 37) 
(68). Aries (5) stat~s that a normal yield ot aloohol and 
by-product ether from the eth,lene absorbed is 90 per cent 
of theoretical and that ether nroduction Rmounts to over 
, , 
5 per oent of the alcohol produotion. These figures show 
that the actual yield of alcohol is about 85 1 per oent of the 
theoretioal yield from the ethylene absorbed. The effioienoy 
of the absorption of ethylene in sulfurio aoid is not known. 
If the absorptIon efficiency is 100 uer cent, 4.5 pounds of 
ethylene are required per gallon of alcohol. Ethylene is 
somewhat difficult to absorb, so 1t seems probable that 
absorption eff1cienoies are nearer 90 per cent than 100 
per cent. Five pounds of ethylene are requil"ed per gallon 
of alcohol if the absorptton effIciency 1s 90 per cent. It 
is estimated that 5 pounds of ethylene uer gallon of 
alcohol is a reasonable figure; so the total ethylene oost 
noted above, 25 ~ents per gallon of alcohol, 1s equivalent 
to 5 cents ner pound for ethylene. On the basis of all of 
the estimates discussed above, it is estImated that ethylene 
made from waste refInery gases now costs 4.0 to 4.5 oents 
per pound although costs un~er old oontraots may be some-
what less. The cost of the raw material per gallon of 
synthetic alcohol is then 20 to 22 cents. 
Natural gas can also be used as a source of ethylene, 
but due to nipe line developments the urice has risen rapidly. 
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Much of what waS formerly surnlus gas is now being piped 
away for high value uSage as a tuel. Gas ~rodueers still 
baving'exoess gas are frequently unwilling to make long term 
contracts except at high prices in the hope that new pipe 
lines ~ill tap their fields (69). Gas nrices before the 
war were generally 2 to 3 oents per 1000 oubic teet, and 5 
cents per 1000 cubic feet was considered high (68)(71). 
Now contracts ot 11 oents per 1000 cubiC feet are oonsidered 
low, many suppliers asking 18 to 19 cents with one recent 
contraot being let tor 30 oents (68) (71). These costs 
are for natural gas, whioh is nrimarily methane. For 
natural gas containing high ~ercentage8 of ethane, oosts 
per unit are probably higher. The fact that waste refinery 
gas rather than natural gas is used tor alcohol production 
1n areas where both are available. indicates that ethylene 
trom natural gas oosts some~rat more than ethylene from waste 
refinery gas. 
Ethylene can be nroduced by cracking crude 011 specifical-
ly tor the production of organic ohemioals. The cost of 
ethylene trom this type of operation is difficult to 
ascertain because Joint costs are incurred. Allot the 
tractions produoed in the cracking process are used, so the 
allooation of the cost of preuarlnR and separattng the 
) 
craoked gases is rather arbltrary. Aries (5) indioates 
that ethanol by indireot hydrat10n oan be produced most 
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oheaply by using ethylene from netro1eum. Be estimates 
urocesslng costs at 10 cents per gallon and the total cost 
of al,cohol, when made from petroleum as one of several co-
produots, at less than 15 cents ner gallon. The di~ferenoe 
of 5 oents between these two fl~ures must represent the raw 
material cost. It has been previously estimated that 5 
pounds of ethylene are required per gallon of aloohol, so 
-
5 cents tor ethylene ner gallon of alcohol represents a 
cost ot only 1 cent per pound for ethylene. Obtaining 
ethylene at this price requires the production of a number 
of co-products so that none of the gases nroduced by 
oraoking the nstroleum are wasted. 
Few estimates of processing costs for the indireot 
hydration nrocess -are available. Aries (5), as noted 
above, has estimated nrooesslng costs At 10 cents per 
gallon, inoluding credits ~or by-product ethyl ether and 
sulfurio acid. Tousley (31, p. 37) est1mates the prooessing 
cost at 2 cents or less ner gallon, which seems rather low 
1n view of depreciation charges for a synthetio alcohol 
plant. A detaIled estimate bas been made indioating that 
the cost of prooess equl~ment, drivers, power generating 
equipment, laboratory equ1~ment and office equl~ment for 
a synthetio alcohol plant to produoe 9 million gallons o~ 
aloohol per year was $1,574,000 in 1942 (72). For thIs 
equiument, not Includtng the plant buildIngs, denreo1at18n 
on a ten year basis and interest at 6 per cent amount to 
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2.8 oents per gallon. 
The total cost of uroductton is the sum of the raw 
materlal o'ost and the conversion cost, minus the credl ts for 
by-products. The est1mated ethylene cost of less than 22 
cents plus Aries' estimate of 10 cents for oonversion cost 
(including by:"product creM ts) gives a total cost under 32 
cents per gallon. Five nounds of ethylene ,are used ~er 
gallon of alcohol, So a s11ght ohange in the nrice 01 
ethylene per 'Pound causes a large change in the total 
alcohol oost. Zabel (27) estimates the profitable prioe 
of synthet1c aloohol from prewar facilities at 25 to 28 
, 
cents per gallon. The nrice includes sales cost, admini-
strative overhead and inoome tax as well as the product1on 
oost. Sales costs for the chemiea.1 industry are usuallY' 
ahout 10 per cent of the selling nriee. so 11' a nominal 1.5 
oents per gallon is allowed for overhead and lncome tax the 
cost of alcohol 1s 21 to 24 cents per gallon. Zabel (27) 
bell~s the nrotitable price to be 30 to 32 oents per gallon 
for postwar plants havin~ higber denreciatlon costs and less 
advantageous gas contracts. This price is estimated to be 
equivalent to a production cost of 26 to 2B cents per 
gallon. Cost estimates of 12 to 18 cents per gallon for 
synthetic alcohol are often quoted ln art1cles on alcohol, 
but it 1s felt thAt tris. range 1s too low in view ot 
estimated et~vlene prices. It is estimated that the cost of 
synthetic aloohol from waste reftnery gas by 1nd1rect 
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hydration lies between 24 and 27 cents per gallon. 
The direct hydration of ethylene is generally believed 
to be less 8xoensive ttan the indirect hydrat10n process. 
Aries (5) estimates the costof'nroducing alcohol from 
ethylene by d1rect hydration at 15 oents per gallon. Another 
writer estimates that direot hJdr~tlon oosts are 20 to 30 
per oent less than the costs of other ex1st1ng ethanol 
processes (73). A 20 to 30 per cent reductton ot the 
estimated cost of the indirect hydratIon method g1ves a 
cost of about 17 to 22 oents ner gallon for direot hydration. 
Shell's direct hydration costs have also been suggested to 
be the same as those tor molasses alcohol with molasses at 
3 or 4 cente ~er gallon (73). On the baSis of estimated 
molasses alcohol conversion costs, this estimate places the 
cost of aloohol by direot hydration at 14 to 16 cents per 
gallon. It is thought that the best estimate of the oost of 
nroduc1ng synthetic alcohol by direct hydration is 16 to 
20 cents per gallon. 
Wr1ters generally a~ree that synthetic alcohol will, 
in the future, be the lowest cost alcohol (27)(66)(74), 
although it is exnected that molasses alcohol and Fischer-
Tropsch alcohol will be competitive. The new Shell synthetio 
alcohol plant may have a major effect on future alcohol 
prices. In the past most synthetic alcohol production waS 
"oaptived produotion wherein most of the aloohol was used 
by the oompany making it. Little synthetio aloohol has been 
offered on the open market in direct competition with 
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fermentation alcohol, but a large nart of Shell's output 
wl1l anparently be offered for sale. AS a result, the low 
cost of synthetio alcohol 1s expected to have more effect 
on market prices in the future than it has had in the nast. 
Process eoonomies 
The p~imary hope of reducing synthetic aloohol costs 
seems to be replacing the indirect hydration process with 
the direct hydration process. Arles (5) describes a 
different type of Indireot hydration process than is now 
being used, but he does not 1nd1cate that it is less 
exPensive than direot,hydratlon. A new process for cracking 
hydrocarbons to ethylene-may reduce the nrocessing cost of 
ethylene by increasing the yield (30, p. 121). 
Alcohol from Waste Sulfite Liquor 
Product10n costs 
The cost of alcohol from waste sulfite liquor inoludes 
no charge for raw materials because the sulfite liquor is 
ordinar1ly pumped into a river near the pulping nlant and 
can be pumped to an alcohol plant without increased expense. 
In a Sense the raw material actually has a negative value. 
Stream ~olutlon la~s are beooming more extensive and more 
stringent, conseqllently waste l1quors cannot be dumped into 
rivers at all locattons. DISPOSIng of the waste 1n any 
other way involves increased exnense, so saving such expense 
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by manufacturing alcohol ~1ves, in a .ay, a ra~ material 
oredit. No oredit ot this tyne is used in the calculations 
in this naper. 
The_cost of nroducing aloohol from sulfite liquor 1s 
based on the plant with a capao! ty of less than 10,000 
gallons per day, beoause the size of the alcohol plant ts 
limited by the amount of liquor available ~rom the pulp mlll 
to whtcr It is attaChed. The y1eld of alcoh~l per ton of 
wood pUlD ~roduoed in the sulfite ptuping plant Varies with 
the peroentage of the waste liquor reoovered from the pulp 
mill blow pits. For 65 ner oent recovery the yield ot 
alcohol i8 estimated at 18 gallons per ton ot pulp; for 90 
per oent recovery the yield 1s estimated at 25 gallons Del' 
ton (75). The largest pulp mill in the Untted States is 
rated at 510 tons per day (75) and could produce over 10,000 
gallons of aloohol per day If 90 per cent of the liquor were 
recovered. Most mllls wblch are suffic1ently large to 
economIcally produoe Rlcobol range in slze trom 100 to 200 
tons of pulp per day (75). Thus in most oases the possible 
aloohol produot10n is 1900 to 5000 gallons per day, depend-
ing on the plant size and the per oent reoovery of liquors. 
It has been estimated that a plant with a oapao1ty ot 
only l2qo gallons of alcohol per day could eoonomioally 
produoe alcohol from waste sulftte liquor (75). Estimates 
show aloohol from a ~lant of this sIze to be 60 ner cent 
more expenslve than alcohol from a plant ~lth a daily 
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capaoity Of 4000 gallons p~r day (75). In view of the 
highly competitive alcohol market wh1ch 1s developing it 1s 
believed that the smaller "lant w011ld be at such 8. cost 
d.lsadvantage that it could not compete. Only estimates 
, 
based en plants of 1800 gaLlons nor day or more are con-
sidered 1n detail 1n this paper. 
The onerating indices on the nroduotlon of aloohol trom 
sulfite liquor are primarily based on the resULts of opera-
tions at Thorold. Ontario, since no detailed data have been 
published on the nrocess as carried out at Bell1ngham, 
Washington. Two observers have presented different data 
based on the Thorold plant (75)(78). These operating 
indices are shown in Table 10. Hall's figure for steam 
includes no allowance for heat recovery_ 
Table 10. Operat1ng Indioes for Produc1ng Alcohol from 
waste Sulfite L1quor (75)(76). 
Un1ts per gallon 
Item Unit Inflex accord1ng Index 
to Hall accord-
ing to 
Rosten 
Power kw-hr. 1.5 1.5 
Chemicals 
Lime (slaked) poundS 3.4 3.4 
SuI furic ac1d pounds 0.12 
Urea nounds 0.0528 
Sodium hydroxide uounds 0.0256 
Steam pounds 180 150 
tabor man-hr. 0.0533 0.0265-0.08 
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Rosten's est1mate lnoludes an allowanoe for some heat re-
oovery and he states that it is nossIb1e to reduce the 
steam consumption to 110 nounds per gallon of alcohol. 
The f1gure for labor given by Hall 1s based on a nlant 
with a capaoity of 1800 gallons per day while Rosten's two 
f1gures are for nlants of 4000 and 1200 gallons per day, 
resneotively. 
In est1mating oosts whioh deoend on the orlginal oon-
struot1on cost of the plant, the reoorted oosts of the 
Thorold and Bel11ngham plants will be ueed as guIdes. 
The Thorold plant, wI tb an annual oapaoi ty of about 800,000 
gallons, is said to hnve oost $500,000 in 1942 (12)(31, p. 
45). Renorts are that the BellIngham plant cost t1,100,000 
1n 1944 and that the ori£1nal n1ant bad a cavae! ty of 2 
m1llion gallons of alcohol ner year. AS in the oase of 
oorn alcohol cost estimates, two revIsions of eaoh estimate 
will be made, one of 1948 convers1on oosts based on the 
origInal plant and one of 1948 oonversion costs based on 
a dupl10ate plant buIlt in 1948. 
In 1943 Rosten (75), who designed the Thorold plant, 
made a cost estimate usIng his operatIng IndIces oited 1n 
Table 10. Roeten's origInal estimate is shown In Table 11 
oomnared to revised estimates for 1948 based on the same 
operating indlees, with one exceptlon. Rosten's estimate 
assumes the use of 4 men ner shift but onerations at 
BellIngham bave shown that only 3 men per sh1ft are neeesear,y 
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(11). The rev1sed estimates use t~e lower t1RUre. 
Table 11. Estimated Processing Cost tor Aloohol trom waste 
Sulfite Liquor Using Rosten's figures (75). 
(Basis: 4000 gallons per dS7, 300 days per year.) 
Item 
Labor 
Supervision 
Socla1 secur1 ty, 
workmen's oom-
pensation 
Steam 
Power 
Chemical.s 
Lime 
SuI furic acid 
Urea 
Orlgtnal 
estimate 
2.65 
0.06 
6.0 
0.75 
1.2 
--
Sodium hydroxide 
Inc1dentals 
Denreclatlon 
Interest 
Taxes and in-
surance 
Total 
1.2 
12.40 
Cents per gallon 
Revised estimate tor 1948 
For old plant For new n1ant 
(Cost, new; - (Cost, new: 
$525,000) 81,200,000) 
2.90 
0.82 
0.18 
5.25 
0.75 
1.87 
0.10 
0.01 
0.08 
1.2 
6.67 
4.21 
2.67 
26.7 
2.90 
0.82 
0.18 
5.25 
0.75 
1.87 
0.10 
0.01 
o.oe 
1.2 
10.0 
6.21 
4.00 
33.4 
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The cost tor the original plant reoresented by Rosten's 
estimate is approxImated by applying the Hsix-tenths rule" 
to the costs of the Thorold and BellIngham plants. The 
slx-tenth~ rule states that if the cost of a given unit 1s 
known at one oapac1ty and the cost is desired at a seoond 
capaoity which 1s x times t~e fIrst, the cost at the second 
capaoity can be obtained by multiplying the kn~n cost by 
xO•6 (?8). 
The cost ot slaked lime is based on a price of $11.00 
Der ton, ~hich is the median of the range of 39.00 to $13.00 
per ton throughout the United States. Since it is not 
known ~bat items Rosten includes 1n inoiden tal s, the Item is 
left unchanged. It may be that he inoludes 1n incidentals 
the cost of the chemicals other than lime, in whioh CBse 
the 1948 cpa~ge for incidentals 1s actually increased 
through ,the inclusion of a separate cost item for all ohemioals 
used. 
Two very Similar estimates have been made by Hall (76) 
and Aries (79) on the conversion costs for a plant for 
making 1800 gallons of alcohol per d~y from w~ste sulfite 
liquor. These estimates are sbown in Table 12 along ~ith 
the 1948 reVisions ot their estimates. 
In revising the est~ tes it is assumed that the item 
for maintenance and supervision in the original est1mates 
includes a sum eqUivalent to one-fourth of the labor tor 
superv1sion and that the rest ot the maintenanoe and superviSion 
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Table 12. Estlmated Processing Cost tor Alcohol from waste 
Sulfite Liquor, Using Hall's (76) and Aries' 
(78) Figures. (Basls: 1800 gallons per day, 
300 days per year.) 
cents ~er gallon 
Item Revis'ed estimate for 1948 Ha.ll's Aries' For old For new 
esti- eeti- plant nlant 
mate mate ( Cost,ne..,,: lCost,new~ 
$500,000) $775,000) 
Labor 5.33 5.40 5.60 5.60 
Supervision and 
maintenanoe 3.0 2.0 4.22 4.22 
Social securi ty, 
workmen's compen-
sation 0.28 0.28 
Steam 7.20 6.00 5.25 5.25 
POVler 0.75 0.375 0.75 6.75 
Lime 1.19 1.10 1.87 1.87 
Miscellaneous 
chemioals 0.45 0.38 0.19 0.19 
Depreciation 7.70 7.70 9.27 14.32 
Interest 3.90 3.90 5.76 8.82 
Taxes and insurance 2.0 3.71 6.74 
Total 31.52 26.86 36.9 47.0 
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charge represents supplies for m~intenanoe. Tbe cost 1tem 
1s then revised in two pa~ts according to wage and price 
indioes. 
Tous~ey (31, p. 45) has est1mated the cost of produoing 
alcohol from waste sulfite liquor u~ing prices which pre-
vall in the Paoific Northwest. He assumeS a plant with 8 
capacity of 5500 gallons per day, the designed capaoity of 
the Bellingham plant, so his estimate would approximate the 
costs at Bellingham before the plant oapaci ty was 1noreased 
by addlttons to the equipment. In view of the faot that 
Tousley's estimate uses oosts representatIve ot the Paoific 
Nort~est, revision using national data would be improper 
for most 1tems. His estimate, shown in Table 13, has had 
only those costs depending on labor or plant cost rev1sed, 
although new items have been added for interest, taxes, 
insurance and soolsl security payments. 
A oomparison of the oorre&nonding totals from Tables 
11. 12 and 13 indicates tPAt the cost of producing alcohol 
rises noticeably as the plant oanacity decreases. It 1s 
also sign1ficant 1n the costs shown in these tables that 
the fixed charges, depreCiation, interest, taxes and in-
surance, oonst1 tute trom one-halt to two-thirds of the total 
cost 1n the revised est1~ates. Since the fixed charges 
for sulfite liquor alcohol are about double the percentage 
which they oonstitute for corn alcohol, rais1ng the annual 
output by in creasing the number of operating days 1n the 
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Table 13. Est1mated Processing Oost for Alcohol from Waste 
Sulfite Liquor, Uslng Tousley's Figures (31, 
p. 45). (B~s1s: 5500 gallons ner daY, ~OO 
days 'Per year.) 
Revised estimate for 1948 
Item Origlna.l For old plant For new 'Plant 
estimate (Cost,ne",; (Oost,newl 
$1,100,000) -$1,700,000) 
Labor 2.5-3.0 2.7-3.3 2.7-3.3 
Superv1s1on and 
maintenanoe 1.5-2.0 2.0-2.'1 2.0-2.7 
Soclal seourl ty, 
workmen's 
compensatton 0.15 0.15 
Steam 2.25-4.5 2.25-4.5 2.25-4.5 
El eo trl 0 power 0.5-0.S 0.5-0.6 0.5-0.6 
Lime 2.4-2.5 2.4-2.5 2.4-2.5 
Other ohemioals 0.4-0.5 0.4-0.5 0.4-0.5 
Deprea18.tion 6,5 6.67 10.30 
Interest 
--
4.20 6.39 
Taxes and insurance 2.67 4.12 
Total 15.1-18.6 23.9-27.8 31.2-35.0 
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year will reduce the unit costs for sulfite liquor alcohol 
more than for corn alcohol. The Same thing can be sald for 
sulfite liquor aloohol and molasses aloohol. The unit fixed 
oharges for oorn alcohol or molasses alcohol will always 
be somewhat 1 ess than the unl t fixed oharges for alcohol 
trom sulfite l1quor because the nlant cost pe~ gallon of 
alcohol per day 1s lower for both oom aloohol and molasses 
alcohol than for sulfIte liquor alcohol. 
The marketable by-produots from the ~rooeS8 tor making 
aloohol from sulfIte llquor are 2.5 to 3.5 gallons at methanol 
and 0.2 gallons of tusel 011 per 95 gallons of aloohol (12). 
The return from the sale of these by-nroduots at 1949 ~r1oes 
is slightly less than 1 cent ~er gallon. None 01' the writers 
whose est1mates have been cited ln this seotion allow any 
by-produot credIts, so no oredits will be allowed in th~ 
paper. The flowsheet of the Bellingham plant does not S001'l 
the recovery of methanol senarate from heads, although 
methanol 1s shown as a separate nroduot tor Thorold (12). 
It is presumed that the recov~ry of methanol in market~ble 
purity and oonoentrat1ons 1s not eoonom1cal. 
It is estimated that the total produotion cost for a 
plant making about 5000 gallons of alcohol per day from 
waste sulfite liquor 1s 24 to 28 oents per gallon. 
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Prooess eoonomies 
. 
It has been mention cd that Rosten (76) believes the.t 
steam oonsumption oan be reduced from 150 pounds per gallon 
of aJ.cobol to 110 uounds per gallon of alcohol by recover-
ing the hest from the waste sulfite lIquors. Reoovering 
this heat would reduoe steam costs by a.bout 1.4 oents per 
gallon ot aloohol. 
The production or aloohol from a mixture of sulfite 
liquor and molasses has been suggested. Th1s orooess waS 
tried In the sulfite liquor Bleohol plant buIlt during the 
first ~ar but nroved to be uneconomioal beoause molasses 
waS 'Ourohased at premIum prioes. It mola.sses can be ob-
tained at the snme ~r1ce that is naid by ordinary molasses 
aloohol manufaoturers there is a good possibIlity ot re-
duoing costs through Its use. Callahem (12) estimates 
thnt the use of a. mixture of molasses and SUlfIte l1quor 
would lower the cost of production by (a) increas1ng the 
plant capaoity 400 per oent, (b) lowering the cost of' 
neutrali%lng the aoidic liquors by mixing them with molasses, 
which is alkaline, rather than ,.,i th lime, and (c) reduoing 
steam oonsumption per gallon of aloohol by raising tbe 
alcohol oontent ot the beer. These savings would have to 
be balanoed aga1nst (a) the cost of molasses as a raw 
material, (b) the cost of addttional molasses storage and 
alcohol storage tanks and (0) the cost of mInor chRnge8 in 
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dlstillatton equinment. 
Rosten (75) estimates that for every ton of ferment-
able sugars 1n sul~1te llquors there are 4 tons ot lignin. 
If a uee for lignin is found which g1ves a high return, 
considerable cred1t m1ght be obta\ned through the recov~ry 
of lignin as It by-product. A lerge amount of research 1s 
being done on the utIlization of l1gnin but the future 
results are not predictable. 
AddItional by-product cred1ts m1ght be galned by 
growing fodder-type yeast for stock feed supplements on 
the unfermentable sugars which are now wasted. Arlee (50) 
states t hat the produotion of yeast alone appears to be 
mae prof! table than the co-produotion of aloohol and yeast. 
Alcohol from Wood \Vaste 
Production costs 
The cost of manufacturing alcohol from wood waste 1s 
highly uncerta1n for severaL reason3. Firat. although 
wrlters generally agree that for aloohol from wood waste 
to compete with aloohol from other sources wood waste must 
be obtained at the nlant,for a cost of not more than $2.00 
per dry ton, it has not been demonstrated thnt wood waste 
1s actuallY available at this pr1ce. Second~ the full scale 
plant whioh has been constructed at Springfield, Oregon, 
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bas not been succesBfully operated up to the present time. 
Third, since the -full- scal'e plant waS designed an improved 
version of the wood ~aste process has been developed and 
tested, but only on the pilot nlant scale. The me of 
ttls new Madison Wood Sugar process 1n the ex1sting plant 
could have an apprec1able effect on the cost ot alcohol 
per gallon because the plant oapacity would reportedly be 
increased 40 per cent ,.,i thout incurring much additional 
cost (13, p. 1) 
The cost estimate for the M~dison Wood Sugar Process 
is based on the assumption that pilot plant data represent 
the data for the operation of a full scale plant. The 
1946 estimate of the Fbrest Produots Laboratory (13, pp. 
8-10) 1s shown in Table 14 along with revised estimates for 
1948. The total shown 1:8 the production cos t and not the 
process1ng cost Since the coat of the rqw material is in-
cluded. 
In Table 14 the original esttmnte tor uower, water, 
maintenance, overhead, sunerv1ston and extrB wood waste 
1s increased using judgment in making the revisions because 
the item is not sufficiently sneoiftc that cost indices can 
be sop11ed. The extra wood waste included in thts item is 
used for fuel. The by-product lignin from the process 1s 
expected to supply most of the fuel requirements but a 
small amount of addi ttonal fuel is needed. On the basis of 
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Ta.ble 14. Estima.ted Production Oost for Alcohol from 'lood 
Waste, Using Forest Products Labor~tory Figures 
(13, pp. 8-10). (Basls: 15,200 gallons per day, 
300 days per year.) 
Item 
Wood 
Chemicals 
Aoid 
Lime 
Nutrients, etc. 
Labor,soctal 
security 
Po,~er, w~ter, 
maintenlUloe, 
supervision, 
extra wood 
vra.ste 
Depreoiation 
Interest 
Taxes and in-
Burance 
Total 
Cents ~er gallon 
Quanti ty Or1g mal 
est1ma te 
31.0 1bs. 3.1 
2.02 1bs. 2.02 
1.55 Ibs. 1.55 
0.31 
65 men/day 4.0 
3.7 
'7.6 
22.3 
Revised estimate for 1948 
For old For new 
nlant plant 
~oost,new: (Oost,new: 
$2,500,OOO)~3.750.00) 
3.1 3.1 
1.39 1.39 
0.85 0.86 
0.31 0.31 
4.83 4.83 
4.2 4.2 
6.49 8.23 
3.51 5.16 
2.19 3.29 
25.9 31.4 
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the short time that the plant at Snrlngtle1d was operated, 
it Is estImated that the wood waste for fuel amounts to 
about 10 per cent of the ~ood waste prooessed (31, p. 47). 
The water, steam, and electrical loads tbr a wood waste 
plant are quite heavy (34)( 79) (80). "!ater reqtdmments for 
the Snrtngf'leld nlant as orIgInally desIgned are 2 or 3 
mlllion gallons »er day. There is no indioation that the 
improved process will reduce the reqm.rements per gallon, 
so a larger dally ou ~ut may merm an even la.rger total. use 
of' water. Steam quantities are eotimated at 1.1 to 1.4 
million pounds per day under the old ~rooess and the 
eleotric motors are estimated to total about 1000 horsenower. 
In attemptIng to estImate the conversion cost for a 
plant of' any other si%e it should be noted that the labor 
oosts depend primarily on the number of onerations performed 
and not on the SIze of the plant (13, p. 10). Thus a 
plant one-foll" tb the size of the Snringfield "lant would 
have a labor oost of 4 times 4.83 or over 19 cents per gallon. 
The estimates 1n Table 15 are all for the Springfield 
plant as orig1nally des1gned. They are presented here 
prImarily for referenoe inasmuoh as the Madison Wood Sugar 
Prooess is most l1kely to be used in future commeroial nlants 
produoing ,.rood 'Waste aloohol. In Table 15 the original 
estImates are revised by addtng depreoiatlon, interest, 
taxes, insuranoe and maintenanoe on the basis of a SOO-day 
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Table 15. Estimated Produotion Cost for Alcohol from Wood 
Waste by the Modified Soboller Prooess. 
(Basis: 11,500 gallons ner day, 300 days per 
year.) 
Cents per gallon 
Item Estimate by Estimate ~ Estimate by 
Hall (81) Farber (SO Aries (82) 
Wood 4.00 3.64 , 4.00 
Steam and T->ower 1.00 ) 
Water 1.00 0.91 )4.67 
Chemicals 2.07 4.00 2.00 
Labor 6.76 6.00 4.00 
Salaries and overhead 
--
1.50 
Repairs and maintenance 
--
1.6? 
Total; original 
estimate 13.38 13.55 l7.S4 
Labor cost increase 2.07 0.67 1.70 
Salar1es 0.50 0.50 
--Social secur! ty, work-
men's compensRt1on 0.31 0.23 0.23 
Denrecl atton 7.26 ?25 7.25 
Taxes and insuranoe 2.90 2.90 2.90 
Interest 4.73 4.73 4.73 
Maintenance 1.45 1.45 
--
Total, rev1sed 
estimate 33.0 31.3 34.6 
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operating year. These oharges are based on an outnut ot 
only 11,500 gallons per day so the cost per gallon of 
aloohol 1s higher than for the nlant with a ~roduotlon ot 
15,200 gallons ner day. A further revision of the original 
estimates is made\by adding a factor tor increased labor 
oost~ This inoremental labor cost is determined by oom-
puting the 1948 labor cost and deduoting from it the labor 
cost ot the original estimate. 
Hall's estimate (81) and Aries' estimate (82) are 
based on a yield ot 50 gallons ot alcohol per ton ot wood. 
Farber (eo) bases hie estimate on 55 gallons ot alcohol per 
ton of wood. 
In the estimates of both Table 14 and Table 15 no 
oredit 1s allowed for the recov~ry ot the'prooess by-
products, methanol, furfural, oaloium sulfate, lignin and 
pentose sugars. For eaoh gallon of alcohol nroduced the 
condensate trom the flash tank contains about 0.4 pounds ot 
furfural and 0.33 pounds of methanol ~~ioh may be ~ecovered 
by a rather oomnlex prooess descrlbed in tbe manufaoturing 
sectlon. 'The cost of thIs separatIon is not inoluded in 
tbe production cost tor alcohol. The sale price ot these 
two nroducts would be about 5 oents per gallon of aloohol 
but to determine the net by-product oredit the oost of 
separation, handling and sales must be deduoted from the 
prioe. It 1s felt th~t purifioation costs are so high that 
l1ttle cred1t toward the cost of alcohol 1s l1kely to be 
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obtained from this souroe. The value of oaloium sulfate, 
whtch is used as a souroe of llme and sulfur for so11s, 
Is eXpected to be about equal to its cost of removal 
(13, p. 10). On a weight basts llgnin Is the largest by-
product, about 13 pounds being produoed per gallon of 
alcohol (13, p. 9). This by-produot lignin is the primary 
fuel for the process, in whioh use its value per pound on 
the basis of heating value is about two-thlrds that of ooal. 
The omlsslon of all but mlnor tuel oharges trom the pro-
duction cost estimateS aotually constltutes a by-product 
credlt for llgnln of about 0.035 cents per pound. At 
present the unfermentable sugars, totalling 1.5 pounds per 
gallon of alcohol, are not utilized. Slnce an Indirect 
credit bas already been allo.ed ~or llgnln the oredits for 
by-produots are estimated to be negligible. 
Process economies 
It is felt that the economic success of the prooess 
may den end on the utillzptton of lignin and unfermentable 
sugars to better advantage. As h~e been mentioned betore, 
considerable research is now being carrieo out in the fleld 
of lignin chemistry, but it Is uncertain how long it may 
be before a high value, large tonnage use for lignin is 
found. Disoovering such a use for l1gnin offers the pos-
sibility of a large reduct~on In alcohol costs, since a by-
product credit of only 1 oent per nound for lignin would 
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nearly halve the estImated nroduotlon cost. The development 
of a process In the laboratory for lignin utilization would 
not mean that ov~rnight lignin would have beoome a valuable 
by-produot. The :prooess would have to be developed to full-
plant size and markets would have to be oreated. Since 100 
tons of lignin per day are obtained from the S~rIngfield 
plant, it is entirely possible thnt one good USe for lIgnin 
".i11 not be able to absorb all of the lignin produced. 
Several new USes may be neoessary before lignIn truly be-
oomes an important by-product. 
On the oth8r hand, utIlIzing the unfermented pentose 
sugars to grow fodder-tyee yeasts tor cattle feed anpears 
to have excellent immediate commercial possibilItIes. The 
produotion of yeast reQuIres the installation of addItional 
r~ctl1tles auah ~s tanks for yeast growth, eqUipment for 
the aeration and agitatIon of the sugar solution, machines 
for the separation of yeast from the solution and driers 
for drying the yeast. It bas been estImated that the 
alcohol cost can be reduced by 7 to 9 cents th~ough the Bale 
of furfural, methanol and yeast, provided the yeast oan be 
dried oheaply and sold at the urice ot soybean meal (14). 
Alcohol from Agricultural Wastes 
Production costs 
The process for making alcohol from agricultural waste 
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1s now only 1n the semi-works stage of d.evelopment so com-
mercial cost data or operattng ind1ces are not ava11able. 
Dunning and Lathrop (19) have ~ade a pre1im1nar.y eoonom10 
eValuation,ot the process based on exnerimental results and 
data from unit operations. They estimate the,onerating costs 
to be 5 cents 'Oer gallon for produoing alcohol, 0.5 cents 
per Dound for crystal11zing and drying xylose" 1 cent per 
pound tor converting xylose to furfural and $5.60 per ton 
for saccharitying corn cobs. These total convers1on costs 
are not ltemi~ed BO there is no way to revise them from 1945 
price levels to 1948 price levels. It is not known whether 
cbarges for deorecintton, 1nterest, taxes and insurance are 
included or omitted. 
The cost of obtaining cobs as a raw material haS been 
the subject of several surveys by the Northern Regional 
Research Laboratory ot the De~~rtment of Agriculture (2, 
p. 17-18). They found 1n 1941 that the prioe of' cobs from 
country elevators was about $1.50 uer ton loaded on trucks 
and $1.75 per ton loaded in boxcars. A 1946 survey s~owed 
that farmers were giving cobs away or even paying for cob 
removal and that truoks of 3 or 4 ton canaci ty ?fare collect-
ing the o<>bs and hauling them 15 to 20 mtles for $2.00 to 
$2.50 per ton. It 1s est1mated that 1n the matn oob pro-
ducing areas ot Iowa, IllinoiS, Nebraska, Ind1ana, Ohio 
and Missouri cobs can be obtained from farms and delivered 
a distance of 20 miles at a cost of $2.50 ner ton (2,p.18). 
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It 1s belie.ed that providing storage faoilities for oobs 
at the nrocesstng n1ant will add $0.50 to $1.00 per ton to 
the cost ot the raw matAria1, so the total cost of the oobs 
will be $2.50 to '3.50 ner ton (2, p. 19). 
Experimental work indioAtes that 1 ton of cobs y1e1d1 
606 pounds of glucose in 10 per cent solution, 485 nounds of 
xylose 1n 15 per cent solution, 61 'Pounds 01' ~l1·fura.l and 
303 pounds 01' 1 tgn1n (2,-:p. 33). The total return from 
further processtng of gluoose IUld xylose va.ries with the 
proportion of the xylose ueed for furfural nroduotion and 
the proportion used to make crystalline xylose. In their 
preliminary cost evaluation Dunning and Lathrop (19) indi-
cate the result ot ohanges in the use of xylose. They 
assume $6.00 per ton for cobs, 5 cents ne~ pound for crystal-
line xylose, prewar prices of 9 cents ner pound for furfural, 
22 cents per gallon tor alcohol and $3.50 per ton for lignin. 
Using these values tn oonJunction with the conversion oosts 
and yields given above. Dunning and Lathrop estimate t~t 
the differenoe be~een the nroduot1on cost and the total 
sales value ot the nroducts per ton of oornoobs is $13.72 
when all of the xylose is converted to fUrfural, $15.08 
when 25 per oent 01' the xylose 1s obtained in orystalline 
torm and $15.93 when 50 per cent of the xylose is obtained 
1n orystalline ~orm. These differences bet"een production 
cost and sales value renresent the sum which is available to 
OOVer sales exuense, administrative overhead and profit. 
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At the time the estimate was made 1t waS felt that the process 
showed nossibi11ties of commerc1al success which warranted 
the sem1-works investigat10n whioh 1s now 1n progress. Since 
that time prooessing oosts have no doubt risen, but the sales 
prices ot the ~roducts bave also increased. It is believed 
that the results of a preliminary evaluation based on current 
nrices and costs would also be favorable. The results of the 
aotual exner1mentatton may not, however, bear out the re-
sults of the nreliminary evaluation. Dunning and Lathrop 
(19) estimate a tentat1ve alcohol cost of somethIng less than 
22 oents per gallon. 
A process for fermenting the xylose to produce butanol, 
aoetone and alcohol has been developed since the nreliminary 
estimate waS made, so there Is now 8 third alternative for 
the use of xylose (20). It is est1mated that the sales 
value of butanol, acetone and alcohol, if nroduoed from 
xylose in the same yields as from glucose (2, p. 34), 1s 
slightly h1gher than the sales value,8s crystals, of the 
xylose from whtch 1t 1s nroduced. Tbe 1ncreased cost of 
the butanol-acetone fermentation over the cost of xylose 
crystalllzatton tends to offset +ohe advantages of higher nr1ces. 
The glucose solut1on which is nroduced may also be 
termented to butanol, acetone and a small amount of alcohol 
instead of entirely to alcohol. Bas1cally this glucose 
solutIon merely contributes to the supply of molasses, Since 
it can be used to replace blaokstra~ molasses in any of 1ts 
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industrial uses. It is most likely that experimental work 
will be directed toward the nroduotion of alcohol rather 
than butanol from gluoose because the pu~oBe of the entire 
project on agricultural waste is to produoe synthetio 
liquid fuels which can be blended with gasoline, and alcohol 
1s one of the best of these fuels. 
In concluding this seotion it is emphasized that the 
eost estimates and oaloulatlone on producing alcohol from 
agricultural ?Qste are all based on preliminary Information. 
Aocurate operattng cost data and aotual plant Beale deSIgn 
data are not expeoted to be available for several years 
(2, p. 35). 
Process economies 
ThIs process can be made economically more feasible 
by f1nding for the products of saocharifioation new end 
uses wt10h will brtng higher returns than from present uses. 
Lignin utilization, again 1n tr~8 prooess, may be the key 
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to eoonomic suocess or failure. The problem of high value 
uses for lignIn h~s been discussed previously and ~ill not 
be treated agaIn at this time. 
Since the fermentation of the gluoose solution 1s 
essentially the same as the fermentation of blaokstrap 
molasses, any process eoonomies wrich are apul1cable to 
molasses aloohol produotton are also aopltoable to the 
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production of alcohol from agrioultural waste. The main 
eoonomies for nroduoing alcohol from agrioultural waste 
are inherent ~the prooess itself. The prooess is designed 
to pr06uoe a group of co-products by utlltzing all of the 
fractions of the waste material rather than to produoe one 
primary product and several wastes. As experimental ~ork 
progresses opportunities for additional s~v1ngs w1l1 no 
doubt occur, but the initial attack on the nroblem tends 
to limit the reduction in oosts _hioh CBn be obtained in 
this way. 
Aloohol from the F1sche~Tropsch Synthesis 
Produotion costs 
A discussion of the cost of nroducing alcohol from 
the orude m1xture ot oxygenated ohemioals resulttng from 
the Flsoher-Tro~soh synthesis is rather futtle because't~e 
cost of aloohol is largely a matter of bookkeeping. In 
the prooess of separ~ting snd purifying these oxygenated 
ohemicals joint oosts are tncurred "'hloh must be arbitrarily 
apportIoned among the various nroducts. The nroblem oreated 
by joint oosts oan be illustrated by assuming that a mixture 
of methanol and ethanol 1s to be separated. The total cost 
inourred is a Joint cost ~hlch oan be anportloned in three 
different ways. FIrst, the totRl cost can be oharged against 
methanol 1f the v1e~ is taken that the removal of ethanol 18 
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a necessary step-1n the purification ot methanol. In thIs 
case ethanol is obtained without cost. Second, the reverse 
opinion of the above oan be taken. 1n whlch Case all of the 
cost is oharged against ethanol and methanol 1s obtained free. 
Third, there can be an arbitrary distribution of the Joint 
cost, part ot 1t being allotted to eaoh ~roduct. With a 
mixture of eight or ten ohemioals instead or two the 
problem becomes far more oomnlloBted. It 1s reasonable to 
assume that alcohol ~ill beBr some share of the total cost 
of senaratlng the crude mixture of chemicals trom the 
Fischer-Tropsoh process, but the exaot amount will be de-
termined by a decision at the m~agement of the enterprise 
and oannot be estimated at this time. 
Some observers have exnressed doubt thnt an eoonomical 
separation of the F\soh~r-Tro~soh by-p~oduots 15 Dosslble, 
but 1 t 1s re~orted tha.t ethe.nol oan be easily isolated Rnd 
that the diffioult separations are those tnvo1vlng higher 
alcoholS and aoetic aold (SO). It seems reasonable to be-
11eve that chemical englneermg ressllrch will malte even 
the diffl cuI t eep1.l.ra ttons T)ossible so the. t the total cost 
of operating the oxygenated chem10als plant can be distributed 
over a wide number of ohemioal produots. 
It 1s exoeoted that F1Boher-Tropeoh alcohol w1ll sell 
at the same urics as synthetio alcohol, although the oost 
o~ producing F1Bcher-Tro~soh alcohol will not neoessar11y 
be the Same as the cost of n,..oduolng eynthetto ttloohol. 
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Eventually, if too much Flsoher-Trovsoh alcohol 1s made at 
a cost below that of synthetio and the market beoomes glutted, 
F1scher-Tropsch nroducers may begin to out ~riQe8. This 
situation_is not expeoted to occur ~lthln the next several 
years and may never occur. In a nM.oe wllr F'tsche:r-Tropsoh 
aloohol produoers would have an advantage beoause their 
alcohol 1s a by-product whtch, If lt oannot be sold at a 
~roflt, can be sold at a loss nrovlded that the loss 18 
smaller than the cost of some method of d1snoslng of the 
alcohol as a waste product. This last stAtement presumes, 
of course, th~t tbe lOBS of, by-produot oredi ts would not 
foroe producers of Flsoher-Tronsoh gaso11ne to suspend 
operations comnletely. 
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FUTURE DEMAND 
The prediot1on ot the future demand for a commodIty 
1s not easy at any t1me and it 1s partIcularly d1ff1cult 1n 
the case of ethanol at present. Whereas most industr1eS 
underwent Q readjustment to a ~eacetime basIs shortly after 
tbe conclusion of '''orld War II, the adjustmen t in the alcohol 
field dId not take place until late 1949. and the end of the 
readjustment ts not yet 1n sIght. Between 1946 and the 
start of the last quarter of 1948 ethanol prices rema1ned 
a.t wba.t moet observers bel1eved was an a.rt! fIo1e.11y high 
level, the prioe beIng ov~r 80 cento ner gallon most of that 
time. In late 1948 two Imnortant develonments took plaoe. 
A new synthetIc producer began to market alcohol, and an 
established molasses alcohol producer obtained a large 
quantity of molasses trom Cuba at a low orioe. The molasses 
~urohase had a nartioularly great effect because the 
contract under which it is purohased is the ~iret of its type 
in the alcohol inc,ustry. Under this contract the nr1ce of 
molasses is not constant, but varies aocording to the quoted 
prioe of alcohol (30, p. 127). 
Almost 1mmediately after these two ocourrences a pr1ce 
war started and aloohol nrioee began to droD rap1dly. 
Within stx months the nrloe had been out over 50 cents to 
levels ot about 20 cents per gallon, the exact price de-
pending on the particular denaturation formula. From the 
cost estimates of preceding sections of this paper it is 
evident that with prices at 20 cents per gallon all producers 
are selling bolow cost. It is generally believed that 
present prices do represent below-cost sales"ruld there is 
considerable qUGstlon as to how long these prIces Can con-
tinue. Some large producers are contracting for deliveries 
in May and June at current prices, so the eventual rise in 
prIces will probably not occur until after the middle of 
19~ (83)~ 
This rapId change trom extremely high prices to extremely 
low prices makes the future demand tor ethanol considerably 
in doubt. \~~ere the price even~ually levels out will have 
much to do with determining the amount of ethanol whkh 
will be consumed, especially in those uses where ethanol is 
in competition with methanol and isopropanol. The price 
which is eventually established will, of course, be de-
termined by supply and demand. The price Will be such that 
the alcohol manufacturers who can make a profit at that price 
will be able to produce enough alcohol to supply all of the 
consumers who' are yAilling to pay that price. The present 
sub-cost price has persisted for the past several months 
because (a) most large alcohol producers marlcet a variety ot 
other products so they are able to take a loss on alcohol 
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because of profits elsemlere and (b) some alcohol producers 
use their alcohol in other divisions of the company, hence 
the change in market price means primarily a redistribution 
of the total profit without any actual loss. Sales at below-
cost prices cannot continue indefinitely and most writers 
believe that the price will rise to 30 to 40 cents per 
gallon (84)(84)(96)(30, p. 127). This price ~eems reason-
able in view of the lower of the cost estimates in the pre-
vious section, since there would be a reasonable difference 
between cost and price to allow for sales expense, profit 
in excess of 6 per cent and administrative overhead. If 
the demand at these prices should exceed the possible pro-
duction by the less expensive met~ods, then the price will 
rise to permit higher cost producers to opernte. 
It is beyond the scope of this report to specifically 
predict the amount of alcohol to be consumed by various 
individual uses, but it is possible to point out Drends 
which now seem to be under'iaY in various groups ot uses and 
to suggest the future results of these trends. In this way 
an approximate total demand can also be deterrnlned. 
The present consumption of alcohol can be divided into 
three different classes according to the type of alcohol 
used: (a) completely denatured, (b) specially denatured and 
(c) pure, both tax-paid and tax-free. In the following 
three sections each of these classes is discussed separately 
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and in a fourth section possible new uses for alcohol are 
considered. The data on the past consumption of alcohol 
are from the Bureau of Internal Rovenue (86)(87). Those 
points for 1911-9 on the graphs are preliminary estimates 
based on data for the first eight months of 1949 (24). 
Completely Denatured Alcohol 
Completely denatured alcohol 1s used primarily as an 
automotive antifreeze and 1n this field it competes ~dth 
methanol and ethylene glycol. Two general types of anti-
freeze are sold, permanent (non-volatile) and non-permanent 
(volatile). Ethanol and Methanol are competitors tor the 
non-permanent antifreeze market and both are in competition 
~nth the permanent ethylene glycol ant1freeze. During the 
past winter a new type of permanent antifreeze, a mixture 
of ethylene and propylene glycols, has been marketed. The 
mixture costs less per gallon than straight ethylene glycol 
because in producing it the expense of separating'ethylene 
and propylene is avoided. The price of the mixture per 
degree of temperature protection is about the same as for 
ethylene glycol because propylene glycol is less efficient as 
an antifreeze (88). Anothor type of permanent antifreeze 
made of solutions of calcium chloride, magnesium chlor1de 
and other inorganic salts is also sold. This type of anti-
freeze provides adequate protection against freezing but is 
l~ 
inclined to cause excessive corrosion of metallic parts of 
an engine's cooling system. Salt antifreezes have generally 
been sold in periods when ethanol, methanol or glycol anti-
freezes were short in supply. The use of salt antifreezes 
bas been very l~ited in the past and is expected to ?9 
even more restricted in the future with adequate quantities 
of other antifreeze available. 
The quantity of antifreeze used in the ~dntQr of 19~7-
48 was about 80 million gallons (89), and the Gsti~ated 
demand £or the winter of 19~8-49 was 90 million gallons (90). 
The demand for futurG years ~nll probably be still higher 
because the nlnnber of automobiles 1s expected to increase. 
In the winter ot 1948-49 the diviSion of the antifreeze 
market was approx~tely 20 mIllion gallons for ethylene 
glycol, 1, million gallons for ethanol and ,0 million gal-
lons for methanol (39)(91). The 2J million gallons of 
ethylene Cly~ol is a larger amount than has ever been used 
before, continuing the trend of increasing use which has 
been in progress since 193" except during the war whon 
glycol was allocated to the air force for aircrqft anti-
freeze (92). Furthor increases in glycol use are probable 
for 19~9, the predicted demand being 32 million gallons (93). 
The output of ethylene glycol has been expanded from 
17 million pounds per month in 19~7 to about 31 million 
pounds per month in late 1948 (9l~). Further increases of an 
unspecified amount are forthcoming as the result of one new 
plant and a ,0 per cent expansion of one of the major 
existing plants (93). v1hile there are other uses for 
ethylene glycol, the major share of the glycol output 1s 
used for-antifreeze. Thus the future expansion in the pro-
duction of ethylene glycolm expected to result in increased 
supplies ot ethylene glycol antifreeze. 
The reason for the constantly expanding use of ethylene 
glycol is not the initial cost, because it sells for about 
$3.,0 per gallon ~mile non-permanent types are $1.00 to 
$1.7, per gallon. Glycol antifreeze appeals to automobll~ 
Ovffiars because it is permanent, convenient and free from 
odor. Some ot the objectionable properties of ethylene 
glycol such as ro~ing and low surface tenSion have been 
corrected by the use of various additives. It is felt that 
the use of glycol antifreeze will continue to increase until 
its volume amounts to at least half of the total antifreeze 
sold. 
In spite of the expected increasing demand for all 
antifreeze, tho amount of non-permanent antifreoze is likely 
to decline somewhat duo to the increased use of ethylene 
glycol antifreeze. Methanol and ethanol will compete for 
this declining market and methanol is estimated to have the 
cost advantage. Methanol is now 28 cents per gallon and is 
expected to remain at about that level ~men ethanol rises 
to 30 or 40 cents par gallon. The costs for mixing, 
1,2 
paokaging and distributing ethanol and methanol antIfreeze 
are probably very similar, so the difforence between the sales 
prices of methanol and ethanol ~ntlfreeze will be about the 
s~~e as ~he difference between the prices or the raw materials. 
Methanol has an additional advantage because of its low 
molecular weight. Twenty-five per cent less methanol than 
ethanol is required for the same amount of protection 
against freezing; so even if the prices per gallon are the 
same for the two types of antifreeze, methanol costs less 
than ethanol for the same amount of protection. Ethanol has 
the advantage of a higher bolling point, but methanol forms 
a constant boiling mixture with \mter within the r~nge ot 
concentrations used in radiators so the losses of methanol 
are about the same as the losses of ethanol (95). 
Adequate amounts of methanol are believed to be available 
to meet all demands. Methanol production in 1948 wqs in 
excess of a billion pounds, ~miCh is equivalent to about 
150 million gallons (96). It has b6en estimated that 17, 
million gallons could be produced in 191;9 from current 
facilities, not including the plant of the Heyden Chemical 
Company at Morganto~m, West Virginia (9l). The Heyden plant 
is rumored to have a capacity of 70 to 80 million gallons ot 
methanol per year, ~mich is equivalent to about half of the 
total present production. This plant was built during the 
war and has never been operated at full capacity for reasons 
unknown (97). If this unit should be put into production a 
1,3 
definite oversupply of methanol would result. As it is, 
even without any production from the Morgantown plant it may 
be necessary for methanol manufacturers to reduce their out-
put. The two main uses tor methanol are the production of 
formaldehyde and antifroeze. It has been estimated that 
the demand AS' antifreeze is likely to drop and the demand 
, 
for formaldehyde is already declining. The dec~nd for phenol-
formaldehyde plastics is lower and as a result the d~~and 
for formaldehyde has decreased from 3'+ per cent of the 
methanol output to only 22 per cent (96). No extreme price 
break is expected as a result of the reduced demand for 
methanol because "ti th only minor changes methanol plants 
can be used to produce ammonia, \!Ilich is still much in need 
as a. :t-'ert11izer. 
It is expected that methanol will supply that part ot 
the antifreeze demand which 1s not supplied by ethylene 
glycol in future years. 
Figure 15 shows the use of completely denatured alcohol 
since 193,. It is esti~ated that in view of tho antifreeze 
situation the use of completely denatured alcohol will con-
tinue to decrease, dropping to perhaps 1 to 2 million gallons 
annually. The decline might be postponed slightly by the 
efforts of one particular ethanol producer to sell a large 
amount of antifreeze. His prices are about on the saoe 
plane as methanol antifreeze prices but this still does not 
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overcome the fact that gallon tor gallon methanol offers more 
protection than does ethanol. The low prices of this pro-
ducer are believed to reflect a particularly advantageous 
raw material situation Which 1s not likely to continue in-
definitely. Ethanol might again be used in quantity it both 
methanol and ethylene glucol became relatively unavailable, 
as they did in 1944. Adequate supplies of both of these 
materials seem likely in the future, so there is little 
chance for a repeat of the 1944 situation. It is felt that 
alcohol will rapidly be replaced by othGr antifreeze 
materials in the tuture. 
Specially Denatured Alcohol 
Total demang 
The past consumption of specially denatured alcohol is 
shown graphically in Figure 16. During World War II the 
use of specially denatured alcohol increased tremendously, 
primarily due to the demand for explosives and synthetic 
rubber. Between 1933 and 1941 the use of specially de-
natured alcohol for explosives constituted a negligible part 
of the total consumption and there was no synthetic rubber 
made from alcohol. To show the trend of the consumption of 
specially denatured alcohol more clearly, a second line has 
been plotted in Figure 16 to show the amount of alcohol which, 
between 1941 and 1948, went into uses other than the production 
50
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of explosives or synthetic rubber. This curve, which again 
in 19~8 shows an almost negligible use of alcohol in ex-
plosives and synthetic rubber, indicates that the consumption 
of specially denatured alcohol 1s leveling off at about 1,0 
million gallons. Too much faith should not be placed 1n 
such trend lines unsupported by other evidence, but in this 
case a flattening of the curve is to be expected 1n view of 
a similar trend for production in the chemical industry as 
a whole (30). 
Since the total use shown in Figure 16 1s the summation 
of's number of individual uses, an examination of the con-
sumption curves for these individual uses gives more under-
standing of the mecllanics of past consumption and permits a 
qualitative analysis of the effect of particular factors on 
the future demand. The total consumntion of alcohol may be 
divided into two major classifications: (a) use as a 
solvent and (b) use as a raw material. These two groups of 
uses are considered in order below. These graphs £or the 
two groups of uses do not contain points for the years 1938 
and 1939 because the data were not available, but the ab-
sence or the points does not affect tbe"graphs' usef~lness. 
Solvent ~ 
The selection of an industrial solvent depends principal-
lyon its physical properties rather than on its chemical 
properties. Since the vnrious alcohols are quite similar 
in their solvent properties there is a hieh degree of 
competition between methanol, ethanol, iso-propanol and n-
butanol ~or the solvents market. Industry uses many other 
solvents, incltiding aeetone, mixed ketones and various 
esters; but these are not 1n general interchangeable with 
alcohol in their applicat10ns. As a result of the high price 
of both ethanol and n-butanol in recent years, processors 
have turned to the less expensive methanol and iso-propanol 
as solvents whenever possible. Recently a decline in n-
butanol prices has occurred as a result ot the potato sur-
plus and the lower price ot molasses, so n-butanol has been 
able to regain a more favorable position (30, p. 126). At 
the present time alcohol is also in a more favorable posi-
tion as far as price is concerned, but as was pointed out 
above, futuro predictions should not be based on this price. 
In Figure 17 curves are shown for the use of specially 
denatured alcohol as a solvent for cellulose compounds, 
resins and related products, both including and excluding 
explosives. The two major uses in this category are as a 
solvent tor shellac and as a solvent for plastics. The 
wartime use for explosives distorts the normal consumption 
picture, so in considering the future demand attention 
should be directed primarily to the use excluding explosives. 
The slight downward trend of the curve is thought to reflect 
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primarily the competition from methanol and isopropanol. 
The decreasing importance ot shellac due to the rise ot 
synthetic resins is also probably a tactor. Alcohol is not 
one of th~1mportant solvents tor plastics, so the general 
increase in the manufacture of plastics should not be ex-
pected to increase the use of alcohol materially. In fact, 
the growth o£ the plastics industry has occurred primarily 
1n new plastics where ethanol is not a solvent, so the in-
creased use of new plastics may decrease the consumption of 
plastics in which ethanol is used. 
The curve for toilet preparations in Figure 17 shows a 
slight rise which is to be expected due to the increased 
production of toilet preparations, especially for men, in 
recent years. In this use ethanol has not been displaced by 
methanol and isopropanol because it has an advantage in its 
more pleasant odor and lower toxicity. The curve tor 
specially denatured alcohol in parmaceuticals for external 
use is essentiallY a curve for the use of ethanol in rubbing 
alcohol. . In this fiold isopropyl alcohol, because of its 
lower price, has decreased the usa of ethanol. 
The solvents and thinners which are indicated in Figure 
18 are primarily proprietarx ~~~, which are specially 
denatured alcohol with small amounts ot wood alcohol 
(denaturing grade methanol), ethyl acetate, petroleum hydro-
carbons or similar materials added. The use or proprietary 
161 
solvents seems to be stabilizing between 18 million and 22 
million gallons per year. 
The processing of industrial, food, drug and other 
products has been increasing (30, p. l2~) and with it the 
use or ethanol has increased, as shown 1n Figure 18. This 
group of products includes nitrocellulose Which 1s not used 
as an explosive. In the processing of nitrocellulose, an-
hydrous specially denatured alcohol is used to dehydrate the 
product. In this application alcohol is used because ot its 
special properties; therefore it is not in cOipetition with 
methanol or isopropanol. 
It 1s not expected that the 30 to 40 cent price for 
ethanol will increase its future use greatly over its use 
during periods or 80 cent prices, because it will probably 
still be higher than methanol, currently 28 cents per 
gallon, and isopropanol, now 23 cents per gallon. No price 
increase for methanol has been predicted and in view of the 
potential oversupply discussed above, there may even be a 
slight decrease in methanol prices. The current isopropyl 
alcohol production, estimated at 100 million gallons per 
year, is expectad to be adequate to supply future needs (98) 
(99). The price trend on this material has been generally 
downward since it was first produced. There is an indication 
of fUture price cuts if necessary, because isopropyl alcohol 
producers have ~otirled consumers that they intend to retain 
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the gall~nage acquired in recent years (30, p. 127). 
The solvent situation 1n general will probably be 1n-
fluenced by the production ot solvents trom the Fischer-
Tropsch synthesis. The amount ot ethanol which is likely to 
\ -
be produced has already been discussed, and 1n addition to 
this there are considerable quantities ot other solvents 
such as acetone, methyl ethyl ketone, n-propyl alcohol and 
n-butyl alcohol. The effect ot the products of the single 
Fischer-Tropsch plant now under construction is not expected 
to be great, but the solvents from a number of plants \llOuld 
probably have considerable importance. 
Raw material uses 
The major portion or the specially denatured alcohol 
consumed is used as a raw matorial for the production or other 
chemicals. In this application the presence ot the ethyl 
group 1s the important factor, and alcohol competes with 
other sources of the ethyl group rather than with other 
alcohols. 
In 1948 over 40 per cent of all ethanol produced was used 
to make aldehydes, primarily acetaldehyde. (See FIgure 19) 
This end use ot alcohol is seriously threatened by two de-
velopments, one current and one potential. Currently, the 
production of acetaldehyde by direct oxidation of petroleum 
gases is cutting into the market for alcohol. Two plants 
using the direct oxidation process have been built 1n the 
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Southwest recently and one of these 1s reported to have ex-
pansion plans. In addition, a third plant is being contem-
plated to produce acetaldehyde by the hydration of acetylene 
produced from natural gas (27). The exact production costs 
of these direct oxidation units are not known; but it appears 
that a single direct oxidation of petroleum gas ~ollowed by 
a s1ngle purIfication step would be less expensive than 
the oxidation of the gas to alcohol, the puritIcntion and 
concentr~tion ot alcohol and the oxidation of alcohol to 
acetaldehyde, followed by another purification step. In 
other words, it is estimated that the cost of acetaldehyde 
by direct oxidation is less than the cost of acetaldehyde by 
the oxidation of synthetic alcohol. 
The potential threat to alcohol markets is the production 
of Fischer-Tropsch acetaldehyde. The single Hydrocol plant 
~dl1 produce about 9 million pounds ot acetaldehyde per 
year (36), which is equivalent to roughly 1., million gallons 
or alcohol per year. 
In view of the fact that the demand for acetaldehyde 
may decline somewhat due to a slightly decreased demand for 
acetic acid (see below), it is exPected that the use of 
alcohol as a raw material for acetaldehyde has nearly reached 
its peak and may decline in the tuture •. 
Figure 19 indicates that the use of alcohol to make 
ethyl acetate is decreasing, which is to be expected as a 
l~ 
result of the competition ot methyl ethyl ketone with ethyl 
acetate. The use or methyl ethyl ketone is expected to con-
tinue to increase, and as a result the demand for ethyl 
acetate wil~ probably be further reduced (30, p. l27). The 
use at alcohol to produce ethyl esters other than ethyl 
acetate, constitutes only a small part of the total consump-
tion ot specially denatured alcohol, and seems to,be leveling 
otf at about 3 million gallons per year. 
The use of specially denatured alcohol as a raw material 
for vinegar and acetic acid (Figure 20) has tal1en beoause 
the use ot alcohol to make acetic aold has decreased from 
about, million gallons in 194, to about 0., million gallons 
in 1948 (86). This deorease In alcohol use has occurred eVen 
though the production ot acetic acid has increased trom 10, 
million pounds per year in.194' to over 36, million pounds 
per year in 1948 (9~)(100). Five million gallons ot alcohol 
are equivalent to about 40 million pounds of aoetic aOid, so 
it is e~1dent that even 1n 194, ethanol was used to make 
less than halt ot the total acetic acid produced. The other 
sources of acetio acid are cellulose acetate production, 1n 
which acetic acid is a by-product, and petroohemical production, 
in which acetic acid is made by the oxidation of hydrocarbons 
or by the hydration of acetylene. 
Tile data on the amount of alcohol used to produce acetic 
acid is someldlat deceptive because some producers oxidize 
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alcohol first to acetaldehyde and then oxidize part of their 
acetaldehyde production to acetic acid. As a result part 
of the alcohol which eventually is converted into acetic 
acld appe~s 1n the acetaldehyde statistics. 
The expected 30 to 40 ~ent price for ethanol may improve 
the posltion of alcohol as a raw material tor acetic acid. 
One large user of acetic acid may not construct a plant for 
the'production of acetic acId directly from natural gas if 
the future price ot alcohol 1s low (48). In opposition to 
the effect of reduced alcohol prices is the slightly con-
tracting demand for acetic acid. The primary use of acetic 
acid is in the manufacture of cellulose acetate and rayon. 
The production of cellulose acetate plastics appears to be 
at a maximum and may tall due to increased competition from 
polystyrene and other plastiCS, although the demand for 
rayon is expected to remain strong for several years (30, 
p. 12,) (101). 
The Fischer-Tropsch synthesis may have considerable 
affect on the production of acetI0 acId, since the production 
ot the Hydrocol plant 1s estimated to include 2~.7 million 
pounds ot acetic acid per year, which 1s the equivalent at 
slightly lass than one month's production of acetic acid 
at currant rates. 
The graph of the consumption of alcohol for ethyl 
ethers and glycols (Figure 19) indicates no definite trend, 
but it appears probable that the future demand will be higher 
than the prewar demand. 
In Figure 21 the statistics for the use ot alcohol tor 
ethyl chloride are plotted. No explanation is oftered for 
the slump in th1s use for the years 1946 and 1947 •. The main 
use of ethyl chloride is the manufacture of tetraethyl lead 
antiknock compQunds~ Alcohol is not a major SOl~ee ot ethyl 
chloride. The alcohol used 1n 1948 is equivalent to approxi-
mately 70 million pounds of ethyl chloride and total production 
is estimated to be well over 300 million po-:nds per year (103). 
The decrease in demand for gasoline, and thus for tetra-
ethyl ~ead, did not occur as eXpected after the Second World 
War; instead the demand has risen steadilY and is expected 
to continue to rise (102). Facilities tor producing ethyl 
chloride are expanding, but the new expansions do not use 
alcohol as a raw material (103). There are three methods 
for making ethyl chloride commercially: the reaction ot 
ethanol with hydrochloric acid, tho direct chlorination ot 
ethane and the hydrochlorination ot ethylene. One of two 
producers of tetraethyl lead has used all three methods and 
has ~ater1a1s for all methods available either within his 
own plant or nearby. The fact that the expansion ot this 
plant in late 1947 ~ms based on the hydrochlorination of 
ethylene indicates that this method is the most economical 
(103). In view ot the increasing demand tor tetraethyl 
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lead, it is expected that future production of ethyl 
chloride from alcohol will remain at about 1948 levels for 
some time into the future. 
The yroduction of ethylene bromide from alcohol showed 
a considerable increase during the war but declined to pre-
war levels of only 1 m1llion gallons per year. 
Numerous miscellaneous uses for specially donatured 
~leohol amounting to 3 or ~ m1llion gallons per year are 
not shown in the graphs. No single use trom this group is 
important and there is no reason to expect any particular 
change in demand in the future. 
It is evident trom the discussion above that the general 
~rend for the consumption of specially denatured alcohol 
1s a leveling off at present ,nth most indications pointing 
toward a lower demand in the future. The expected price 
of ethanol, being about half of' the price during the years 
1946 to 1948, will probably tend to improve the position ot 
ethanol somewhat, but the competition from other products 
'Will be strong. 
The use of alcohol for rubber reached a peak of 317 
million gallons in 1945 but has dropped abruptly to less 
than 0.4 million gallons in 1948. The question of the 
future consumption of alcohol to produce synthetic rubber 
will be discussed in the following section on possible uses 
tor alcohol. 
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Pure Alcohol 
~-free alcohot 
There are actually three types of tax-free alcohol. 
Alcohol for denaturation is.withdra~m tax-free from i~dustrial 
alcohol plants and ~mrehouses, but this alcohol is eventually 
use~ as either completely denatured or specially denatured 
alcohol. The demand for these two types of alcohol has 
previously been discussed. Alcohol may also be withdrawn 
tax-free for use by the United states government as pure 
alcohol. During the war the amount of alcohol used in this 
way increased to over 100 million gallons par year, but 
postt~ consumption has dropped to prewar levels of about 1 
million gallons per year (23). Pure alcohol is also available 
tax-tree for medical, scientific and educntional uses at 
bona-fide institutions, where.its use has averaged about 2.~ 
million gallons per year since 1933 (23). It is expected 
that the use of pure tax-free alcohol by the federal govern-
ment and licensed institutions will continue at between 3 
and 4 million gallons per year. 
, 
~-Raid .sf.:9..qhol 
Except for the war years, \fllen the government use ot 
tax-free alcohol \~S unusually high, tax-paid ~dthdrawals 
173 
between 1933 and 1948 have far exceeded tax-tree ~dthdrawa1s. 
The past consumption of tax~paid aleohol is shown 1n Figure 
22! > The 19tr9 consumption 1s estimated on the basis ot pre-
liminary data to be about 23 million gallons (~). Tax-paid 
industrial alcohol is used principally for blending with 
whiskey, smaller amounts going into foods, flavorings, and 
pharmaceuticals for intornal use. 
Figure 22 Indicates that the use of tax-paid alcohol is 
stabilizing at about 22 million gallons per y~ar t somel'That 
above the prewar plane~ This increased use immediately after 
the war is due to the tact that during the war distillors 
were not permitted to make beverage alcohol except ~uring 
I 
two short periods in l~ and 1945. Considerable quantities 
of whiskey were sold, and as a result the dist1llo~st stocks 
.' I 
• f~t' .:~:~ f I 
of aged whiskey became depleted, To stretch their, supplies 
, 
of aged whiskey, distillers began marketing increased amounts 
ot blended whiskey containing pure tax-paid alcohol, usually 
in the torm or grain neutral spirits. This high u~e of tax-
paid alcohol is not expected to continue because in the rour 
months immediately after V-E day, 68 million gallons or 
whiskey ware made. This whiskey, nO,"1 four years old, is 
read7 for sale, bringing the supply or aged whiskey into 
line with demand (104). Liquor sales are now about 26 per 
cent lower than at the end of the war; so it is expected that 
in order to market the new stoeks of aged whiskey, manufacturers 
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175' 
will attempt to increase the sale of high priced straight 
whiskey and reduce the sale ot less expensive blended whiskey. 
If they are' successful in this attempt, the use of tax-paid 
, 
alcohol wilL probably decline to the same quantity as be-
I 
fore the ,~, 12 to 1, million gallons per year. 
Possible Now ~tarkets 
Sxnthetic ~bber 
Synthetic rubber is not truly a new market ror alcohol 
o 
since large quantities of synthetic rubber were made trom 
alcohol during the war. Synthetic rubber does constitute a 
possible new market tor alcohol 1n the sense that, except 
during tvorld War II and the year immediately following, 
synthetic rubber has never been made 1n quantity from alcohol. 
Synthetio rubber has, in the past, been mentloned as a poten-
tial consumer ot alcohol in the postwar period, so this use 
~dll be considered here. 
As has been mentioned in a previous section, the amount 
or alcohol used in the production of synthetic rubber has 
dropped from a high of 31, million gallons in 194, to about 
0.4 million gallons in 1948. This change is not altogether 
due to a decrease in the output ot synthetic rubber, although 
synthetic rubber production has declined from a wartime 
maximum of about 1 million tons per year to 425',000 tons in 
1948 (105). The tremendous decrease in the use or alcohol 
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is principally due to the faot that synthetic rubber producers 
have changed to petroleum as a basic raw material. 
. There were several types of synthetic rubber produced 
. -
during the war, but the output ot GR-S (government rubber, 
styrene) far exceeded that of all other types. GR-S has 
remained the dominant synthetic rubber in the postwar period 
because it is the only general purpose rubber of the five 
different types. Ordinarily GR-S can be substituted for 
natural rubber in almost all uses although GR-S is not quite 
as efficient in soma cases. Since the war a new type of 
styrene rubber called co~d ~ubber 118S been developed which 
is reported to make much better tire tread than natural 
rubber. Both ordinary GR-S and cold rubber are co-polymers 
ot butadiene and styrene. It is in the production of butadiene 
that alcohol has been displaced by petroleum, so a comparisnn 
of alcohol and petroleum can be made on the basis ot butadiene 
production rather than on the basis of synthetic rubber 
~ 
production as a whole. 
Alcohol was used as a major raw material for butadiene 
as a result of unusual wartime conditions. The original 
intention was to use petroleum as the principal rnw material 
for synthetic rubber because petroleum butadiene was cheaper 
than butadiene from alcohol. Some b~tadiene 1s present in 
normal waste refinery gases and additional quantities can 
be obtained py cracking the butylenes found in the gases. 
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The plan to utilize petroleum butadiene proved to be im-
practical because the petroleum fractions needed for the 
production of butadiene were more urgently re~lired for the 
manufacture of high octane aviation gasoline. Since it was 
necessary to produce rubber as rapidly as possible, regard-
less of cost, alcohol was made the primary source,of butadiene. 
At the present time buty1ene fractions are not needed 
for the production of aviation gasoline, so synthetic rubber 
is now being made from petroleum butadiene. Present butylene 
costs are not,Qvai1able but it was anticipated in 1945 that 
the postwar price would be 5 to 6 cents per gallon although 
wartime prices were about 8 cents per gallon (4, p. 50)(67). 
At these prices it is estimated that butadiene could be pro-
duced for 6., to 8.0 cents per pound, excluding depreciation 
and interest (4, p. ,0)(67). Estimates are available trom 
which it can be calculated that depreciation on a 10 year 
basis and interest at 6 per cent would add about 3.4 cents 
to the cost, making a total of 9.7 to 11.4 cents per pound 
for petroleum butadiene (67). During the war synthetic 
rubber was reported to have a ~ of 14 cents per pound 
but the present price, even with probably higher production 
costs, is only 18.5 cents per pound (10,). On this basis 
it is estimated that the present cost ot butylenes cannot 
be much above 6 cents per pound. Therefore a conservative 
estimate of present petroleum butadiene cost is 12 or 13 
178 
cents per pound. 
The cost of butadiene from alcohol at 1; cents per 
gallon is ~stimated to be 8.75 cents per pound without 
depreciation and interest, or about 11.2 cents per pound 
vith depreciation and interest (67). This cost compares 
favorably ~dth the cost of petroleum butadiene, but note 
that it 1s based on an alcohol price of only 12 cents per 
gallon. Jacobs (4, p. ;0) states that 2.2 pounds ot 
butadiene can be made trom one gallon ot alcohol with a 
processing cost ot 2 cents per pound 'of butadiene. A 
comparison at these figures with the cost esttmates tor 
butadiene which were cited above indicates that Jacobs' 
processing cost does not include depreciation and interest. 
On the basis of Jacobs' figures, alcohol at 30 or 40 cents 
per gallon can be used to produce butadiene at a cost ot 
1;.6 to 20.1 cents per pound. If 2.4 cents is added for 
depreciation and interest, the total cost of butadiene trom 
alcohol is 18 to 20.; cents per pound. Butadiene tram 
alcohol at this price 1s obviously tar from competitive 
with butadiene from petroleum. Since the war, improvements 
in the alcohol process have been announced; but the im-
provement has been slight (106). Military planners are 
giving alcohol consideration as a raw material tor synthetic 
rubber and are keeping plants for making butadiene from 
alcohol immediately available, but this is merely a move to 
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retain alternate production routes tor rubber in case of 
an emergenoy (107). It 1s generally conceded that petroleum 
butadiene ~s cheaper than alcohol butadiene, and that 
synthetic rubber will normally continue to be produced 
trom the tormer. 
Alcohol blends 
As, has been mentioned in connection ~th Fischer-
Tropsch alcohol, there is growing concern in many quarters 
over our dwindling petroleum natural resources. The major 
proposals tor slovang the depletion ot the petroleum 
supplies or the United states involve finding another source 
or gasoline such as imported petroleum, the Fischer-Tropsch 
synthesis, coal hydrogenation or petroleum from 011 shale. 
A less publicized part of the synthetic fuels program Is 
the production of alcohol from agricultural wastes by the 
process which has been described previously. The idea or 
this part ot the program is not to replace gasoline com-
pletely with alcohol but to use blends or the synthetic 
fuels with gasoline. This plan is another form ot the often 
advocated proposal for alcohol-gasoline blends. The only 
difference 1s that 1n this case ,the proposed raw material 
is agricUltural wastes rather than tarm crops. 
The technical, economic and soclal aspects ot alcohol 
blends have been investIgated quite thoroughly by many 
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different agencies (~)(6)(47)(10a)(109)(llO). A detailed 
analysis of poyer alcohol is felt to be unnecessary here, 
but the following brief summary is thought advisable. , 
From the viewpoint of, conservation, the use of alcohol 
. 
produced from farm crops and farm wastes is highly desir-
able because, unlike petroleum, farm products are replace-
able every year; thus there is an inexhaustible supply of 
fuel. As. far as engine performance is concerned, gasoline-
alcohol blends of up to 20 per cent alcohol are at least 
equal to straight gasoline and in some respects blends are 
superior. The blends usually discussed are , or 10 per 
cant alcohol. The present gasoline consumption rate 1s 
about 10, million gallons per day, so a 10 per cent alcohol 
blend would require 3.8 billion gallons ot alcohol per year 
above normal alcohol requirements for industry. This 
amount ot alcohol 1s almost seven times the maximum wartime 
production of alcohol when all facilities, both beverage 
and industrial alcohol, were being operated-at max~am 
capacity. A, per cent blend 'Vlould require only l~.9 billion 
gallons of alcohol but even this amount would require the 
construction of hundreds of new alcohol plants and the use 
or surplus crops, agr1cultural wastes and probably some 
current industrial raw materials. 
Since farm crops are sensitive to new markets and since 
agricultural wastes and culls are difficult and expensive to 
gather, the price ot alcohol from these materials in new 
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plants would be considerably above the estimated present 
cost of alcohol. This increased cost for alcohol would 
be highly undesirable because alcohol costs are now too 
high for blends to be competitive with straight gasoline. 
Tests indicate that in blends a gallon of alcohol is worth 
approximately as much as a gallon of gasoline. Because of 
the anti-knock propertIes ot alcohol, it may be worth 
slightly more than an equivalent amount of gaolino in un-
leaded blends. Gnsoline at the refinery is now 10 to 11 
cents per gallon, so a 10 per cent blend with alcohol at 
30 or 40 cents per gallon would cost 2 to 4 cents more per 
gallon than the gasoline from which it 1s made. On this 
basis gasoline blends would cost the consumers 2 to 4 
million dollars per day more than straight gasoline. 
Taking all of the facts into consideration, it seems 
vary improbable that under normal econoI:lics any alcohol 
If.111 bo used in alcohol-gasoline blends. If blends should 
be used they would almost certainly have to be the result 
of special legislation. In this case alcohol for blends 
would constitute a separate branch of the alcohol industry 
and would probably be required by law to utilize special 
raw materials, probably local farm crops. If blends were 
the result ot legIslative action they would create no new 
markets tor alcohol from the competitive section ot the 
industry. 
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Anti-detonan~ injection 
The addition or alcohol to gasoline in blends usually 
raises the_octane number of the gasoline; but nost of the 
time this octane number increase is not used to good ad-
vantage. It has been definitely established that in the 
ordinary automobile engine a high octane tuel is'burned 
at all times to satisfy the peak requirements or the engine, 
whioh exist only 5 to 10 per cent of the driving time (111) 
(112)(113). The obvious solution to efficiently using 
alcohol as a fuel is to supply it only when its anti-
knock properties are required, during periods of high-
power, full-throttle operation When high octane gasoline 
1s normally necessary to prevent detonation or knocking. 
The '~ita-Meter" is a device which Qperates on this prin-
ciple of Anti-detonant injection, spraying an alcohol-water 
mixture into the vaporized gasoline from the carburetor 
whenever the engIne tends to knock on the gasoline alone. 
Briefly, the Vita-Meter operates as follows (114)1 
The Vita-Meter 1s mounted on a flange between the carburet-
or and the intake mani£old of the automobile engine and 
the alcohol-water mixture, called the anti-detonant fluid, 
flows by gravity from a five-quart tank into a bowl on the 
Vita-Meter. A tube extends from the bowl to a diaphragm-
operated valve, which is controlled by the pressure 1n 
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the intake manifold, and from the valve into the throat 
of the carburetor venturi. When the throttle is wide open 
or nearly wide open the engine tends to knock; but when 
the throttle is open ~rlde, the manifold pressure drops, 
the diaphragm-operated valve opens and anti-detonant 
fluid is injected into the engine to prevent knocking. 
vlhen the manifold pressure rises again, the valve closes 
and injection stops. No injection occurs at part throttle 
operation, When low octane gasoline can be usod without 
knocking. The anti-detonant solution, trade named rrvitol tt , 
which has been selected as an opttmum mixture by the 
company manufacturing the Vita-Meter contains 8; per cent 
alcohol and 1, per cent water plus 3 cubic centimeters of 
tetra-ethyl lead per gallon (113). Methanol and ethanol 
can be used interchangeably in Vitol and isopropanol can 
be used in quantities equal to the methanol in the solu-
tion (114)(115). 
The application ot the Vita-Meter can be divided into 
two main fields: (a) its use in co~mercial truck and bus 
fleets and (b) its use in private passenger automobiles. 
In the commercial field the Vita-Meter permits fleet 
operators to burn a low cost, low-octane, unleaded, straight-
run gasoline which has a cleaner, less sooty flame than 
does cracked gasoline. The excellent burning quality or 
the gasoline gives improved motor operating characteristics 
and is thus said to reduce maintenance costs. On the basis 
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ot lower maintenance costs and reduced fuel costs the Vita-
Meter Corporation has estimated annual savings ot from 
$36 to $140 per vehicle accruing to fleet owners as a re-
sul~ of using alcohol-\rclter injection (ll3). Since these 
savings estimates were made the Vita-Meter itself has in-
creased from $22.,0, installed, to $29.90 plus in~tal1ation 
charges; and the price of Vitol has risen fram $0.3, per 
1 gallon to $1.20 per gallon. Reoalculation of the savings 
estimates by the Vita-Meter Corporation using these in-
creased' prices shows that instead of a saving, the use of 
the Vita-Meter would produce net losses of ~s much as 
$600 per vehicle per year for large freight trucks. Unless 
the price of Vitol decreases to about 3; cents per gallon 
it is believed that there will be no use of the Vita-
M~ter by trucks and buses. 
There are two sub-divisions of the application of the 
Vlta~Meter in the passenger car f1eld: (a) its use in 
engines with compression ratios equal to or less than 
7.; to 1 and (b) its use in enginas tilth a compression ratio 
of more than 7.; to 1. Automobiles with the lower compres-
sion ratio engines are now on the road and, according to 
the manufacturers, are able to operate successtully on 
tThe latest prices quoted are those charged during the 
publio sales test ot the Vita-Meter in CinCinnati, Ohio, 
beginning in Septa~ber, 1948. 
gasolines currently available ~t service stations. The 
recent sales test at the Vita-Meter in Cincinnati was 
directed toward automobiles of this type on the basis 
- '. 
that the use of the Vita-Meter \d11 give increased pick-
up and improved performance. These advertised operating 
. ' 
advantages are obtained at an additional cost at ,30 cents 
for a quart at Vital every tew hundred miles. This cost 
seems small b~t it is felt that many drivers may regard 
it 1n the same unfavorable light as they viev the cost of 
adding a quart of oil at similar intervals. 
I~ the field of engines with compression ratios of 8 
to 1, 10 to 1 or even 12 to 1, the Vita-Meter offers more 
~ 
than mere performance improvement. For satisfactory 
operation these engines need a hieher octane fuel than is 
now available at service stations, so automobiles \dth 
engines at this type have not been placed on the market. 
It is desirable to begin using high compression ratio 
engines as quickly as possible because they are from 10 
to 40 percent mora economical of,tuel than present auto-
motive engines (116), hence ~dll aid in the effort to 
conserve petroleum. It is said that the use of the Vita-
Mater would add enough octane numbers to a~ailable 
. 
gasolines to permit immediate introduction of high compres-
sion ratio engines (ll?). 
There are other methods of meeting the fuel requirements 
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of high compression ratio engines besides the use ot the 
Vita-Meter. It is theoretically possible to produce a 
gasoline of s~rficiently 'high anti-knock value to permit 
the operation of high comp~ession ratio engines, but there 
are two practical objections to this plan. First, the use 
of high octane gasoline at all times to supply the peak 
engine requirements which occur only , per cent o? the 
ti':le is extremely "tasteful at the properties at the fuel. 
Second, although the production of gasoline of the neces-
sary octane rating is theoretically possible, the funds 
to purchase and build the equipment which is necessary to 
do this are not available. ~ccording to Holaday (ll2), 
over 4 billion dollars must be spent in the next few years 
to meet quantity demands alone, hence the increase in 
general octane number will be very slow. 
On the other hand it is possible at the present time 
to produce a limited amount of 97 octane gasoline and still 
supply the requirements ot the bulk of the cars now on 
the road with 83 octane gasoline, vmieh is sufficiently 
high in anti-knock value tor their needs (112). This 
small supply of high octane gasoline is the key to dBal-
fuel. systems, another method of fueling high compression 
ratiO engines (111}(ll8). A motor equipped \tlith a dual-
fuel system has a fuel tank for high octane gasoline, a 
fuel tanlt tor low octane gasoline, two fuel pumps, a two 
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compartment carburetor and a mechanism actuated by the 
intake manifold vacuum tolchange instantaneously from 
one fuel to the other. ~1hen the manifold vacuum 1s high, 
-low octane gasoline 1s used in the engine; when the 
\ 
throttle 1s opened suddenly, the manifold vacuum drops 
and at a predetermined vacuum l~vel the carburetor 
mechanism automatically cuts or~ the supply or low octnne 
gasoline and starts high octane ~asollne flowing to the 
I 
engine. , 
It is expected that consider~ble competition will 
" \ I -..' ~ 
develop between the Vita-Meter and the dual.ruel system 
both to obtain aoceptanoe by the automobile manufacturers 
and to obtain acceptance by the motoring publicv' It is 
I . 
estimated that for high compression engines the operating 
costs using the dual-tuel system will be lower than the 
operating costs using the Vita-Moter with Voitol at present 
prices. Vitol prices may decline, ~hanging the compara-
tive costs, so predictions tor the future on the basis ot 
cost are not feasible. The potential progress of both 
devices 1s further conplicated by the possibility ot new 
automotive developments, such as the torque-converter 
transmission, which will decrease the octane requirements 
ot high octane engines (l12}(ll6). The eventual choice 
bett·reen the t,.ro systems or against both of them cannot now 
be predicted but it quite conceivably may be made in 
accordance with public opiniqn rather than in accordance 
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with sound engineering prinoiples. 
Even 1f the Vita-Meter 1s used to the exclusion at 
the dual-fuel s~stem, it is believed that the requirements 
for alcohol will not be ~igh. After a careful considera-
tion of mileage data, gasoline consumption data, auto-
mobile production data, Vitol use data and other pertinent 
information trom various sources (ll3)(114)(ll9)(120), it 
is es~tw~ted.that the consumption ot any of the alcohols 
in Vitol will not exceed 1, million gallons per year with-
in the n~At five or six years. This statement is phrased 
to include any ?f the alcohols because methanol, ethanol 
and isopropanol are interchangeable in Vitol. It 1s 
!elt that ethanol ~dll not be used, because its future 
price 1s expected to be above that of either methanol or 
isopropanol. The alcohol tax problem is an even more 
important reason why ethanol will not be used. According 
to Cole (121) no formula tor completely denaturing the 
alcohol in Vitol has been found Which does not tend to 
clog the Vita-Meter mechanism. The Alcohol Tax Unit has 
approved a specially denatured alcohol for Vitol, but it 
can be sold only by alcohol producers directly to special-
ly licensed operators of vehicles equipped with anti-
detonant injection devices. The fact that ethanol-based 
, 
Vitol ~nnnot be handled through regular jobber and 
service station channels 1s expected to completely preclude 
the use of ethanol. The literature of the Vita-Meter 
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Corporation indicates that methanol is most likely to be 
used. The potential production of methanol has been shown 
to be in excess of the estimated demand, so it seems almost 
certain that methanol alone will be able to supply the 
expected demand for V1tol. 
Aircraft fuel 
The alcohol statistics for 1948 show for the first 
time an item for the use of 400,000 gallons of specially 
denatured alcohol as a fuel (86). This use is thought to 
reflect the experiments of the Air Force with rockets and 
guided missiles. The Bell X-l is reported to use alcohol 
nnd liquid oxygen as fuels and there may be others which 
use the same mixture. The ,use of alcohol as an aircraft 
fuel is an interesting development, but it is not eXpected 
to provide a large market for al~ohol unless extensive 
preparations are made for another war. 
All Types of Alcohol 
Aries (50) in 1947 predicted an annual post\iar de-
mand for alcohol ot 17, to 200 million gallons for in-
dustrial purposes, 25 million gallons or less for the 
blending of beverages and 2 to , million gallons for 
governmental, scientific and hospital use. In the light 
of present consumption some 01.' the i:ldustrial demand for 
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alcohol expected by Aries seems to have been truten ovor 
b,y less expensive solvents and less expensive sources of 
the ethyl group_ The estimated cost :for ethanol indicates 
that ethanol is unlikely ~o regain the markets which have 
been lost and that it may lose further markets in the 
not too distant future. Of course, new products,~lich 
require large amounts of alcohol may develop at any time 
in the rapidly changing chemical industry, thus increasing 
the future demand tor alcohol above esttmated levels. On 
the other hand, new products are equally apt to lower 
the future demand more than is expected. 
It is estimated that the consumption of alcohol in 
all uses '~ll be 160 to 180 million gallons peu~ year tor 
the next few years, wi th generally declining marl~ets in 
prospect. The magnitude of the eventual decrense in de-
mand tvill depend on the amount of expansio~ in the petro-
chemical and synthetic gasoline fields as well as on the 
general level of prosperit.y. 
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FUTURE SUPPLY 
The past production o~ alcohol from various raw 
materials has been examined, the prescnt plant capacities 
tor each of the different t~~es of production have been 
discussed, the c03t of making alcohol from each of the 
major raw materials has been ostimated and tho future de-
mand has been approx:traated. With this information at hand 
it is 110\-1 possible to predict the approximate distribution 
of future production between the various methods for making 
alcohol. The total future supply fron all sources will be 
equal to the demand, which has been estimated at 160 to 
180 million gallons. 
Alcohol from Ethylene 
It is probable that synthetic alcohol, due to its low 
cost, \nll supply the major share of future demand; but 
aJ~ of the plants represented 1n the estimate of a total 
synthetic alcohol capacity of 110 million gallons per 
ye~lr may not produce alcohol at max~ ca,acity at all 
t1.mes. It is e"stimated that the future production of 
alcohol trom ethylene will range from 95 to 110 million 
gallons per year, and perhaps higher if the construction 
contemplated at the present time is actually completed. 
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It has been noted that the manufacture of synthetic 
alcohol has been ~~anding rapidly since production lIas 
started, but it is unlikely production ,,;ill continue to In-
I 
crense as rapidly in the f'uture as it has -tn the past. One 
deterrent to future expansion is the high capit~ invest-
ment required for a synthetic alcohol plant. The 'direct 
hydre.'tton plant completed in 1948 is reported to have cost 
12 million dollars (28), and the investment for an indirect 
hydration plant of the same capacity 1s probably even 
larger (5). The problem of building costs is particularly 
critical no,,! "man lt is '..Ulcertain uheth.:?r building costs in 
the next few years vTil1 remain high or ,.;111 drop. Rising 
raw matorial costs aTe also expected to reduce the rate of 
expansion of synthetic alcohol production. Propane and 
butane, the preferred cracking stocks for the production of 
1 :1'}~~.!" 
ethylene, have increased rapidly in price due to the high de-
mand for them as liquified petroleum gases for 'home fuel (70) 
(123). Refinery gases that were formerly available for 
chemical production have now become valuable as alkylation 
compononts in the production of high octane gasoline (124). 
The price of ethylene has risen because the prices of its 
raW materials have risen and also because the demand for 
ethylene itself has increased. The production of many 
organic chemicals and various ~lastics from ethylene 1ms been 
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expanding rapidly in recent years. Vast supplies of natural 
gas, from Which ethylene can be made, are available but natural 
gas 1s no longer the cheap raw material Which it once was (68) 
(69)(124). Thera is also an excellent chance that if natural 
gas is to be used as a raw ~atorial for the manufacture ot 
chemicals, the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis may be th~ most profit-
able method of utilizing the' gas. 
It- seems likely that any future expansion of alcohol 
facilities, except tor Fischer-Tropsch alcohol, ~dll occur 
in the synthetic field. This expanSion may take the form of' 
"equivalent" alcohol production and the plants which are 
actualJy built to utilize naturnl gas or petroleum gas may 
have acetaldehyde or acetic acid rather tItan alcohol as an end 
produc't. 
Alcohol from Molasses 
Although it is expected that the production of alcohol 
from molasses ~nll be exceeded by tho production of alcohol 
from ethylene, molasses alcohol will still probably,have a 
rather large share of the marl{et. The quantity or molasses 
alcohol which is produced may depend to a large extent on the 
amount of molasses which is available to supply the needs of 
the three tlajor molasses consumers: cattle feed, butanol 
production and alcohol production. Most of the molasses used 
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in the United states is ~porte4 from the Caribbean area, 
principally from CUba (26). An estimate of the molasses 
production for the future is very difficult because production 
de!>ends on the actions of the Cuban government as \rell as on 
the size of the sugar crop. The Cuban government can change 
the amount of molasses tor export in the future by (a) limit-
ing the size of the sugar crop in an attempt to lteep sugar 
prices at a high lavel and (b) changing the required per-
centage of alcohol in their national motor fuel, thus alter-
ing the amount of molasses "thich Cuba requires for her own 
internal use. In addition to these variables neither the 
sugar crop nor the weight of molasses obtained per pound of 
sugar will be constant from year to year. The latter quantity 
will depend on the relative prices of sugar and molasses. 
liP en tho sugar price is low and the nolasses price is high 
\ 
the tendency is to make more molasses and less sugar from a 
given amount of cane juice and to make nore sugar when 
molasses prices a.re lOll and sugar prices are high. i'1hlls 
considerable variation in the size of the annual sugar crop 
is expected, it is felt that a world molasses shortage is 
improbable because sugar cane is grm-1ll in such vddely spaced 
areas that a failure of the crops overywhere in the same year 
1s not likely to occur (66). The future molasses supply is 
also complicated by the occasional availability of invort 
molasses in addition to blackstrap wolasses. It is estimated 
that if the CUban government docs not change regulations in 
etfeet at the present time and that if roughly 20 million 
gallons of invert (col1s1derab11 less than many prowar y'ears' 
productIon) are available each year, the average sugar crops 
uill be such that the a:oount of molasses fol" alcohol. mnnu-
facture 'rill be of the ordor of 1,0 million gall.o~s. This 
figure allo\lS for the fact that a corwiderable amount of 
molasses will be used for cattle feeding, in which use the 
value of molasses ranges frorn equal \Y'ith corn on a pound 
basis to half as much as C01'n on a pound basis (125,). With 
present high corn prices, molasses is worth nora as a cattle 
feed than as a ralof me,terial for alcohol, so feed manufacturers 
can probably outbid alcohol producers for molasses supplies 
when necessary. For a numb or of reasons the use of molasses 
as a cattle feed is not p.xpeetod to increase greatly (126). 
, 
It is folt in sone quarters that the daionization of 
sugar juices 1-r!ll seriously curtail the molasses' supply. In 
the deionization process ion-exchange resins are used to re-
move thone i~purities t~ltch are electrolytes from sugar 
j~lcos. ~urifying the sugar juices in this way theoretically 
permits obtaining more ~~ear and less molasses from n given 
quantity of juice. In practice, deionization has proved quite 
successful in the beet sugar industry and several commercial 
installations have been ~ade (127)(128). Conditions encounter-
ed in pi-lot plant studies by the Cane sugar industry malte it 
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appear doubtful that doionizatlon is either technically 
applicable or economically feasible ror the manufacture of cane 
sugar (l29). Dickinson (l28) foels thnt ,0 per cent of the 
beet sugar industry may beirtn to use ion exchange in the next 
10 years, reducing the supply of beet molasses by about 3, 
million gallons ~er year. Present beet molasses consumers 
would probably be forced to turn to blaekstrap molasses, thus 
causing an increase in the demand for blackstrap. The con-
version of the beet sugar industry is expected to be slow and 
the effect on molasses supplies is expected to be relatively 
small in tho next tew years. 
A development 1·mich mny have much more effect than 
deionization on molasses sup~lies is the growing ot high-
protein food yeasts for human consumption on dilute molasses 
(l30). In Jamaica a British plant which grcwBand processes 
food yeasts is now operating successfully and at a profit. 
Plans are reported to be unde~{ny for similar installations 
in Puerto Rico, Venezuela and the Philippine Islands. The 
process will probably not create a new usa for molasses in 
the UnitAd States, but the increased use of molasses for 
growing food yeast in the 'lest Indies might approciably re-
duce the acount of molasses which the United States could 
import from this area. 
On the other side of the picture, the Forest Products 
Laboratory's process for making molasses from '-TOod ShO'tiS 
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promise ot increasing molasses supplies (3). This process 
1s identical with the alcohol process shown in Figure ;, up 
to ~d including the neutralizing tank. In the molasses 
process the neutralized sugar solution is evaporated and 
I' 
concentrated rather than fermented. The end product is a 
matorial Which is suitable, according to preliminary tests, 
as a substitute for blackstrap molasses for stock feed or 
industrial purposes. The Forest Service and the Tennessee 
Valley Authority are planning to jointly further investigate 
the process with a pl*ot plant to be built at Wilson Dam, 
Alabama, for producing 20,000 gallons of molasses per year 
trom cull trees (133). Harris' (3, p. 9) preliminary cost 
estimate for the process places the cost of molasses at 7.2; 
to 9.,7 cents per gallon, not including possible by-product 
credIts for methanol and furfural; Aries (131) estimates the 
cost at 16 to 18 cents per gallon. It is felt that if wood 
molasses can be made by this process at a price competitive 
with blackstrap molasses, the~ alcohol costs will be such 
that alcohol can be produced directly from wood, \dthout the 
intermediate concentration of the wood sugars to molasses, at 
a price competitive with alcohol from blackstrap. The success 
ot the wood molasses process thus resolves itselt to a com-
parison ot two alcohol processes. 
The future production of alcohol from molasses is 
estimated to be between ,0 million and 70 million gallons per 
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year if moderate to small quantities of invert molasses are 
available. If large supplies of invert are to be had, 
molasses alcohol production might rise slightly above 70 
million gallons, although ~o sell this quantity of alcohol 
might require the acquisition of what are normally expected 
to be synthetic alcohol markets. 
Alcohol from Grain 
It is estimated that the production ot alcohol from grain 
will be less than 10 million gallons per year in the near 
future. Prior to the war about 7., million gallons of alcohol 
were made annually from corn. In the future period it 
appears quite probable that at least part ot the alcohol made 
trom grain will be made from grain sorghums. Jacobs (~, p. 
22) states that the Yield of alcohol from grain sorghums is 
, 
nearly equal to the yield trom corn. Since grain sorghum is 
ordi~11y cheaper than corn, it permits the production of 
somewhat less expensive alcohol. Due to its high price, the 
grain alcohol manufactured will be a specialty product and 
titll probably be used mainly as tax paid alcohol for blending 
whiskey. The relative amounts ot grain sorghum and corn 
which ~dll be used are expected to depend on the wishes of 
the special grain alcohol consumers. 
The supply of corn and grain sorghum is certainly ade-
quate tor producing this amount ot alcohol. The raw material 
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for at least 100 million gallons of alcohol will probably 
be available to the alcohol industry if they are willing to 
pay the equivalent of support prices for the grain; but it 
appears doubttul that there will be a market for more than 
10 million gallons of high-priced grain alcohol. 
Alcohol from Sulfite Liquor 
It is expected that the production of alcohol from 
sulfite liquor will continue on the present limited basis of 
3 million gallons per year. Rostan (7,) has estimated the 
potential production of alcohol from waste sulfite liquor 
in the United States at 62 million gallons per year, but 
for several reasons it seems unlikely that there will be any 
increases in production beyond that possible by modifica- ' 
tio~ of the existing plant. First, as the cost estL~atGs 
show, production trom new plants ~~ilt during periods of 
high construction costs is likely to be marginnl at the ex-
pected aloohol price levels. Seoond, the high capital in-
vestment \~ll tend to discourage plant construction. And 
finally, if stream polution laws force pulp mills to utilize 
their wastes, it is apparently more profitable to produce 
fodder yeasts than to produce alcohol (,0). A yeast plant 
ot this typo 1s now under construction at Rhinelander, 
Wisconsin, so ~nth1n a year or t,ro data may be available to 
determine the comparative economies of alcohol production 
and yeast production. If a high-value use for lignin were 
found it \~uld probably encourage the production of alcohol 
from waste sulfite liquor to a greater degree than it would 
encourage production from ~ood ,~ste or agricultural \mste. 
Alcohol from Miscellaneous Materials 
It is estimated that 2 or 3 million gallons or alcohol 
per year may be produced from such sources as crude alcohols 
mixtures, chemical mixtures, citrus ~mste and pineapple 
juice. Some of this production has probably existed since 
the war because of the high alcohol prices. The number ot 
plants cannot be predicted which will be !brced out ot 
business by the expected future alcohol prices, but it is 
noteworthy that prewar production from these raw materials 
was ordinarily less than 1 million gallons. 
Potatoes will most likely not be a source of alcohol in 
the future to the extent that they have been the past two 
years. The-use of potatoes in quantity will probably cease 
as soon as the government discontinues its present practice 
of making potatoes available to alcohol manufacturers at 
almost no cost. It is believed that the recent unfavorable 
publicity in newspapers and magazines regarding the potato 
surplus will hasten the time at which the government will 
either discontinue potato price supports or begin to handle 
them in a different way. Secretary of Agr1cul~e Brnnnants 
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1949 proposed farm price program to replace the Aiken Law 
significantly does not include potatoes as one of the fi~st 
priority crops for support. 
Alcohol from Wood Waste 
The plant for making alcohol trom wood waste has not 
yet produced appreciable quantities of alcohol, but it may 
begin operations within the next several years. It is be-
lieved that the operating difficulties can be overcome and 
that the process is workable, two facts which the Forest 
Products Laboratory, ~lO developed the process, would no doubt 
like to have demonstrated. If there are no private organiza-
:tions who wish to operate the plant, it has been suggested 
that the War Assets Administration nay turn the plant over 
to the Forest Products Laboratory tor operation under the 
Synthetic Liquid Fuels Act (132). 
There are trememdous tonnages of wood waste left in 
timber land atter logging operations (134), but this ,rood 
waste is generally too expensive to collect tor industrial 
alcohol production. Should some system be conceived tor 
gathering this logging \'laste economically, the '<tood would 
almost certainly be nore valuable tor wood pulp tllan tor 
alcohol manufacture; hence, the wood still ,~u1d not be 
available for alcohol production_ There ls, however, a large 
amount of sa.wdust and similar manufacturing l1aste already 
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collected at sawmills (l3~). If all of this \iaste were used 
to make alcohol, an estimated 270 million gallons per year 
could be produoed, but not, all of this manufacturing wasta 
can be used for alcohol. Due to the fact that many salVln1l1s 
are singly too small to support an alcohol plant and are too 
far away from one or more other sawmills to share an alcohol 
plant, and due to the fact that a considerable portlon of 
the waste is burned as fuel, only a small traction ot the 
potential 270 million gallons could be economically produced. 
No plant expansion 1s eXpected. As in the case of sulfite 
liquor alcohol the existing plant tor wood waste appears to 
have a good chance of producing alcohol competitively; but 
a plant built now, at high construction cost levels, would 
be at a disadvantage due to high depreciatfon and interest 
charges. 
U~less the Springfield plant 1s opernted at nearly full 
capacity unit costs ,dll become so high that production will 
-be uneconomical. Therefore it is expected that 4 or , 
million gallons of alcohol may be supplied from the wood 
vaste plant start1ne sometime in the near future. 
Alcohol from Agricultural Wastes 
No commercial productio~ ot alcohol from agricaltural 
wasta 1s expected in the next few years because, as has been 
pOinted out above, data on waich to base the design of a 
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full-scale plant are not expected to be available for several 
years. However, it is felt that a few points should be 
noted in regard to the eventual commercial success of this 
process. 
It is estimated that there are at least 20 million tons 
or cobs produced annually, but only a small part of these 
are economieally available tor industrial use (2, p. 1). Many 
of the cobs are used on farms for silage, forage and hogging 
down. Industry aust depend on cobs which are accunnuntod at 
country elevators, at hybr1d seed corn plants or on farms 
as a result of large shelline operations; beca.use even 
though the cobs themselves are inexpensive, the cost becomes 
prohibitive when they must be gathered in small lots from 
isolated farms and transported to the alcohol plant. A 
survey shows that there is an annunl accumulation ot about 
22,,000 tons of cobs at country elevators in Illinois, 
Indiana, Ohio, Iowa. and Ilebraska and that there are several 
areas in IllInois where 200,OOq to 250,000 tons of cobs can 
be collected from farms ~~thin a 50-mile radius (2, pp. 15-
16). Thus it seems reasonable to believe that there are at 
least 1.2 million tons of cobs produced every year and 
located in concentrations worthy or consideration for in-
dustrial purposes. The present production of f'urfural con-
sumes 150,000 tons of cobs per year, ~~d other uses bring 
total utilization to about 200,000 tons (2, p. 30).. Most of 
these cobs are gathered fram the centers of greatest con-
centration, which are the country elevators and the hybrid 
seed corn plants, leaving about 1 million tons of cobs 
unused. The Northern Regtonal Research Laboratory process 
obtains about 45 gallons of alcohol per ton at cobs (18), 
consequently there is a potential production of about 4, 
million gallons or alcohol from corncobs. Some additional 
amounts are estimated to be obtainable £rom sugar cane 
bagasse, cottonseed hulls and oat hulls; but no data on 
the concentration ot these materials are available. It 
is known that a very large wallboard industry is based on 
sugar cane bagasse, so it 1s probable that most at the 
bagasse in large concentrutions is nowutl1ized. 
It \i'ould seem, 1n viel" ot the favorable preliminary 
economic analysis on the agricultural waste process, that 
a very large amount of alcohol could be produced from corn 
cobs. However, the cobs which are to be utilized are 
practically all located on farms. The use of these cobs 
depends not only on the cost at the cobs plus the cost of 
collectIng them, but on convincing the farmer that the 
nuisance involved in collecting the cobs is worth the addi-
tional return which he roceives. It is significant that in 
spite or all of the plans for utIlizing agricultural wastes, 
the great bulk of the 200 million tons produced annually 
still finds no commercial use. It may be that the 
s~cchariflcation process tor converting the waste into 
useful products will permit paying enough for the raw 
materials that farmers will be eager to cooperate in the 
program. The outcome of the pilot plant studies will fix 
the maximum price \'Thich ean be paid for cobs. Time will 
determine whether it is sufficiently high to interest the 
farmers. 
Alcohol from the Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis 
Indications are that tho first alcohol from the Fischer-
Tropseh process will be produced in 1950 at a rate of' about 
10 million gallons per year. It is probable that there 
,nll be no rapid expansion in this field until the results 
of the first plan~ are quite well established since, at pres-
ent, cost figures for the process are tho subject of con-
-
siderabla controversy. 
The ra'" material. situation limits the number of possible 
plant si tes. - In order to permit a pla.nt the size of the ono 
at Bro\~svil1e, Texas (about 6,00 barrels of gasoline ~er 
day) to be amortized over a period of a reasonable number 
of years before its gas supply runs out, it is estimated 
that about 1 trillion cubic feet of' gas must be available 
(135)(136). In the same location as this supply of gas 
t~~r~ ~,~t also be a source of 10 to 1, million gallons of 
water per day with which to replenish the estimated 250 
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million gallons per day which circulate through the plant 
(13,)(136). Some authorities believe that there is an 
opportunity to build as many as 70 plants like the one at 
I 
Browsville (137); others, talting a more conservative vlet4', 
believe that sites are available for not more than 20 plants. 
This latter restriction is severe insofar as the production 
of gasoline 1s concerned, because it means that Fischer-
Tropsch plants based on natural gas would be able to contri-
bute only about 6 per cent of the average daily gasoline 
consumption. However, even 20 plants would produce 20 to 40 
million gallons of alcohol per year more than the total 
estimated f'u.ture requirements. Thus 1 t 1s evident that 
-
producing only a small fraction of the total gasoline con-
sumption by the F1scher-Tropsch process ,,1111 have a tre-
mendous effect on the manufacture of alcohol. 
The source of the synthesis gas tor tho Fischer-Tropsch 
process can be either natural gas or coal. In the short run 
the use of natural gas is favored because the process is 
less complicated and loss expensive than the process using 
coal. In the long run the synthesis ,·Til1 probably hr:.ve to 
be based on coal because coal reserves are far morc extensive 
than gas reserves. ~fuether the procoss uses coal or eas, 
the b1-products ldll be about the sane. 
The rising price of natural gas 'H111 tend to retard 
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the growth or the Fischer-Tropsch process, but the effect 
ot the price increase is minimized becauso the price of 
crude oil is also going up. Keith (137) is reported to 
have suggested that the price of natural gas can be kept 
reasonable by tilling pipe lines with synthetic gas produced 
from the coal ~mlch the pipe lines oust cross in traveling 
north from the Southwest areas in waich natural gas is 
concentrated. 
Another deterrent to the expansion of synthetic 
gasoline production is the high initial investment required. 
The gasoline synthesis plant at BrownsVille and the proposed 
plant at Garden City, ~~sas, have been estimated to cost 
from 20 to 40 million dollars each and a chemicals separa-
tion unit tor each-site has been estimated at 25 million 
dollars (138)(139). Synthesis plants of similar capacity 
using coal rathor than natural gas are estimated to cost 
about twice as much. 
The synthetic gasoline program will probably not be 
held back by lack ot rosearch. Study of the process has 
been in progress in the United states for over 20 years and 
at the present time practically every major oil company is 
engaged in some type of research on gasoline synthesis 
(138). The United states government has also engaged in 
0) nsiderable study of the process through the Bureau ot 
Mines. All of this research has one disadvantage: progress 
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is so rapid that any large synthetic gasoline plant may be 
obsolete betore construction can be completed. 
If private industry is to finance the production of 
Fischer-Tropsch gasoline it is probable that gasoline will 
have to be produced competitively ,11th gasoline trom crude 
011 1.;1 thout alloWing hieh by-product orad! ts for the oxy-
genated chemicals obtained. As soon as only a few plnnts 
are in operation the I!1al'kot for the major by-products will 
be glutted and by-product credits will become very small. 
It is pos~ible'that a credit of about 10 cents per gallon 
for ethanol could be obtained by combining it ,dth the 
gasoline and sellIng a blended fuel. If the price of 
alcohol dropped to this level, the entire alcohol market 
would be supplied by the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis because 
no other type or production '\rould be economical. A situn-
tion of this type is not expected·to occur in the near 
future. 
The production of gasoline from the Fischor-Tropsch 
synthesis involves national security as "roll as econonlics. 
Since an adequate supply of gasoline 1s d~emed absolutely 
essential, a plan has been advanced by v1hich the govern-
ment would constru~t a synthetic fuels industry at a cost 
of about 9 billion dollars (135)(137). This government 
plan is opposed by private industry on the grounds thnt 
private technology is far ahead ot the government's and 
that research is advancing so rapidly that by the time the 
huge synthetic fuels development t~S completed it would be 
obsolete (13'}(137). It is also pOinted out that if the 
plants were built to provide national security they would 
have to be built and then left idle because the gasoline 
produced, once it found its way into ordinary civilian 
channels, would no longer represent a reserve for an 
emorgency. 
If the government synthetic fuols plan is instituted, 
cost would probably be of ainor importance and construction 
would proQeed much more rapidly than under a competitive 
economy. It is doubtful, however, that any plants could 
be put into operation before 1952 or 19,3, even if the 
necessary legislation were passed by the Eighty-first 
Congress. 
The Stanolind 011 Company, as noted previously, is con-
sidering the const~\ction of a Flscher-Tropsch plant in 
19,3. It is believed that if the Brolnlsville plant is an 
economic success, othor rims may undertake construction 
or plants before then. Time will be required for the con-
struction or plants, so it seems unlikely that the pro-
duction or F1scher-Tropsch alcohol will exceed 10 million 
gallons per year until atter 19,3. The amount of the ex-
pansion after that date \nll depend on whether the opera-
tions at Brownsville appears attractive to private industry 
~o 
and on whether the govornment's, program meets lr.Lth approval 
. 
in Congress. The magnitude of the expansion c~nnot now 
be predicted but it a~pears highly possible that it may 
11 
eventually result in a major reorganization of the alcohol 
industry. It is not expected, however, that Fischer-
Tropsch alcohol will compl~tely replace othar alcohol 
sources 1n the near future. 
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SUBSIDI ZAfION ott' CORN ALCOHOL 
The subs1d1 zed production ot oorn aloohol Me been 
and st1ll 1s frequently suggested AS an aid in maintaining 
hIgh fArm prlces.1 The question ot an alcohol subsidy 1s 
aotually more ~olitical than economic and thus l1es some-
what outside the soope of this paper. Ho attempt will be 
made to decide whether or not a subsi47 is advisable. Thi. 
discussion will merely point out wbat 1s likely to occur 
under various al tematlve8. 
In the past on17 two primar,y economic reasons have 
been reoognized tor subsidizing an industry: either (a) 
milltar1 seourity or (b) encouragement ot an infant Industr,r. 
At the present time alcohol from corn does not tit into 
either olasslf1oation. Grain alcohol could become a factor 
in nat10nal seourl ty 1t' the governmen-.; begins to stookpile 
aloohol for synthetio rubber and suffio1ent amounts are not 
available trom the present alcohol industI7. With present 
technology the oorn alcohol is not an 1nfant 1ndustry and 
w111 not stand on its own feet. The subSidy presents a 
paradox; alcohol pro4uot1on tende to keep corn prioes 
h1gh but alcohol manufacture 1s not economical unless corn 
IFor 8 detatled analYSiS ~f this agricultural pr1ce 
Situation, lee She~berd (140). 
p~1ces are low. With process improvements it is conceiv-
able·that the manufacture of corn alcohol could at some 
future date be put on a sound economic basis even though 
corn prices remain at re~at1velY high levels. In such case 
the infant lndustry classification would apply. 
The effects of the subsidy program are different for 
the short run than for the long run. The short run re-
sult vdll be considered first, in a discussion based on 
the use of 100 million bushels of corn for alcohol. The 
use of a larger amount would make the results outlined be-
low mora pronounced; the usa of less corn would have less 
etfect. In former years an average corn crop lms 2.6 
billion bushels, but an average crop with present hybrid 
corn and current farming methods is variously stated as 3.0 
to 3.2 billion bushels. It a value of 3.1 billion bushels 
is assumed, the 100 million bushels~r alcohol would repre-
sent only 3.2 per cent of an average crop. ~he elasticity 
of corn demand is about .0.6,. In other lvords, a 10 per 
cent increase in crop size decreases the corn price about 
15 per cent. (10 is about -0.6,). The use of 3.2 per cent 
-~ 
of the crop for alcohol would in effect reduce the size of 
the crop 3.2 per cent, raising corn prices , per cent. The 
national average corn price at 90 per cent of parity is 
$1.44 per bushel; in Ioya and other corn belt states the 
support price ranges from $1.32 to $1.38 per bushel. Thus 
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the 5 per cent price incraase for Iowa would apparently 
amount to 6.5 or 7.0 cents per bushel. 
The aetual price increase would not be as large as the 
apparent increase lndica~ed above, due to the fact that the 
increase in corn price depends on the reduction of the total 
amount of feed on the market. The consumption of 100 
millioh lbushels of corn for alcohol would reduce the corn 
supply by lOO.million bushels, but each bushel of corn used 
for alcohol would contribute 16 pounds of distillers' 
grains to the supply of high protein feeds. Assuming that 
a ,6 pound bushel or corn has the same feed value as ,6 
pounds of distillers' grains, an approximation which 1s not 
exactly true, the etfect of the alcohol production would be 
to renovo only 
z6~~ (100,000,000): 71;000,000 bushels of corn. 
The government would, however, pay the expense ot removing 
the total 100 million bushels. It would be possible to not 
recover distillers' grains at the alcohol plants, but this 
would increase the cost of corn alcohol, making the proposed 
subsidy more expensive to the government. 
The 71 million bushels of corn are only about 2 per 
cent of an average crop, so the resultant price increase 
would be 3 per cent, or about ~.O to ~.2 cents per bushel, 
based on support prices in the corn belt. If the entire 
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remaining 3.0 billion bushels of' corn ",rere sold at this 
advanced price, farm income would be enlarged by about 120 
million dollars, which is a minor amount compared to the 
annual farm income of about 2, billion dollars. 
I. 
The increased tarm income ",ould be only a short term 
benefit and would not continue in the long run. The use ot 
corn tor alcohol production would constitute an increase in 
demand which would cause production to rise because of the 
short run increase in corn price. After a tew years there 
would again be a corn surplus and corn prices would again 
begin to decline. The farmer "muld be no better ott than 
he ''laS initially and the nation as a whole "Tould be sub-
sIdIzing an immense industry. If alcohol production "rere 
expanded to take care ot the now corn surplus, the entire 
cycle would be repeated and soon the subsidy plant would 
increase to gigantiC proportions. The question of ,~at to 
do with a 11 of the alcohol produced will be oonsidered later. 
The co~on answer to the problem of the preceding para-
graph is to legislate to kee, corn production from increas-
ing once' alcohol manufacture is instituted. There are 
several objections to this plan. First, experience with the 
Agricultural Adjustment Act (AAA) showed that cutbaoks in 
acreage do little good, since the land formerly used for 
corn is planted to wheat or oats ~mich substitute for eorn 
as a feed. The AAA program also indirectly encouraged the 
use of hybrids to obtain bettor Yield por acre on corn 
land. The proposed future restrictIons on corn acreage 
wou~d stimulate the introduction and use of now hybrid 
strains~ It is reported that hybrIds are now in store 
Which represent at least'as much of an improvement over 
present hybrids as present hybrids gave over open-pollinat-
ed corn (122). Second, legislation which tends to regiment 
production is not \~se from an economic viewpoint because 
the law freezes production patterns so that inefficient 
producers stay in a given field instead of changing to the 
more efficient production of another crop. Finally, it 
production limitations are to be instituted it would be 
better to raise prices by beginning such limitations now 
rather than to introduce restrictions after starting a sub-
sidized industry. 
Subsidized alcohol production has been suggested in 
connection with Con~odity Credit Corporation (Cce) ever-
normal granary operations to remove the excess corn which 
the government acquires. The ever-normal granary, properly 
administered, has no excess; it merely levels out production 
over a period of years, thereby tending to keep prices 
stable. Only if the CCC tries to force prices for corn to 
an artificially high plane does the government have more 
grain than is necessary to level out production. At 
present the cce is acquiring too much corn because the 
existing price support law does not permit parity prices to 
drop as rapidly as they should in comparison '~th other 
prices (122)~ As a result the government will soon have 
made loans on more corn Ithan is necessary for ever-normal 
granary runctlontng~ There is, 'however, some possibility 
that Congress may change the present price support plan 
before the government 1s in real d1fficulty. A poor crop 
next year, which seems unlikely at this time, would also 
reduce the problem for the cee. 
By the fall ot l~9 the cce will probably have on hand 
s 
about 600 million bushels of corn, even if Marshall plan 
aid continues; in the event of another good'crop next year 
it is estimated that the amount would increase another 600 
million bushelS to a total of 1.2 billion bushels (122). 
It is estimated that about 1 billion bushels are necessar,y 
for'the over-normal granary (122). The removal, via 
alcohol, "of 200 million bushels of corn next year and per-
haps larger-amounts in years thereafter 1s unrealistic in 
several respects. The need for using large quantities at 
grain would be immedlnte, so there would be little time to 
build alcohol plants. Production w~11d thus have to be trom 
the plants used during the war; but grain alcohol plants, 
beverage distilleries operating as alcohol plants and con-
verted molasses distilleries together used the equivalent 
or only 120 million bushels of corn per year at the height 
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of their production. Thus some use of corn ,,,ould be possible 
but the amount would be limited by plants which now exist. 
"> 
The use of 100 million bushels of corn l10Uld produce 
alcohol in an amount equal to about 40 per cent m0re than the 
i -
total predicted postwar usage. Dumping this quantity of 
alcohol on the open market ~uld glut the market, probably 
bringing charges from Oth9I' alcohol producers of unfair 
competition. The most reasonable way to eli~inate this 
difficulty would be to subsidize all ethanol production, but 
this would further increase the cost of enlarging the corn 
demand by 100 million bushels. If tho ethanol price 
dropped to a very low level as the result of the increased 
suppll ,. ethnnol might Ql t into methanol markets. This would 
then bring forth from methanol producers the cry of unfair 
competition. In short, the production of 250 million gallons 
of alcohol more than normal production would ,robably disrupt 
the entire commercial solvents industry. 
It might be possible through legislation to reduce the 
amount or nlcohol produced from sources other than corn. It 
is doubtful that the manufacture of alcohol from refinery 
gases could reasonably be stopped, since synthetic ethanol 
1s made trom a raw material which \<lould otherwise be "lasted; 
but it might be feasible to cause molasses alcohol producers 
to change to corn as a raw material. This action ,rould 
probably lower the price of molasses and cause m(~re of' 1 t 
~8 
to be used as stock feed. Molasses would thus partially 
substitute for the corn used 1n making alcohol, decreasing 
the effectiveness ot the subsidy program. The question of 
ereeting tariff barriers to prevent the entry of molasses 
\ ' 
into the United States is even more a political question 
that 1s the subsidy, so no attempt will be made to analyze 
tariff problems here. 
The tremendous effect on the solvents industry might 
also be avoided by finding a use for the corn alcohol out-
side normal consumption channels. One new outlet would be 
alcohol-gasoline blends, although this use would probably 
be fought by petroleum interests, who have always opposed 
blends. Another outlet wOl~d be synthetic rubbor, but it 
would take some time to build the peacetime synthetic rubber 
industry up to Where it could use the quantities of alcohol 
involved. Alcohol blends, on the other hand, could absorb 
all of the alcohol from 100 million bushels of corn with-
out any difficulty. The cost picture for both blends and 
synthetic rubber has been discussed above. 
The sociological aspects of corn alcohol production 
must not be overlooked. The use of 100 million bushels of 
corn for alcohol does not seem advisable when thousands in 
the United states have an inadequate diet and When millions 
in the world are starving. An additional problem is that 
of government partIcipation in private business. If the 
situation occurs ,vhere it is a question or using the corn 
for alcohol or letting it rot, subsidized alcohol production 
1s preferable, from an economic vio\ipoint, to allowing the 
corn to rot, provided the cost of ndministering the subsidy 
\ , 
does not exceed the value of the alcohol produced. 
The cost of the subsidy program cannot be evaluated 
because there are 'too many indeterminates. The cost would 
in part be ti~ed by how many new plants were built. The 
number of plants in turn would depend on whether the sub-
sidy 1s to be a stop-gap plan or a permanent measure, on 
how soon production must be started, on how many molasses 
users could and would change to corn as a raw material and 
on how many distilleries would be willing to return to 
alcohol production. 
The cost of the subsidy is affected obviously by the 
amount of grain it is planned to use. This determines the 
amount of alcohol to be produced, thus affecting the alcohol 
price and so affecting the amount of subsidy Which is paid 
par gallon. The a~ount of corn used also varies the 
amount of distillers. grains produced. If the manufactured 
feeds market were glutted by tho hundreds of millions ot 
pounds ot by-product grains produced, the value or the 
grains would drop and the cost of manufacturing alcohol 
would increase accordingly. The amount of alcohol produced 
trom corn may affect the amount of alcohol produced from 
molasses, hence woUld change the price or molasses and 
perh9~8 alter its uses. The cost of the subsIdy would 
also depend on whethe~ other types or alcohol product1on 
were subsIdized. Adm~n1strative charges ~ou1d add to the 
cost ot the subsidy, sinoe work by some government agenoy 
would be neoessary to administer the eubsld1. Atter 
these cost faotors and several others have been evaluated, 
to deoide whether a subSIdy is economioally advisable it 
would also be necessary to oonsider whether the govern-
ment might realize more return on their excess corn by 
using it 1n some other manner. 
As 18 noted in the first paragraph of th1s section, 
the deoision on a corn alcohol subsidy cannot be made on 
the basls of economics alone. Because of the politioal 
elements of the question, no attempt 1s made in this naper 
,to determine whether a subSidy is or 1s not advisable. 
Some authorities teel that extensive experimentation in 
alcohol manufaoture to develop techniques and ~r~oedures 
which may some aay enable the corn alcohol 1ndustr.y to 
ooerate without a subsidy would at least partially just1fy 
an alcohol subsIdy at the present time. On the other hand, 
an extensive researoh progr~ oou1d Just as well be oarried 
on 1n the absenoe ot a corn alcohol subsidy. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
1. The market tor industrial alcohol 1s expeoted to 
I 
decrease in the near future, causing produotion to 
beoome highly oompetit1ve. 
2. Unless corn prices drop to 1 •• e18 of 40 to 60 oents 
per bushel or lower while other prices remaln un-
ohanged, alcohol made trom corn wl11 not be able 
to oompete wi th alcohol from other sources aB an 
industrial solvent and raw material. 
3. The demand tor alcohol 1n the near future wll1 be 
supplied mainly by alcohol made trom ethYlene and 
trom molasses, w1 th small amoun ts produoed from 
sulfite liquor, grain, the F1sohe~Tropeoh synthesis 
and perhan. wood waste. 
4. The production of corn alcohol could be subsidized, 
but sinoe a decision on such a subsidy involves 
political as well as eoonomio considerations, a 
determination of the advisability of a corn alcohol 
subsidy is beyond the soope of this renort. 
(l) 
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